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ABSTRACT 
Due to quiet operation, no moving parts, long lifespan and compact structure, the 
thermoelectric application has become a potential green technology which has been 
used in different areas in the efforts of contributing to achieve simplified and 
compact system structures and environmental friendliness. Its applications cover a 
wide range from the earliest application on kerosene lamp to aerospace applications, 
transportation tools, industrial utilities, medical services, electronic devices and 
temperature detecting & measuring facilities. Its disadvantage lies in the low 
conversion efficiency which only converts small amount (for Bh Te3, up to 5%) of 
harvested energy to electrical power. It makes the use of the TEO system far from 
being economically feasible due to long cost recovery period. Consequently, its use 
is limited to specialised area where it is unnecessary to consider the cost of the 
thermal energy input and system cost recovery. 
This research aims to explore a way of widening the application range of 
thermoelectric generation based on introducing a potential direction of improving 
energy utilisation efficiency to a higher level by adopting thermoelectric 
cogeneration concept in residential house. It focuses on investigating the practicality 
of using thermoelectric applications in domestic sectors where the large amount of 
heat is exhausted to environment without being used and developing thermoelectric 
cogeneration system to generate electricity and produce pre-heated water for 
domestic use by recovering the waste heat from the domestic boiler and utilising the 
on-site solar energy. With the conversion efficiency given by the current 
commercially available thermoelectric modules, the optimised heat exchanging 
regimes and systems for thermoelectric applications have been comprehensively 
studied from the aspects of system design, integration, experimental study, numerical 
simulation and modification. The importance and necessity of effective heat 
exchanging methods have been emphasised by the experimental and numerical 
proofs for the development of a domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system with 
higher thermal efficiency. The impacts of this domestic energy solution have been 
evaluated from the aspects of the improvement for outdoor environment and indoor 
energy profile, as well as economic benefit. 
For the flue gas heat exchanger, the model with sudden expansion and gradual 
constriction has been identified gives in terms of overall performance. The model 
with sudden expansion, gradual constriction and staggered pipe layout and the one 
with sudden expansion, gradual constriction and inline pipe layout show better 
overall performance than other models. Among these two models, the one with 
staggered pipe layout shows better performance than the one with inline pipe layout 
in the velocity range of 3.6m1s-5m1s, whilst the one with inline pipe layout shows 
better performance between 0-3.6m1s. For the cold side heat exchanger, the one with 
four ~ 5 m m m branch channel angled at 90 against the main channel delivers the best 
overall performance out of 9 cooling plates built according to three variables. 
Experimental studies show the one-stage TCS produces more power than the two-
stage TCS does when the heat input is supplied at 47W and 60W. As the heat input 
increases, the power output of two-stage TCS gets closer to that of one-stage TCS. 
In the system construction and assembly, uneven assembly can lead to a 20% drop in 
conversion efficiency. The pressure load at 18lpsi gives the highest power output out 
of five load values, which are 136psi, 159psi, 181psi, 204psi and 227psi, respectively. 
In comparison with individual assembly, module thickness difference in whole 
assembly degrades the system conversion efficiency. The cost recovery period of 
deploying this system in a residential house installed with a 24kW boiler and a 1 m2 
solar collector has been evaluated. Based on the conversion efficiency and thermal 
efficiency that is 4% and 67% at 130aC temperature difference. the house can 
produce 98W electricity and 1640W useable heat when the boiler is running and the 
contribution from the solar energy is included. It takes less than 4.2 years to recover 
the system cost. 
Key words: Thermoelectric co-generation, domestic, electrical power, thermal 
energy, conversion efficiency, thermal efficiency 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Power generation u ing thermoelectric generators have been utilised in areas like 
aerospace facilities, transport tools and industry utilities, in which a considerable 
amount of waste heat offers a great opportunity for making direct use. Fig.l show 
the energy consumption in four major sectors [1], where a considerable amount of 
energy has been exhausted into environment without being used. 
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Figure 1-1 Energy consumption of different sectors in the UK (1980-20 10) 
In vehicles, over 50% of the total fuel energy escapes to the ambient environment a ~ ~
heat loss through the exhaust system and radiator. The possibility of recovering it 
with thermoelectric module was explored as early as 1914 [2]. Joint efforts by 
universities and industry used the most advanced available thermoelectric material 
of the time to achieve an overall efficiency of 5-10% [3]. Due to the different 
temperature levels across the section between engine and exhaust, the optimum 
performance could be obtained by adopting pecific modules for individual 
temperature level and applying segmented materials or multistage designs. 
Meanwhile, thermoelectric devices are also used to control temperature and produce 
cooling and heating from electrical power input in automobiles. This type of 
application avoids the use of environmentally harmful refrigerant. 
Explorations in hostile and inaccessible locations, advances in medical physics, 
deployment of marine and terrestrial surveillance systems and earth resources require 
autonomous long-life sources of electrical power. Thermoelectric generator have 
more than 100,000 hours steady-state operation and precise temperature control [4] . 
Their developments were used by NASA to provide electrical power for spacecraft 
since 1961. The reliability of thermoelectric technology has been demonstrated in the 
Voyager spacecraft with Voyager 1 passing into the Heliosheath about 8.3 billion 
miles from Earth on May 24th 2006. The application normally involves using 
radioisotopes a the heat ources which are restricted in specialised applications 
where the advanced properties outweigh the low conversion efficiency. Early 
successful space applications of thermoelectric power generation were achieved by 
the development of ystems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power in America in 1955 [5] . 
Similar applications on artificial satellites Cosmos-84 and Cosmos-90 in USSR were 
also recorded [6]. For the aircraft industry (both commercial and military) , 
thermoelectric device can capture waste heat from the engine and operate over the 
entire aircraft flight envelope without affecting engine's performance. 
The proce s indu tries include food, beverages, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, 
petroleum, ceramics, ba e metal , coal, plastics, rubber, textiles, tobacco, wood and 
wood product ,paper and paper products. Industrial energy consumption represents a 
large contingent of energy consumption. For example, it accounted for more than a 
fifth of all UK energy consumption in 2001 consuming 35,152 thousand tonnes of oil 
equivalent [7] , a hown in Figure 1-1. Due to the large scale in most cases, 
indu tries involve with a huge amount of energy con umption, in which a 
considerable amount e capes to the environment in the form of exhausting, radiation 
and cooling. Figure 1-2 compares the energy use and loss in energy systems across 
sixteen indu trial ector [8]. Five industrial sectors, which include petroleum 
refining, chemicals, fore t products, iron and steel, and food and beverage, account 
for over 80% of all the energy inputs to energy systems. They are large users of 
steam system and fired systems such as furnaces and dryers. In total, energy losses 
associated with energy systems in these five industries totals represents over 15% of 
the energy consumed by U.S. industry. 
Figure 1-2 Energy consumption chart in different industrial sectors 
This energy 10 or wa te heat, produced in the processes of fuel combustions and 
chemical reaction , i wa ted by ending up in the environment rather in the product 
due to unnece ary proces e , inten ive drying, inefficient boilers and team systems. 
The pos ibility of employing thermoelectric technology to generate electrical power 
from low temperature (80-100K) heat source on off-shore oil platform wa 
di cu ed in 1992 [9]. Application in both smalJ scale and large cale for recovering 
heat from combu tible olid waste have been developed in Japan [10]. An estimated 
conver ion efficiency of 4.36% wa achieved in a small-scale on- ite experiment 
using a 60W thermoelectric module in talled near the boiler ection of an incinerator 
plant [11] . 
Nowaday, the u e of PV (photovoltaic) technology take over the major role of 
domestic power generation in many countries and regions . It need to be mentioned 
that PV delivers higher conversion efficiency compared to the thermoelectric 
generator. However, it ha a mall capacity factor due to it dependence on olar 
radiation. The di advantage of PV i obviou e pecially in the region where how a 
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lack of solar radiation. Due to multi-heat-sourcing, quiet, long period reliable and 
maintenance-free operation, thermoelectric generators have become an 
environmentally friendly and energy-saving star despite lower efficiency compared 
to solar PV power generation. Efforts have been continuously made to adopt 
thermoelectric technologies in many different areas. Relevant investigations have 
been carried out in the pursuit of optimum and sustainable ways of using them. 
When a temperature difference is established between two ends of semiconductor 
material, a voltage is generated. This effect was discovered by Thomas Johann 
Seebeck over 180 years ago and called Seebeck effect. It is a conversion of 
temperature difference directly to electricity. Its construction consists of pairs of p-
type and n-type semiconductor materials forming a pair of thermocouple, shown in 
Figure 1-3. They are then sandwiched between two electrical-insulating and thermal-
conducting ceramic wafers. 
l...-_______ Rl -- - ___ --' 
Figure 1-3 Schematic diagram of thermoelectric generation 
1.2 Fundamentals of Thermoelectrics 
The story of discovering the thermoelectric effect ongmates from a deflected 
compass needle which was placed near a closed loop formed by two dissimilar 
conductors, one of which was heated. Seebeck, the person who found this 
phenomenon, attributed it to an interaction of the Earth's magnetism with the 
temperature difference between the equator and the Poles. Based on the current 
knowledge, the magnetic phenomenon discovered by Seebeck was because of the 
electricity generated in the presence of temperature difference across a thermocouple. 
Following this discovery, after 12 years a complementary effect was discovered by 
Peltier, who observed temperature changes in the vicinity of the junction between 
dissimilar conductors when a current passed. This is how the well known effect-
Peltier effect came to our awareness. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) predicted the existence 
of a third thermoelectric effect (known as Thomson effect), which he subsequently 
observed experimentally on the ba is of establishing a relationship between Seebeck 
and Peltier effect. However, since the discovery of these thermoelectric effects, the 
application of them didn't attract much interest due to many more exciting 
discoveries were made during that time. Until 1850 when the interest was focused on 
all forms of energy conversion, attentions were tilted to thermoelectricity, which was 
considered in 1885 by Rayleigh who tried to calculate the efficiency of a 
thermoelectric generator. Following Rayleigh, Altenkirch gave a satisfactory theory 
of thermoelectric generation and refrigeration with a conclusion that a large Seebeck 
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coefficient should be possessed by good thermoelectric materials which also need to 
show low thermal conductivity [12]. 
The theory of thermoelectric transport is essentially the domain of transport in 
semiconductors [6]. All the essential features and complications of transport 
phenomena in solids are shown in semiconductors. It involves a flow of electric 
charge or energy or the combination of both. Due to the "forces" caused by external 
causes such as an electric field or temperature gradient, these "flows" or 
"transportation" occurs. The various transport coefficients that characterizes the 
electrons and phonons in the material are defined by the relationships between 
various "forces" and "flows" [13, 14, 15]. Basically, the flow can be driven by any 
force. A linear relationship can be obtained between "forces" and "flows" on the 
assumption that the electron and phonon systems depart only slightly from their 
equilibrium distributions. Assuming a solid semiconductor contacting with two 
reservoirs, one is energy and the other is electrons. In the steady state, a steady flow 
is maintained through the solid as are the differences in electrochemical potential (p) 
. and temperature (T) between the two ends. 
A good choice of the forces are grad(fJIf) and grad( Iff), the components of the 
flows of electrons ( ] ) and of energy ( w ) are given by Eq.(I-l) and Eq.(1-2). 
(I-I) 
(1-2) 
The total energy flow can be written as a sum of We and W p where e and p refer to 
the electron and phonon systems, respectively. For example, L(3: = L ~ 3 ) ) + L ~ ) . . The 
set of coefficients Lik provide a complete description of the transport properties of 
the solid. 
The electric current density (r = -e]) and thermal current density ( w ) can be 
expressed by Eq.(1-3) and Eq.(1-4) in terms of grad(ll) and grad(T). 







Where, a, 1t and A. are second order tensors which are related to the coefficient, L(n). 
The theory of electronic transport has been described by Single Spherical Band 
Model, Two-Band Conduction, Multi-valley Effects and Intervalley Scattering. More 
details are given in the CRC handbook of Thermoelectrics [12]. 
Thermoelectric materials can be used for either heat pump or power generation, 
shown in Figure 1-4. Its construction consists of arrays of N & P type 
semiconductors in which, by applying a heat source on one side and a cooler heat 
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sink to the other side, electric power is produced and vice versa. Namely, electric 
power can be converted to cooling or heating by reversing the current direction. 
Heat 
= b/) 0 
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Figure 1-4 Cooling/Heating and Power Generation Thermoelectric Heat Engines 
Despite the low conversion efficiency of around 10% when used as power 
generators, they are strongly advantageous as they have no moving parts and are 
therefore both more reliable and durable compared to conventional energy 
technologies. Apart from that, they are scalable without releasing any polIutant to the 
environment during the operations. Hence they would be ideal for applications in 
many areas at different scales replacing the traditional cooling and power generation 
methods. 
In typical TE (thermoelectric) devices, the N & P materials are electricalIy connected 
in series and thermalIy connected in paralIel in the form of flat arrays calIed modules, 
as shown in Figure 1-5. 
Heat 
absorbed N-type semiconductor 
pellets 
Positive (+ ) 
Heat 
rejected Negative (-) 
Figure 1-5 Typical thermoelectric module construction 
Thermoelectric materials are evaluated by the figure-of-merit ZT , it is defined in 
terms of intrinsic material properties of both the Nand P type materials and 
determined by three physical properties-Seebeck coefficient ( S ), electrical 
conductivity( (J), and thermal conductivity (A). It can be related to the physical 
properties by Eq.( 1-5): 
(1-5) 
Where, T is the ab olute temperature, the figure-of-merit ZT serves as a 
dimensionless parameter to evaluate the performance of a thermoelectric material. 
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The larger the value of ZT , the better is the thermoelectric material. Obviously, the 
materials with higher electrical conductivity and lower thermal conductivity have 
larger value of Z which contributes more to the enhancement of conversion 








The conversion efficiency of electrical power to cooling is given in terms of COP, 
defined as: 
COP = Qc / Pi"put (1-7) 
Where, p. is the electric power input and Q is the cooling thermal power Input c 
produced by TE module. The COP of TE module measures the cooling 
effectiveness of thermoelectric cooler. In an ideal assembly, the optimum cooling 
effectiveness can be expressed by Eq.(I-8): 
. J Z T + l - l - ~ T T
P = ~ ~ Tc 
c ~ T T .JZT + 1 + 1 (1-8) 
Where, I::, T and IlT are the cold side temperature, average temperature of hot and 
cold sides, and temperature differential. 
Supposing a load of resistance Rex is connected across the thermocouple at A and C 
shown in Figure 1-6, a heat source is supplied at the rate Q so as to maintain a 
temperature difference ( ~ ~ - T2 ) between the junctions. The produced voltage by the 
generator is ( a p - all )( 1'.. - T2 ) and this yields useful power across the load given by 
w =[(ap -all)(T1 -T2 )]R 
R +R ex 
ex m 
(1-9) 
Among the supplied heat by the heat source, most of the heat is conducted to the sink 
through the thermocouple branches, some is used to balance the Peltier effect which 
is associated with the current flow just as for the case of thermoelectric refrigeration, 
half of the louIe heating in the arms finds its way to the source. It can be described 
by Eq.(I-lO): 
(I-lO) 








Figure 1-6 Thermocouple for power generation 
The efficiency q is equal to W I Q and its value depends to some extent on the way 
that the load is matched to the resistance of the module. The condition for maximum 
power transfer is obtained if Rex and Rm is made equal to one another. However, if 
this condition is satisfied, the efficiency can never exceed 50% of the ideal 
thermodynamic value (T \-T 2)ff \. Therefore, it is assumed that the load resistance is 
chosen so as to yield maximum efficiency. If the ratio Rex / Rm .is denoted by m, it is 
required that dq/dm=O. 
1.3 Aims and objectives 
The domestic power generation using thermoelectric technology has been mentioned 
in previous studies [16, 17, 18, 19]. However, the common disadvantage shown by 
these stove application designs lies in the use of a cooling fan which consumes 
electricity and has moving parts. Most of heat output is exhausted to the environment 
in an unorganised way except for [19] which uses the heat for space/water heating; 
only a small part of the absorbed heat is converted into electricity. This disadvantage 
is enlarged further when the conversion efficiency is low. The system concept 
introduced in this research intends to overcome the issue of low energy utilisation 
efficiency shown in conventional thermoelectric applications. Developing a 
thermoelectric cogeneration system for domestic use with the combination of 
experimental and numerical studies and pointing a potential direction of improving 
the energy utilisation efficiency in residential houses installed with combustion 
appliances by using this concept is the major task of this research. Additionally, it 
looks into the parameters that significantly affect the performance of thermoelectric 
system by understanding the correlation between the system performance and the 
variables including heat source, inlet coolant velocity, inlet coolant temperature, 
assembly method and pressure load, as well as developing the suited models of boiler 
flue heat exchanger and cooling plates to support the thermoelectric cogeneration 
system. This is intended to imply the possibility of widening the range of 
economically feasible thermoelectric application and provide general technical 
information for the engineers and researchers in practical applications and 
experimental studies. 
In order to achieve this purpose, the following challenges need to be tackled: 
1. Heat sourcing 
Capturing heat from the available heat sources in residential house is one of the 
primary issues that need to be tackled. It determines the amount of heat that can be 
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used by the thermoelectric system. Specifically designed for recovering the waste 
heat existing in the boiler flue, the flue heat exchanger plays two important roles in 
the system, including heat recovering and heat transportation. More details based on 
CFD are given in Section 4.3. The heat recovered from the heat sources is directed to 
the TE modules which converts part of the heat flux into electricity and leaves the 
rest, unconverted heat flux, to be dissipated into the cold side heat exchanger for 
other purposes, such as water preheating. It provides heat for the modules, which are 
mounted between heat exchangers. Numerical studies will be carried out to develop 
the suitable model for the flue heat exchanger. 
2. System performance 
This includes the conversion, utilisation and management of converted heat and 
unconverted heat. DC electricity is produced from the heat converted by 
thermoelectric module. The parameter identification that affects the maximum power 
output under different thermal conditions is important to the design of the external 
electrical circuit for the sake of the maximal harvest of electrical power and good use 
and management of generated power in domestic environment. The unconverted 
heat, which is wasted to environment in conventional heat sink design, is re-used to 
heat the feed water for existing combustion appliances in residential house. The 
challenge lies in mitigating the increased pressure drop without significantly 
affecting the heat transfer performance between the feed water and thermoelectric 
cogeneration system. This is discussed in section 6.4. 
3. Heat dissipation 
Cold side heat exchanger shoulders the responsibility of dissipating the unconverted 
heat. The design of heat dissipation, including the dissipating destination and 
consumed energy during heat dissipation, is the threshold for good overall energy 
utilisation efficiency. Conventional fan assisted heat dissipation only gives the 
energy utilisation efficiency of less than 5% because the unconverted heat is wasted 
by escaping to the environment without being used. Moreover, the use of fan 
represents extra electrical energy consumption. Heat dissipation by adopting fluid-
based heat exchanger makes it more practical to utilise the unconverted heat in 
managing-friendly way due to compactness and effective characteristic. However, 
the transportation of thermal fluid involves the use of electrically-powered pump. 
The capacity of the pump is determined by hydraulic characteristic of heat 
exchanger. The design of a suitable heat dissipation method and the exploration of 
suitable operating regime, which determines the amount of net energy harvest, are 
introduced by conducting experimental and numerical studies in chapter 5. 
4. System integration 
System integration determines how well the thermoelectric applications can be 
suitably fitted into the host facilities: It includes the design, construction and 
integration of thermoelectric cogeneration system to the residential environment 
without degrading the boiler performance. It includes two major tasks: thermoelectric 
system construction and domestic integration. The former one determines how well 
the thermoelectric system can perform with the given thermoelectric generators, 
details are given in section 6.5. The latter one decides the way that thermoelectric 
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cogeneration system can serve the host house in an efficient way, more details are 
discussed in section 6.4. 
1.4 Research Methodology 
The aim of this research is to develop a thermoelectric generation system concept to 
improve the energy efficiency in residential house in the countries/regions with 
temperate climate where the boiler is used to provide space/water heating. To 
achieve this purpose, the whole research problem is broken down to four major 
issues, heat sourcing, heat dissipation, system performance and system integration, 
which are introduced in section 1.3. Different approaches have been employed to 
tackle the issues. 
Heat sourcing 
Numerical approach has been used to develop a suitable model for flue heat 
exchanger, which recovers the heat from the boiler flue gas. An indirect heat 
exchange style is selected to achieve this purpose. Based on the previous researches 
and the requirements in this research, the initial structure has been proposed. 3D 
models with different configurations in terms of heat pipe layout, pitch, cross 
sectional area and joint style have been established to compare and identify the 
suitable model for flue heat exchanger. 
The numerical simulation has been carried out at two stages: Stage I . Identify the 
optimal structure for the flue heat exchanger enclosure in by investioatin o 7 models · 
o b ' 
Stage 2. Finalise the detailed design by comparing 5 models, which are built based 
on the results obtained from stage I. 
S t a ~ e e 1 





M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 
Figure 1-7 Top view of flue heat exchanger section of 3D models for numerical 
simulation conducted at two tages 
Recovered heat and equivalent fan power, which reflects the thermal benefit and the 
penalty of increased pressure drop by using this flue heat exchanger to evaluate the 
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overall performance of the flue heat exchanger, more details can be referred in 
chapter 4. 
Heat dissipation 
Both numerical and experimental studies have been used to investigate an oriented 
cooling plate for its contribution to the system performance. With the initial 
experimental verification, numerical method using CFD has been used to develop its 
optimal structure based on four major structural variables. 
The thermal performance and hydraulic performance of the cooling plate have been 
studied in the system test. The cooling capacity is investigated by measuring the 
temperature and flow rate of the water flow that is supplied to the cooling plate to 
cool down the module cold side. The water temperatures before and after the cooling 
plate are measured by K-type thermocouples. The pressure drop is measured by a 
manometer which is connected to the inlet and outlet of cooling plate. It is reset to 
zero when the water does not flow. Each set of the test has been repeated three times 
to make sure the experimental results are reproducible. 
The experimental results are used to verify the results obtained from numerical 
simulation to a 3D model of cooling plate. The verified 3D model is used to modify 
the current designs and develop the optimal structure for the system. The model is 
shown in Figure 5-38 and Figure 5-39. The net energy gain defined by the 
combination of recovered heat and consumed equivalent pumping power to evaluate 
the overall performance. 
System performance 
The system performance has been investigated experimentally on a bench-scale 
experimental prototype to investigate its performance as a building block producing 
electrical power and preheatedlhot water. The experimental study has been carried 
out at one-stage TCS and two-stage TCS separately to understand its system 
characteristic with different system structures. The test rigs of them can be referred 
in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-20, respectively. The maximum power output has been 
used to evaluate the system performance. It has been measured by a data-taker under 
different external loads. 
A few factors in system construction that determine the system performance have 
been investigated. They include pressure load, assembly method and washer 
configuration, respectively. The pressure on the module surface is loaded by torque 
wrench, whose specifications can be referred in Table 6-3. 
System integration 
System integration determines how well the thermoelectric applications can be fitted 
into the host facilities: It includes the design, construction and integration of 
thermoelectric cogeneration system to the residential environment without degrading 
the boiler performance. 
The major factors in system integration such as pressure load, assembly method and 
washer configuration are investigated to understand how they influence the overall 
system performance. The pressure onto the module surface is loaded by using a 
torque wrench, whose specifications can be referred in Table 6-3. Three output 
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parameters including open voltage output, maximum power output and heat output 
have been used to evaluate the impact. Experiment studies with whole assembly and 
individual assembly are carried out and compared with each other to find out the pros 
and cons of each method. The average power output of each module under different 
temperature differences is used to compare the performance of each method. Two 
types of washer configuration are compared to see its impact on the conversion 
efficiency and thermal efficiency. More details are introduced in chapter 6. 
1.5 Outline of thesis 
The thesis, comprised of 7 chapters, is summarized as follow: 
Chapter 2 Literature review 
This chapter reviews previous research on the thermoelectric material and module 
construction to demonstrate the current development on the discovery and 
development of advanced materials, the fabrication technologies and the difficulties 
in commercialization. It aims to show a full image of the research in the 
thermoelectric field for a better understanding of the position that this research stands 
at and the role in exploring the potential of more economically feasible and wider use 
of thermoelectric generation played by this research. 
Chapter 3 Domestic energy profile 
This chapter takes the UK as an example to introduce the energy profile of domestic 
sector in the regions/countries with temperate climate which the domestic boiler 
plays the major role of supplying space and water heating in residential houses. The 
proportion of the energy used for space/water heating in the overall energy 
consumption of a residential house has been introduced together with the role of 
domestic boiler in space and water heating to show the importance and necessity of 
improving the thermal efficiency of domestic boiler. The thermoelectric material that 
is suitable to be used in domestic environment is introduced according to the 
available heat sources in residential house. The availability of solar energy and waste 
heat from domestic boiler has been discussed in different scenarios for a case study 
conducted in chapter 7. 
Chapter 4 Heat sourcing 
This chapter introduces the system concept and breaks down the issues that are 
confronted by this research and need to be solved to improve the domestic energy 
efficiency by employing the domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system. The hot 
side heat exchangers including the solar heat exchanger and boiler flue heat 
exchanger have been discussed. For the boiler flue heat exchanger, harvesting the 
waste heat in boiler exhaust pipe by installing arrays of heat pipe heat exchangers has 
been proposed as an attempt of efficient and suitable method in this research due to 
the advanced heat transfer characteristic shown in heat pipe heat exchangers. A series 
of numerical simulations have been carried out to investigate four parameters that 
affect the performance to identify the suitable design of boiler flue heat exchanger 
using heat pipe. 
Chapter 5 Heat dissipation 
II 
This chapter reviews the heat dissipation methods that are used in the previous 
researches and applications. In comparisons with the disadvantages shown in the 
conventional heat dissipation, an oriented cooling method for the domestic TCS has 
been proposed on the basis of experimental study and numerical study. In this 
research, the cooling plates are supposed to be integrated between the main water 
supply and boiler. The water is preheated in the cooling plates before goes to the 
boiler. The goal of adopting this cooling plate is to cool down the thermoelectric 
generator cold side effectively with minimum penalty in pumping power. Numerical 
and experimental investigations have been carried out to test its performance in the 
system and modify its structure further according to three variables. 
Chapter 6 Experimental investigations 
This chapter introduces the experimental investigations of one-stage thermoelectric 
cogeneration system and two-stage cogeneration system based on the use of a 
simulated heat source and purpose-designed heat dissipation-multi channel cooling 
plate. Insight is also shed on the investigation to the performance of one-stage 
cogeneration system and the parametric factors such as coolant flow rate, pressure 
load and assembling method that influence the system performance. 
Chapter 7 Discussion, conclusion and future work 
This chapter introduces a potential candidate concept which, based on the result of 
current work, has been modified and extended. The economic impact of deploying 
the domestic TCS in residential house in the UK has been evaluated in a case study. 
The environmental impact has also been discussed. Final insight has been shed onto 
the conclusion of this current work and suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
The overall performance of thermoelectric system is determined by two major 
factors: the material properties and the system. Although this research is mainly 
focused on the system wise, the research work on the thermoelectric material and 
module construction are also reviewed to show a full image of the research in the 
thermoelectric field for a better understanding of the position that this research stands 
at and the role in exploring the potential of more economically feasible and wider use 
of thermoelectric generation played by this research. 
2.1 Material development 
2.1.1. Commercialization 
The commercialization of thermoelectric materials involves the validation of a 
thermoelectric performance at the system level in commercial configuration. It is 
considered beyond the scope of the intended TE material research. The most famous 
commercialized thermoelectric material must go to Bb Te3. It was recently reported 
that a material which is a promising candidate to fill the temperature range in the ZT 
spectrum between those based on Bb Te3 and PbTe is the semiconductor compound 
B-Zn4Sb3. It possesses an exceptionally low thermal conductivity and exhibits a 
maximum ZT of 1.3 at a temperature of 670K. This material is also relatively cheap 
and stable up to this temperature in a vacuum [20]. Other new types of materials are 
coming up to market as exclusive researches are ongoing to develop advanced 
modules. However, the commercialisation of those materials is experiencing 
difficulties. They are included in material research, development & fabrication of TE 
couple & module and also design & construction of TE system. 
Due to the limitation of testing equipments and measurement methods, some of the 
materials with the claimed high ZT are not reproducible and the relevant experiments 
are unrepeatable. The properties change with time and exposure to test conditions 
which leads to insufficient accuracy. For fabrication of TE element and modules, the 
fabrication of TE couple requires time consuming procedures for fabricating the N 
and P type elements with the expected level of electrical and thermal resistance. The 
wrong fabrication would lead to the degradation of couple performance. However, 
the successful fabrication of TE couple has been proven to be difficult using the 
experimental materials produced in research laboratories. Furthermore, the 
fabrication of low thermal and electrical interface resistivity makes the metalizing 
process difficult since the current metallization procedures are immature. The 
measurements of interfacial resistances are also difficult and time consuming. For the 
fabrication of TE module, reliable, repeatable, economical and durable fabrication 
methods are needed for connecting large arrays of TE couples with the capability of 
accommodating thermal expansion, mechanical shock as well as other physical 
conditions and withstanding the necessary environmental conditions. 
For the design and construction of TE system, design methods and construction tools 
for developing stable, durable and environmentally compatible TE system need to be 
standardized. The cost, performance, usage and final disposal of the system need to 
warrant commercial development [21]. Although TE materials have various 
applications in several areas, for the commercialization, there is still a long way to 
go. Most published announcements of improved TE materials note the commercial 
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need of better materials, with the implication that the materials described will enable, 
or at least con titute a significant step towards, meeting market needs. Figure 2-1 (A) 
[22],[23] presents projections for sales of power generation materials as a function of 
ZT, assuming materials are available with an average ZT of 2 by 2018 and are mass 
produced by 2023 . Figure 2-1 (B) presents market projections for cooling/heating 
materials under the . arne a. sumptions. The results show that market size is a strong 
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Figure 2- 1 TE Material Market, 2023 Projection: A. Power generation; B. 
Cooling/Heating 
However, there has been no breakthrough in developing new commercial material 
with superior ZT which can displace Bi2Te3 or the other materials previously at the 
device level in the last two decade . Several causes can be identified as follow [24]: 
I. Usually, materials are fabricated in a form factor suitable for testing by a 
particular, specialized type of equipment. 
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2. Samples fabricated as thin films (I ~ m m to I 0 ~ m m thick) tested in plane may have 
surface dislocation. , sub. trate interactions, or stress-induced effects that skew 
results. Quantitative corrections for these effects are difficult and time consuming. 
3. Inadequate test equipment or simple test errors, has (infrequently) resulted 
publication of erroneous or non-repeatable measurements. 
4. Individual propertie" if measured sequentially, can change with time or exposure 
to test conditions. The reo ulting computed ZT can be misleading. 
5. In some cases, two material properties (e.g. a and p in thin films) have been 
measured and the third property (e.g. ).) extrapolated or inferred (erroneously) 
from the literature and used to compute artificially high values of ZT. 
Commerciali7ation is a key factor for thermoelectric research and development. In 
all of the Science and ature magazine articles published since 2000, which have 
discussed development in TEs, the authors referenced the commercial need for better 
TE materials in their introductions [25] , However, the commercialization process i 
going to take a long time . 
TE systems appear to be as green as another emerging solid state energy conversion 
technology, photovoltaics (PY). The comparison discloses that the research in each 
has been extending over about the same period of time, and in each case, the 
commerciali7ation has been impeded by similar barriers of high cost per watt output 
and low efficienc . The comparison is showed in Table 2-1. 
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Be fabricated using equipment 
generally available in 
semiconductor R&D facilities 
can be measured using 
standard methodologies at or 
near room temperature, and 
with relatively high accuracy. 
PV devices operate over a 
temperature range far from 
material melting points, at 
temperatures for which the 
chemical and mechanical 
material stability can be 
predicted 
Thermoelectric (TE ) 
Usually reqUires specialized 
equipment and specialized post 
production processing 
(consolidation, phase 
transformation, etc.), may take 
additional equipment and can 
introduce large variations into 
the manufacturing process. 
Often need to be taken over a 
broad temperature range. 
Assuring stability requires 
lengthy experimental study and 
material development efforts 
because of TE materials' 
operating, especially for power 
generation application, often 
above 2/3 of their melting 
temperature. 
Environmental Can be controlled 
stability coatings that operate 
room temperature. 
with TE material protection and 
near stability (for power generation 
applications) must be provided 
over a much broader range. 
Manufacturing Has become somewhat 
equipment standardized both because of 
similarities to semiconductor 
process equipment and 
methodology, and the benefits 
of the very recent large 
investment in production 
readiness. 
Highly variable and dependent 
on the material system. 
Generally, the methods used are 
specialized and equipment is not 
commonly available. 
Progress over the past two decades suggests that new TE material technology will be 
too slow to make significant commercial impact unless new approaches are taken to 
accelerate material development. 
2.1.2. Development of high efficiency thermoelectric modules 
Discovery of the Seebeck effect, thermoelectric modules have been studied for more 
than 180 years. Nevertheless, the thermoelectric module has not become widespread 
yet. The major reason for this is the low conversion efficiency of conventional 
thermoelectric modules. The development of new, more efficient materials and 
devices is the key to expanding the range of application of thermoelectric generators 
and coolers. 
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The discovery and development of advanced thermoelectric materials, which 
involves improving three physical properties: Seebeck coefficient, thermal 
conductivity and electrical resistivity, is needed to expand the range of applications 
of thermoelectric devices. A broad research and development for advanced 
thermoelectric has been conducted by JPL which has identified and retained several 
categories of materials by using several physical and chemical criteria. Among 
discovered materials, the skutterudite and Zn4Sb3-based materials are particularly 
promising and were developed and optimized by Fleurial et al [55]. The materials 
with figure-of-merit over I cover a wide range of temperatures [53]: p-type Zn4Sb3-
based materials (375-675K), p-type Ce-based filled skutterudite (675-975K), and n-
type heavily doped CoSb3 (525-975K), shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 ZT values of state of the art and JPL improved thermoelectric materials as 
a function of temperature A. N-type; B. P-type 
Since it was shown that further improvements in the thermoelectric performance are 
possible, an increasing effort in discovering and developing materials with figure-of-
merit higher than 2.0 to 3.0 had been stimulated [26]. 
Here the following methods are introduced with regard to improving ZT value. They 
are superlattice, plasma treatment, segmented element, nanocomposite and 
nanostructure. 
2.1.2.1. Superlattice 
Due to the classical and quantum size effects on energy carriers, energy transport in 
nanostructures differs significantly from that in macrostructures. It was proved that 
[27] the thermal conductivity values of nanostructures such as superlattices are lower 
than that of their bulk constituent materials. This reduction leads to a large increase 
in thermoelectric figure-of-merit in several superiattice systems. 
Superiattices are anisotropic. It improves ZT along the directions both parallel (in-
plane) and perpendicular (cross-plane) to the film plane by the enhancement of the 
electron performance through taking advantage of sharp features in the electron 
density of state and reduction of phonon thermal conductivity through interface 
scattering [28]. The other involved mechanisms for the improvement of electron 
performance include electron energy filtering [29] and thermionic emission [30]. 
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Experimental studies have demonstrated that a significant thermal conductivity 
reduction in a wide variety of superlattices can be achieved [31]. 
The idea of using superlattices to improve the figure-of-merit through the reduction 
of phonon thermal conductivity and enhancement of electronic conductivity was first 
discussed by M.S. Dresselhaus, T.Harman, and R. Venkatasubramanian [32]. In their 
publications, the quantum size effects on electrons drew wide attention and inspired 
intense theoretical and experimental researches on the thermoelectric properties of 
quantum wells and superlattices [33]. It has been applied on several materials 
(Biz Te3/Sb3 Te3. [34 D, among which Biz Te3 superlattices and PbTe-based quantum 
dot superlattices showed the most impressive results[35], [36], which is shown in 
Figure 2-3 [35], [37]. A comprehensive summary of researches in superlattices has 
been done by Harald Boettner et al [38]. However, superlattices grown by thin film 
deposition are limited to niche applications. 
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Figure 2-3 Dimensionless figure of merit ZT for Bi2 Te3/Sb3 Te3 superlattices, PbTe-
based quantum dot superlattices 
Dresselhaus proposed the use of quantum wells to increase the power factor via 
quantum size effects of electrons in 1993 [39], the practical implementation of these 
quantum-well structures calls for superlattices or multiple quantum well structures. 
Meanwhile, there were also suggestions and experimental evidence that superlattices 
could be made into superior thermal insulators, promising a second route to improve 
the figure-of-merit [40]. Subsequent experimental studies have demonstrated 
significant thermal conductivity reduction in a wide variety of superlattices [41]. 
Most recently, significant enhancements of the thermoelectric figure-of-merit were 
reported in BizTeySb2Se3 superlattices along the cross-plane direction and 
PbTeIPbTeSe quantumdot superlattices along the film-plane direction [42], [43]. 
The method of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and vapour deposition which are 
utilized in the production of superlattice film are effective ways to improve the ZT 
value. Such research utilizes two known thermoelectric materials (well-performance 
but different band gap) to form a superlattice quantum well so as to confine the 
carrier in the potential well and improve the value of ZT by using its grain boundary 
scattering role on the phonon in the heat transfer process. Currently, the physical and 
chemical methods are used to grow superlattices on various substrates. The physical 
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method includes MBE, MOVCD, PVD, CVD, magnetron sputtering, successive 
ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR), co-evaporation process, etc [44, , , , , , 
50]. The chemical method includes electro-deposition and chemical deposition [51]. 
2.1.2.2. Plasma treatment 
Different methods have been adopted to improve the performance of thermoelectric 
element by Seijiro [52]. For BiTe-based materials, two used methods include surface 
treatment and shifting Z value. Plasma treatment using various types of coating was 
applied to treat the raw material powder as it was predicted that reducing powder by 
hydrogen would improve the powder characteristics because of low oxygen 
concentration. Figure 2-4 hows examples of the results of powder treatment by 
hydrogen plasma and oxygen plasma, respectively. It proves that a lower oxygen 
concentration obtains a low oxidation of the powder surface and the figure-of-merit 
is improved as the oxygen concentration decreases, which is shown in Figure 2-6. It 
makes it clear that isolating the plasma treatment process from oxygen is necessary. 
Surfan- tr,-atnwnt by 
I IlII III 
Figure 2-4 Examples of results of surface treatment by plasma 
With the aim of improving the figure of merit of a thermoelectric element, they 
applied plasma treatment to the raw material powder. Figure 2-5 shows the possible 
effects of applying various types of coating to the raw material powder. It has been 
predicted that reducing powder by hydrogen will improve the powder characteristics 
because its oxygen concentration decreases. It can be seen that the plasma treatment 
removed many of micro-deposits from the powder surface. Figure 2-6 shows the 
relationship between 0 ygen concentration and figure of merit, obtained with a p-
type, Bi-Te-based thermoelectric material. It can be seen that the figure-of-merit 
improves as the oxygen concentration decreases. 
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Figure 2-6 Relationship between 
oxygen concentration and performance 
Shifting peak value of figure-oF-merit was proposed in reference 52 to improve the 
performance of BiTe-based thermoelectric elements. By adjusting the carrier 
concentration to improve the high temperature characteristic and changing the 
composition to control the energy band gap, the peak Z could be shifted to high 
temperature side, the result is shown in Figure 2-7. They obtain a thermoelectric 
conversion thermal efficiency of 6% in view of the thermoelectric conversion 
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Figure 2-7 Shifting Z value [52] 
N-type Bi-Te-based maintain an improved characteristics (large Z) in high-
temperature region without a significant decrease in that of the low-temperature, 
whereas Z reduces remarkably in low-temperature region if it is p-type. Nonetheless, 
the average performance index is improved across the entire working temperature 
range. 
2.1.2.3. Segmented material 
No single thermoelectric material is suitable for operating over a very wide 
temperature range (-300-1 OOOK). It brings about the problem of converting heat over 
a large temperature difference range. From material wise, segmented material can 
solve this problem by using diFferent material in each temperature range where they 
possess optimum performance. The segmented materials have p-type and n-type legs 
formed of different segments joined in series. The first generation was developed in 
JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) and shown in Figure 2-8 [53]. Compared to those 
using the state-of-the-art single material, the benefits of using this segmented 
materials includes are double-fold: 
I. The generator can operate over a large temperature difference range; 
2. The average figure-oF-merit is larger. 
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Figure 2-8 Schematic of a segmented thermoelectric generator using segmented 
thermoelectric material developed at JPL 
The optimum design of the geometry of segmented material involves primarily fine 
tuning the eros section and length of the different segments. With the given average 
thermoelectric properties (Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistivity and thermal 
conductivity) over the temperature range that each segment operates at, the optimum 
cross section, length and optimum current and efficiency can be calculated [54]. 
They can be calculated using the following equations: 
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Where A. , land llT are the thermal conductivity, the length of each egment and 
temperature drop acro each segment and L is the total length of the legs. 
Figure 2-9 Schematic of segmented material 
In the direction of current flow, different thermoelectric material form egmented 
elements and each operate its uperior performance over its temperature range. 
Material of good electric conductors and poor thermal conductor are intended to be 
discovered to expedite the development of high-efficiency. 
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Efficiencies o. different TE materials: 
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Figure 2-10 Efficiencies of different TE materials 
Based on results achieved to date at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) on novel 
materials, the performance of an advanced segmented generator design operating in a 
large 300-945K temperature gradient is predicted to achieve about 15% conversion 
efficiency. This would be a very substantial improvement over state-of-the-art 
thermoelectric power converters. Such a terrestrial power generator could be using 
waste heat or liquid fuels as a heat source [55]. Figure 2-11 shows the conversion 
efficiency as a function of ZT for a thermoelectric generator operating between 
different temperature difference. with the advantages of using materials with better 
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Figure 2-11 Calculated thermoelectric materials conversion efficiency as a function 
of ZT for various segmented generators operating at different delta T 
2.1.2.4. anocompo ite 
Nanocomposite structure thermoelectric material is the thermoelectric material 
mixed with impurit , such as nanoparticles (insulating, semiconductor or metal) or 
nanometer-sized hollow [56]. It was . aid to represent one promising approach that 
fabricates thermoelectric material. with high figure of merit. It is generally believed 
that the strong phonon scattering effect in the transmission caused by incorporation 
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of nanoparticles is the main reason of improving the thermoelectric properties of 
nanocomposite thermoelectric materials. In the semiconductor, electricity is carried 
by the electrons and holes, and energy is transmitted by lattice vibrations and 
phonon. However, currently there are little theoretical or modeling works that have 
been done in the literature regarding thermoelectric properties of nanocomposites 
that one can rely on to achieve good design of nanocomposites. The reason lies in the 
fact that there are a variety of challenges in simulation of both electron and phonon 
thermoelectric transport in nanocomposites and the inspection of the wave effect in 
transport processes in nanostructure [57]. Worlock [58] first studied the phonon 
scattering after mixing nanoparticles. Vining [59] presented his theoretical 
calculations which lead to a result that mixing free dispersednanoparticles can 
reduce the thermal conductivity without affecting its electrical transmission 
performance. The idea of nanocomposites was inspired from the conclusion that the 
reduced thermal conductivity in superlattices comes from the sequential interface 
scattering of phonons rather than the coherent superposition of phonon waves. 
Hence, the nanocomposites can be a cheaper alternative of superlattices to obtain 
materials with high figure-of-merit [60], [61]. The challenge is choosing the 
mismatch in electronic properties properly between the constituent materials thus the 
electron transport properties can be maintained or even enhanced. 
In the advances of nanotechonology leading to high efficiency, complex bulk 
materials including skutterudites, clathrates, and Zintl phases have been explored. By 
decoupling the conflicting properties, these complex high efficiency materials give 
way to further enhancement in cell arrangement such as diversifying array of 
complexity within the unit cell, of nano-structured bulk, or of thin-film multi-layer 
structures. 
2.1.2.5. Nanowires and nanotubes 
Quantum wire can improve the density of states more than quantum well, theoretical 
calculations of the lower dimensional structure show that nanowires may have better 
thermoelectric properties than the superlattice [62]. It is theoretically expected that 
the diameter of quantum wire will be less than lOA and the ZT value of material will 
be more than 10. 
Current preparation methods for one-dimensional nanowire are mainly gas 
condensation method [63], electrochemical method [64, 65, 66, 67] and high-
pressure injection method [68,69], 70]. Zeolites, alumina template and the porous 
polymers are good template materials for nanowire growth. Bi [70], CoSb3 [64], 
BhTe3 or Bil_"Sb" [66] nanowires can be obtained by the above methods and their 
Seebeck coefficients are superior to conventional materials. In addition to the 
previously mentioned ways, there are also examples which use silicon mold 
technology. Using micro-machined silicon wafer as the mold, micro thermoelectric 
devices are prepared and there are 10,000 pairs BbSb2 Te columnar array PN junction 
(depth about 300J.l.m, side length about 40J.l.m) arranged in one square centimeter on 
them. Silicon mold technology can take advantage of the mature silicon wafer micro-
machining technology to produce complex shapes, ultra-fine silicon mold, combine 
micro-fabrication technology in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) and 
material forming technology together. Although the obtained nanowires have not yet 
been small enough in size, silicon mold technology has played a very good reference 
for future applications in micro-device. 
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Zhao' re earch team [71] used hydrothermal synthe i to obtain Bi2Te3 compound 
nanotube and nanocap ule (diameter 100nm), then added them to the n-type Bi2 Te3 
thermoelectric material to form nanocompo ites. Comparing to traditional zone-
melting method, the material' conductivity has been improved ignificantly, the 
thermal conductivity decrease significantly(only O.3W/(m· K) at 473K), the ZT 
value reache 1.0 or more, more than the highest value of commercialization 
thermoelectric devices presented by Tritt et al [72]. 
The tudy of quantum line tran mis ion performance shows that its diameter' being 
equal to or Ie than 2nm i necessary [73]. The measurements of nanowire 
conductivity and thermal conductivity make it difficult to tudy nanowire 
thermoelectric material . 
2.1.2.6. Structure/geometry 
In addition to the conventional method of improving the competltlvenes of 
thermoelectric materials by improving the figure-of-merit, another direction to 
improve the competitivene of thermoelectric material is developing the novel 
thermoelectric module hape . Thermoelectric modules have typically plate-like 
shape and are fabricated from bulk semiconductor such a BjzTe3 and PbTe, 
making them rigid and unfit for non-flat surface (e.g. circular tube) used in wa te 
heat recovery application where the heat flow is perpendicular to the ceramic plate . 
When heat flow in radial directions, the attachment of flat modules around a 
cylindrical heat ource i often complicated. Hence, it i highly nece sary to fabricate 
thermoelectric module which can conform easily to the curved surface. Thin film 
thermoelectric module i an invention that overcomes this technical i ue, one 
example i hown in Figure 2-12 [74]. It is a type of thermoelectric power generator 
that i ba ed on thin film with flexible fiber sub trate . Another novel tube- hape 
thermoelectric module for power generation has also been developed recently by Min 
and Rowe [75]. It i fabricated from four ring-shaped thermoelement and it 
performance in electrical power generation i evaluated by mea uring the power 
output a a function of temperature difference across the device. It wa concluded 
that a tube- hape thermoelectric module could achieve imilar performance to that of 
a conventional flat module, and ha an advantage in waste heat recovery applications 
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Figure 2-12 Schematic diagram of thin film thermoelectric module 
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Where, (a) is triped thin film thermoelectric fibre made with thermal evaporation of 
nickel and ilver; (b) i fibre with thin film deposited on one side; (c) is experimental 
setup for applying a temperature difference and measuring the induced open circuit 
voltage 
2.2 Applications 
2.2.1. Heat engines 
A conventional cooling sy tern contains four fundamental parts which are 
evaporator, compressor, expansion valve and condenser. The evaporator or cold 
section is the part where the pressurized refrigerant expands, and evaporates. Energy 
is absorbed during this state change. The condenser dissipates the heat absorbed at 
the evaporator plus the heat produced during compression, into the environment or 
ambient. 
For thermoelectric coolers based on the same fundamental laws of thermodynamics 
with the conventional heat pumps, they are solid-state heat pumps without moving 
parts, without using fluids or gases. They have compact and simple structure with 
quiet and maintenance-free operation. For heating and cooling applications, the TE 
energy conver ion from electrical power to thermal energy is called "Peltier effect", 
where a temperature difference is created across two dissimilar legs of 
semiconductor material by supplying an electric current through the legs, which are 
shown in Figure 2-13. At the cold junction, heat is absorbed by electrons as they pass 
from a low energy Ie el in the p-type semiconductor element, to a higher energy 
level in the n-type emiconductor element. The power supply provides the energy to 
move the electron through the y tern. At the hot junction, energy is expelled to a 
heat ink as electron, move from a high energy level element (n-type) to a lower 
energy level element (p-type) . 
Figure 2- 13 chematic diagram of Peltier effect for cooling and heating 
2.2.1.1. Vehicular heating and cooling 
Solid state heating/cooling technologies in vehicles with fewer moving parts if any 
are much favoured b ehicl architectures . Conventional vehicular HV AC system 
include mechanical refri gerator and absorption refrigerators. The former one, which 
has notably high coefficients of performance and good reliability in spite of the 
moving parts, invol cs with complex system structure, noisy operation, usage of 
refrigerant and large vehicle space. Meanwhile, the latter one, which can operate 
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silently using almost any kind of heat sources, has a relatively low coefficient of 
performance due to the combination of heat pump and heat engine. Another problem 
is that it only works properly when installed without being tilted. 
It has to be admitted that thermoelectric refrigerators are much less efficient than 
mechanical refrigerators when operated in the suited conditions. However, unlike 
mechanical refrigerators, thermoelectric coolers can maintain the efficiency down to 
very low cooling power, even at the order of milliwatts. In addition, they operate 
silently without any moving parts, with no working fluids to leak away. This fact 
gives these device. an extremely great advantage by providing long life time 
e pecially when the care i taken in the process of design and construction. The real 
benefit that come, from the flexibility is its operation in conjunction with a 
proportional control rather than the on-off style. Therefore, thermoelectric device is a 
candidate solution for vehicular HV AC. 
They have been used to cool or heat car seats by several major car manufacturers 
including Ford, GM, Hyundai, Jaguar, Nissan, Range Rover and Toyota [76]. The 
boarder use has been enabled by the improved thermodynamic cycles and 
advancements in device architecture which enhances the cooling and heating 
efficiency and reduces the amount of u ed material, respectively. The current climate 
control sy tern for vehicular heating and cooling, which has been widely used, is 
presented by Amerigon and shown in Figure 2-14 [77]. 
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Figure 2-14 Vehicular limate Control System amounted in seat and installation rate 
Due to the role of TEC (Thermoelectric Cooling) in improving the fuel economy, the 
trend that it h a ~ ~ been transforming from assistant HV AC device to the main cooling 
and heating provider in vehicle is becoming increasingly obvious. One advantage of 
TEC system is that the cooling and heating can both be achieved and switched by 
just simply r c v e r ~ i n g g the current. When operating as heat pumps, TEC devices can 
readily have COP in the range of 2-3 without going through energy-consuming 
procedure. , whilst the traditional HV AC system needs to pump the extracted thermal 
energy into working n u i d ~ ~ to deliver to other component where another heat 
exchange procedure o c c u r ~ ~ to finish the passing with lower COP. 
Cooling/heating l I ~ i n g g currently available thermoelectric materials could provide 
significant advantages compared with current systems for improved fuel economy, 
reduced toxic and greenhouse gas emissions. Thermoelectric HV AC systems could 
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be designed to take best advantages of thermoelectric. Compact thermoelectric units 
can be installed in the seats, dashboard and overhead for the driver and the front seat 
occupant. Units can be installed in the back of the front seats, the overhead, seats and 
floor. These units can be devised to only cool or heat the person, not the whole cabin. 
The driver can be cooled with less than 700 watts of cooling whereas current air 
conditioners have to provide up to 3,500 to 4,000 watts to achieve the same purpose 
[78]. Thermoelectric HV AC can be converted from cooling to heating by simply 
changing the polarity of DC power. The thermoelectric HV AC system can be 
remotely activated 50 meters or so from the vehicle. The thermoelectric modules are 
silent with no moving parts. However, the thermoelectric HV AC system would have 
fans or a coolant loop circulating pump to extract the heat from the modules to heat 
sinks to dissipate the heat. The possibility of using thermoelectric devices as heat 
pumps to produce cooling, heating and temperature control from electric power input 
has been discussed by Lon E. Bell [79]. 
Advances have been made in the performance, efficiency and cost of thermoelectric 
devices for cooling, heating, and power generation applications. These advances 
enable thermoelectrics, along with efficient thermal management systems, the 
potential to key the next wave of advances in the automotive industry, particularly in 
HVAC systems and later for waste power recovery. In the past few years the 
technology, used in military and aerospace applications since the early 1960's, has 
become cost-effective for mass production. It is of specific interest for automotive 
applications, an industry with sales of over 50 million units annually. 
2.2.1.2. Medical service and food industry 
In medical area, it is important to keep vaccination, blood serum and other biological 
products within certain temperature range for storage and transportation purpose. The 
properties will stabilise in the range of medical requirements. A portable 
thermoelectric medical cooling kit controlled by a microprocessor was developed for 
preserving human blood during transportation. It operates with 12V dc and 4A [80]. 
In remote regions in developing countries like India and China, this new method 
shows a trend of more flexible ways of transporting medical products. Also, it could 
make on-door medical visits and dealing urgent medical issues possible. This thermal 
requirements also apply to the food industry which needs temperature control during 
the process of food transportation and storage. Some patents have been issued on the 
concept of food cooler/warmer with the use of thermoelectric module [81]. The 
patent on icemaker and control was also made [82]. 
2.2.1.3. Electronic device 
In electronic engineering areas, many electronic devices with high power, such as 
power amplifiers and microprocessors, operate at high temperatures close to the edge 
of reliability. This could cause severe impact on the performance and lifetime. Thus, 
cooling is needed to improve the performance and lifetime of the devices. The 
conventional devices are not well suited in these application areas due to their 
general large size. For the power device with high density structure, the difficulty 
becomes more obvious for the conventional cooling techniques due to the large heat 
fluxes. The thermoelectric coolers can deal with this problem by effective local 
cooling. Thermoelectric coolers operate quietly due to no moving parts. For example 
in Figure 2-15, an application has been used to improve the accuracy of electronic 
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in trument by reducing the thermal noise of the electric components and the leakage 
current of the electronic device [83], [84], [85]. One of the example i a cooled 
CdZnTe detector for X-ray a tronomy. Cooling between 30·C and 40 ·C reduce the 
leakage current of detector and allow the use of a pul ed reset preamplifier and long 
pul e haping time , ignificantly improving the energy resolution. Although the heat 
i conduct d from the very low temperature 40 · C to the chilled water of lO oC, it is 
only nece ary to u e 3W of electrical power for this small capacity application. 
In the aforementioned applications, an electronic device to be cooled i usually 
mounted directly on the cold side of one or more thermoelectric device allowing 
maximum thermal tran fer between the electronic device and the cold side. The hot 
ide is coupled to a fan or water heat sink. Natural convection is also used in some 
cases. A variable ource of direct current connected to the thermoelectric cooler 
allow them to lower the temperature of the electronic devices. Applications of 
thermoelectric device for cooling electric device require very mall and low current 
thermoelectric device . 
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Figure 2-15 Sch matic diagram of an integrated thermoelectric microcooler with 
infrared component integrated onto cooled central region (a) Plane view and (b) 
cro - ectional view. 
Thermoelectric co ling can al 0 be u ed to work with olar PV for electrical power 
generation. Better performance and cheaper co t were obtained when thermoelectric 
module are u ed to actively cool olar PV than when used to recover heat from olar 
PV panel [86] . 
2.2.2. Thermoelectric g nerator 
Thermoel ctric generator are olid- tate device that convert heat into electricity. 
Unlike traditional dynamic heat engine, they have no moving parts, long life pan, 
compact ize and ilent operation. Due to the e advantage, thermoelectric generator 
have been utili d in wide area like aero pace, vehicle, indu trie and dome tic 
environment. 
2.2.2.1. utomobil 
With Ie than 2 5 ~ ~ of the energy content in the ga oline of mo t car goe into 
actual vehicle propul ion, over 5 0 ~ ~ of the total fuel energy e cape to the ambient a 
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heat loss primarily through the vehicle exhaust system and radiator. Different from 
other waste heat sources, the vehicular exhaust lies in a wide temperature range 
which extends from !OO°C to 800°C [87]. The temperature level depends on the 
driving conditions such as part loaded driving or full loaded driving. Therefore, 
developing vehicular thermoelectric generation system for recovering vehicle waste 
heat needs to take the following factors into account. 
I. Varying thermal conditions caused by different driving conditions; 
2. Wide exhaust temperature range; 
3. Moving state; 
Under general driving circumstances, the vehicle goes through different driving 
behaviours (such as acceleration, brake and stop) and varying road conditions (steep 
and bumpy) which make the engine and exhaust systems work in a varying condition 
to accommodate the changes. 
The driving load and fuel category decide the temperature level of exhaust gas. 
Different driving load requires vehicles to provide different amount of fuel energy to 
meet the varying driving needs. The driving load is proportional to the quantity of 
fuel consumption. The fuel type determines the fuel consumption and the exhaust 
temperature. Currently, the commercial fuel type mainly includes gasoline and diesel. 
Figure 2-16 shows the exhaust temperature across the exhaust and engine system of a 
typical car. The temperatures of exhaust system components are shown in the 
comparisons of driving load (full load and part load) and fuel type (gasoline and 
diesel) [88]. 
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Figure 2- 16 Temperatures of exhaust system components for a gasoline engine and a 
diesel engine 
Waste heat is generated only in motion mode. The movement of vehicle necessitates 
the considerations of the impacts that the moving status imposes on TE modules 
enclosed in the thermoelectric generation system. 
Considering the factor!". mentioned above, a successful design and construction of 
vehicular thermoelectric generation system must cover the following considerations: 
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I. Adopting temperature stabilizing method to eliminate excess temperature on 
the hot end of TE modules to avoid malfunctions (the welding points could be 
melted by excess temperature conditions caused by extreme driving 
conditions); 
2. Selecting the technically and economically suitable thermoelectric materials 
for waste heat recovery for the corresponding sections in the exhaust system; 
3. Accommodating the thermal and mechanical stresses under extreme driving 
conditions while maintaining an optimal thermal conductivity with TE 
modules as well as long cycle fatigue. 
It was thought to be unattractive to employ thermoelectric power generation in 
automobile due to the high temperature thermal environment in automobile's 
exhaust/engine system. The high operating temperature requires high temperature 
standard material which turns out to be very high-cost. However, considering the fact 
that both cars and trucks consume a considerable amount of fuel at low mass flow 
rates, especially when the vehicles are experiencing city driving where the fuel 
efficiency is much lower than that of highway driving due to the energy-inefficient 
operating such as varying speed, frequent braking and accelerating, improved fuel 
saving and reduced greenhouse gas emissions become the major impetuses for 
thermoelectric applications in vehicles. Thermoelectric power generation by 
recovering waste heat from automobile has become a highly necessary and promising 
approach. Many studies have reviewed its application in automobile engine/exhaust 
system and developed effective ways to recover the waste heat in automobile in an 
economical and optimum way. The possibility of recovering the waste heat with 
thermoelectric power generation was explored as early as 1914 [89, 90]. The waste 
heat recovery application on automobile has been investigated for over 90 years [91, 
92,93,94]. Some of them have developed thermoelectric generation systems which 
produce 0.5-lkW electrical power with 5-10% overall efficiency [95,96]. Currently, 
there are a few major teams that are dedicated in thermoelectric application 
researches in automobile. 
Thermoelectric applications on Porsche [97], truck [98, , 100, 101] and passenger 
cars [102, 103, 104] and military vehicle have been studied. Waste heat recovering at 
low temperature (250°C) and medium temperature (550°C) configurations have been 
discussed by BSST in partnership with BMW and Visteon [87]. 
2.2.2.2. Aerospace 
Explorations in hostile and inaccessible locations such as space, advances in medical 
physics, deployment of marine and terrestrial surveillance systems and earth 
resources require autonomous long-life sources of electrical power. Due to the 
characteristic of no moving parts, no position dependence and the good adaptability 
for various heat sources, thermoelectric generators have more than 100,000 hours 
steady-state operation and precise temperature control [105]. Their developments 
first occurred in US space program, they have been used by NASA (National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration) to provide electrical power for spacecraft 
since 1961. Thermoelectric power generation system has a great application potential 
for a large number of different classes of space missions especially. As researches 
continue in power conversion field to improve configurations and specific designs, 
thermoelectric power generation keeps showing great strength for both short- and 
long-term space missions. 
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High performance radioisotope generators (RTG) are still of interest for deep space 
missions but the shift towards small, light spacecrafts has developed a need for 
advanced power sources. The development of thin film thermoelectric devices shows 
attractive potential. The development of light weight, high voltage devices with good 
performance is realisable with the employment of the combination of semiconductor 
technology, thermoelectric thin films and high thermal conductivity materials. The 
reliability of thermoelectric technology has been demonstrated in applications such 
as the Voyager spacecraft with Voyager 1 passing into the Heliosheath about 8.3 
billion miles from Earth on May 24th 2006. The successful application also goes to 
T AGS-85 which has been used in numerous space and terrestrial applications 12. 
These TAGS radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG) working over 20 years 
are still delivering enough power to support the Pioneer 11 (together with the Pioneer 
10, the pioneer 11 was the first to traverse the asteroid belt and visit the giant gas 
planets) spacecraft onboard experiments and power the radio which is returning 
useful data back to earth. The overall power degradation rate, including fuel decay, 
helium buildup, and all other effects was approximately 0.00007 WIh per generator. 
As far as is known, these are the longest lived autonomous electrical power sources 
ever produced. The same type of applications also provided long-lasting power to the 
Viking Landers 1 and 2 and other devices used in inaccessible or hostile areas like 
meteorological data collection and transmission system in off-coast areas and seismic 
detectors in Alaska, more details can be referred to [12]. 
For aircraft industry (both commercial and military), thermoelectric device can 
capture waste heat from the engine and operate over the entire aircraft flight 
envelope and operates without affecting engine's performance. Fuel consumption 
can be cut down and consequently the cost for passenger and cargo airlines could be 
reduced. 
2.2.2.3. Industries 
Industrial processes are usually procedures involving chemical or mechanical steps 
in the manufacture of an item or items on a very large scale. The process industries 
include food, beverages, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, petroleum, ceramics, base 
metals, coal, plastics, rubber, textiles, tobacco, wood and wood products, paper and 
paper products, etc. Industrial energy consumption accounted for more than a fifth of 
all UK energy consumption in 2001 consuming 35,152 thousand tonnes of oil 
equivalent. For example, the energy consumption of different industry sectors in 
2001 in the UK is shown in Figure 2-17 which is cited from the national statistics by 
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Figure 2-17 Energy consumption distribution of industry sectors in the UK 
Due to the large scale in most ca es, industries involve with a huge amount of energy 
consumption, in which a considerable amount escapes to ambient through exhausting, 
radiation and cooling. Figure 2-18 compares the energy use and losses in energy 
systems (steam systems, fired sy terns, and motor drive) across sixteen industrial 
sectors [107]. Five industrial sectors which include petroleum refining, chemicals, 
forest products, iron and steel, and food and beverage, account for over 80% of all 
the energy inputs to energy systems. They are large users of steam systems and fired 
systems such as furnaces and dryers. In total, energy losses associated with energy 
systems in these five industries totals represents over 15% of the energy consumed 
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Figure 2- 18 Chart of energy consumption in different industrial sectors 
This unused energ is energy loss or waste heat, which is generated in the processes 
of fuel c o m b u ~ t i o n n and chemical reactions, then wasted by ending up in the 
environment rather the product due to unnecessary process, intensive drying, 
inefficient b o i l c r ~ ~ and ~ t e a m m systems. Driven by the growing fuel prices and strong 
concerns on the global environment, process industries find it necessary to develop 
and employ heat recover approaches to cut down the energy consumption and 
consequently contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emission and 
environmental impro ement. 
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Because of their high reliability, noiseless operation, low maintenance and long life, 
thermoelectric generation are preferred to other energy conversion devices 
particularly in harsh environments, despite of their relatively low efficiency. The 
type of thermoelectric material used for industrial utilities is dependent on the 
operating temperature range of the applied areas. For example, the available 
temperature ranges from 325K to llOOK for processing plants of combustible solid 
waste [108], depending on the used materials of the generators for different operating 
temperature ranges. In steel plant, the furnace provides a steady source of convenient 
piped water which can be readily converted by thermoelectric generators into 
electricity when large amounts of cooling water were discharged at around 90°C. 
Bismuth telluride thermoelectric material was employed to produce a total electrical 
power of 8MW in major components of a modem steel plant [109]. 
The possibility of employing thermoelectric technology to generate electrical power 
from low temperature heat source on off-shore oil platforms was discussed in 1992 
[110]. The oil reservoir located at a depth of around 3km and the temperature at the 
working depth is in the range of 80-100K. It was concluded that it was technically 
feasible to use thermoelectric power generation in this circumstance but the cost of 
transmitting de power from the platforms to the adjacent mainland was considered to 
be uneconomic. If the electrical power can be stored by being converted to other type 
of energy like hydrogen, the high cost for the dc power transmission could have been 
avoided. 
Applications in both small scale and large scale for recovering heat from combustible 
solid waste have been conducted [111, 112]. An estimated conversion efficiency of 
4.36% was achieved in a small-scale on-site experiment using a 60W thermoelectric 
module installed near the boiler section of an incinerator plant [113]. It was 
estimated that an output of 426 kW could be obtained according to an analysis of a 
conceptual large scale system burning 100 ton of waste during a 16-hour-working 
day. The possibility of utilizing the waste heat from incinerated municipal solid 
waste has also been considered and an on-site experiment using 60W thermoelectric 
module was conducted. The module was installed near the boiler section of an 
incinerator plant where the waste gas temperature varied between 823K and 973 K. 
An estimated conversion efficiency of about 4.4% has been achieved. Thermoelectric 
generators operating on natural gas, propane or diesel have been developed with 
different thermoelectric alloys with the maximum hot side temperature ranging from 
525K up to 875K [114]. These devices have been used in various industrial 
applications for data acquisition and telecommunications. 
2.2.2.4. Thin film application 
Thin films have attracted considerable attention because of their potential application 
in the micro-fabrication of integrated thermoelectric devices and its flexibility in 
installations. Due to the small thickness, thin film applications allows exceptionally 
high heat fluxes and low thermal resistances which delivers much higher power 
densities compared with conventional modules. However, the challenge of thin film 
applications lies in the growth process. Current, there are quite a few advanced 
methods that have been developed to fabricate the thin film structure. Different from 
the commonly-used fabrication methods which include flash evaporation [115], hot 
wall epitaxy [116], sputtering[ 117], metal organic chemical-vapour deposition [118] 
and molecular beam epitaxy [119], co-evaporation [120] was claimed to require less 
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preparation time, lower fabrication cost and be compatible with microelectronic 
processing. In the work, high-purity (99.999%) bismuth and telluride were used as 
evaporants which were evaporated from molybdenum boat and a tantalum crucible, 
respectively. The films were deposited by the co-evaporation of bismuth and 
telluride onto a heated, clean glass substrate. The best quality of thin films obtained 
using co-evaporation technology has a = 81pV / K , P = 0.32x 10-3 n for p-type and 
a=-228pV / K, p=1.30xlO-3n for n-type, respectively. 
2.2.2.5. Other application areas 
The earliest thermoelectric application example was using the heat from kerosene 
lamp to power a wireless set [121]. Certain amounts of electrical power could be also 
provided to remote regions like Northern Sweden using thermoelectric generators to 
ease the local electricity scarcity [122]. Additionally, marine vessels like ships and 
submarines can be the primary targets for thermoelectric generation which can 
harvest waste heat from the propulsion engine. 
Insight [123] has also been shed onto the heat recovery from long wave infrared 
radiation leaving the surface of the earth. Thin film thermoelectric device is applied 
for power generation in high altitude, long duration communications platform. 
2.3 Summary 
In order to make the thermoelectric application more economically feasible, 
increasing efforts have been made to discover and develop advanced thermoelectric 
materials with high figure-of-merit. Fabrication methods such as superlattice, plasma 
treatment, segmented element, nanocomposite and nanostructure have been 
introduced to improve ZT value of thermoelectric materials. These methods have 
shown positive results by changing the material properties and improving module 
shape and structure, such as reducing thermal conductivity, enhancing electrical 
conductivity and adopting novel module shape and structure, such as ring-shape and 
thin film. 
With continuous efforts being made, the difficulty in making a breakthrough in 
material research and development in terms of fabrication, construction and 
commercialisation is still one of the major factors that have limited thermoelectric 
application to only specialised areas. Due to the advantages of no moving parts, long 
lifespan and quiet operation, thermoelectric modules have been used in many areas 
such as automobile, aerospace, industries and domestic sector . They have not been 
used as widely and intensively as expected due to lack of economical feasibility. The 
energy efficiency of conventional thermoelectric applications is far too less to 
compensate the system cost due to low conversion efficiency, and only suitable for 
some specialised areas. 
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Chapter 3 Domestic building energy analysis 
This chapter takes the UK as an example to introduce the energy profile of domestic 
sector in the region /countries with temperate climate which the domestic boiler 
plays the major role of supplying space and water heating in residential houses. The 
proportion of the energy used for space/water heating in the overall energy 
consumption of a re idential house has been introduced together with the role of 
domestic boiler in space and water heating to show the importance and necessity of 
improving the thermal efficiency of domestic boiler. The use of thermoelectric 
applications in domestic sector has been reviewed to show the necessity of 
developing a system concept that gives a more economicall y viable performance. 
The thermoelectric material that is suitable to be used in domestic environment is 
introduced according to the available heat sources in residential house. The 
avai lability of solar energy and waste heat from domestic boiler has been discussed 
in different scenarios for a case study conducted in chapter 7. 
3.1. Energy con umption analysis 
In domestic sector in the UK, the energy consumption consists of space heating, 
water heating, lighting, appliances and cooking. The majority of energy consumption 
is for space heating. Reference [124] has demonstrated the results of an investigation 
on the energy consumption in domestic sector in the UK conducted by the 
Department of Trade and Industry. It shows the energy consumed by space heating in 
domestic sector. For example, in 1970 and 2000, it accounted for 58% of all the 
consumed energy. It increa. ed up to 61 % in 2009, taking the dominant position. 
Figure 3-1 shows the energy aving due to better house insulation and heating 
efficiency between 1970 and 2006. The energy consumed by space heating would 
have been twice of current consumption if there was no improvement in house 
insulation and heating efficiency. However, the energy consumption for space 
heating still shows a steady rising trend, as indicated by the blue part, caused by the 
increasing demand for heating requirements. 
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Figure 3- 1 a ing in space heating due to better insulation and heating efficiency in 
the UK between 1970 and 2007 
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In any year, space heating is largely dependent on outside temperatures which 
explain the year-to-year fluctuations. Taking the period between 1970 and 2000 as an 
example, despite the increased use of house insulation, the growth in central heating 
has contributed to the increa, es over the period. 
In 1970, about 10% of households in the UK were centrally heated by gas and 9% 
used solid fuel. Whilst in 2000, 71 % used gas for central heating and 3% used solid 
fuels. For electrical storage heating, it accounted for 6% of the total in 1970 and 9% 
in 2000. The central heating ha risen from less than one third of all house stock in 
1970 to 89% in 2000. 
The gas consumption accounted for 24% of total domestic energy consumption in 
1997 and for 67% in 200 I, respectively. Meanwhile, coal accounted for 39% and 
45% in 1970 and 200 I, respectively. Electricity consumption has increased by 50% 
over the period of 1970 to 200 I, due to the increased use of electricity for lighting 
and appliances in the home. 
Temperature is the important factor that affects the energy demand of the house. For 
example when the temperature is very low in winter, much energy needs to be used 
for space heating. Thi energy demand has risen when we have been approaching 
from 1970 to 2000 as the demand for the indoor temperature has been raised by the 
occupants' demand although the outside temperature has increased from 5.8 0 C in 
1970 to 7.2 0 C in 2000. 
Figure 3-2 hows the daily heating demand of a two-bed bungalow house in the UK 
around a year. This data, provided by Cooling Planet Ltd, shows the hourly heating 
demand in a day of four sea on . Although the heating is supplied by using an air 
source heat pump, the usage profile should show the pattern of dynamic heating 
demand of this hou, e which would reflect the operational pattern if the heating was 
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Figure 3-2 Hourly heating demand of a UK two-bed bungalow in a year 
Playing a vital role in modern Britain, natural gas represents around two fifths of 
final energy c o n ~ u m c d d and dominates the UK domestic sector. In the last forty years, 
the gas consumption in the dome tic sector has grown dramatically to the current 
over six t i m e ~ ~ of the level in 1970. The major factors that drive the rapid growth of 
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gas demand in domestic sector include population increase, larger numbers of 
households and higher standards living. 
In order to gain a general idea of the gas consumption of domestic sector in the UK, 
a report of gas consumption in the UK by British Gas is cited [125]. British Gas 
commissioned the Centre for Economics and Business Research ('Cebr') to assess 
the factors that have reduced domestic natural gas consumption over the last five 
years. The focus of this part is to determine the key drivers of natural gas 
consumption by utilising a British Gas analysis of domestic energy consumption 
based on 40 million meter readings from four million customers between 2006 and 
2009. 
Taking 2009 as an example, the total primary gas consumption was 44.3 million 
tonnes of oil equivalent, representing 65.2% of the UK's total energy consumption in 
domestic sector. It is mainly used for space heating, water heating and cooking. 
Overall, the gas consumption in 2009 is over six times higher than that in 1970 on a 
primary energy equivalent basis, which is equivalent to a compound annual growth 
rate of 4.9%. A number of factors are attributed to the rapid increase of natural gas 
consumption. Households, popUlation and household disposable income are the 
major three direct factors that drive the gas consumption in domestic sector. Energy 
intensity (energy consumption per household, person and disposable income) shows 
different trend between 1971 and 2009. Energy intensity by household and by 
disposable income shows a fall by 12.6% and 55.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, 
energy intensity by population shows a 10.6% increase. According to the Office for 
National Statistics' latest population projections, the UK's population shows an 
annual growth at 0.6% forwards to 2033, 0.9% increase for household. That means 
more energy is expected to be consumed. 
3.2. Profile of heating demand 
The heating demand for a typical UK house varies with the season. In each season, 
the demand also varies with the time of the day. The boiler is a common device for 
domestic heating. Usually, it operates according to the required room temperature 
level set in thermostat. Therefore, the boiler runs only when the room temperature is 
below the set level without having to run all the time. Due to the same control 
regime, this operating pattern can be reflected by that of air source heat pump 
provided it is used for the same house, the pattern can be referred in Figure 3-2. 
It shows the heating demand of two-bed bungalow in the UK and the average daily 
heating hours in four seasons of a year, among which spring and autumn are 
considered together due to the similar temperature level. The heating demand in 
winter takes the largest proportion whilst the sum of heating demand in spring and 
autumn is slightly less than that of winter; the heat demand in summer is minor. 
3.3. Heating methods 
3.3.1 Solar power 
In order to fully understand the availability of solar power, a comprehensive study on 
the solar energy arriving at the surface of the earth has been conducted by the 
Institute for Environment and Sustainability of European Commission [126]. The 
relevant results are cited to show the solar availability in different regions and 
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countries. The amount of available solar energy depends on the geographical 
variability, weather conditions and time dynamics. The geographical analysis of the 
availability helps us understand the contribution that TCS could make to the 
improvement of domestic power conditions. Taking the UK as an example, 
supposing the modules are mounted at the optimum angle, the yearly sum of 
generated electricity per area in the UK is 820kWh/kWp. For a llkWp peak power, 
the required area of solar PV is 6.7m2 on the assumption of 150W/m2 power density. 
Hence, the e ~ u i v a l e n t t yearly sum of absorbed direct solar radiation is approximately 
122.4kWh/m . 
3.3.2 Boiler 
For residual spaces, apart from the solar radiation which is generally utilised in most 
circumstances with the presence of sunshine, one of the main available heat sources 
in domestic environment is the waste heat from domestic boiler. It is a very common 
heating device which has been widely used in the UK. Good understanding of the 
availabilities of these heat resources is necessary to unveil the potential and benefit 
of applying thermoelectric co-generation system in residential houses. 
The temperature of boiler flue gas used to be very high which contains a big amount 
of heat loss in the form of latent and sensible heat. Modifications have been done to 
improve the performance and efficiency by reclaiming the latent and sensible heat. 
For example, the condensing boiler is able to recover the latent heat by using the 
second heat exchanger which reclaims the heat escaped from the first heat exchanger. 
However, the temperature of flue gas from the conventional new boilers still lies in 
the range of 150-2OO·C [127] which contains considerable amount of energy when 
exhausted to the environment. This represents a great opportunity of establishing a 
domestic power generation device/system by recovering the heat and converting it to 
electrical power. Domestic power consumption in the United Kingdom between 
1970-2000 has been studied and given by the department of trade and industry of 
National Statistics in the UK [128]. It shows that energy consumed on space heating 
and water heating represents 82% of the overall energy consumption in households . 
f . th UK [ ] Table 3-1 Year!r sum 0 gas consumption per consumer m e I 
Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Qty of Consumer (thousands) 20490 20587 20683 20791 21595 
Sales per Consumer(kWh) 19942 20118 20111 20496 19020 
Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Qty of Consumer (thousands) 21884 22224 22327 22568 
Sales per Consumer(kWh) 18241 17614 16906 15384 
Gas per user means the gas consumption per each boiler in the form of thermal 
energy. 
Altough improvements have been done to use the domestic energy more efficiently, 
there are still large amount that is wasted by escaping to the outside through waste 
heat e}{hausting. This part of heat. if recovered, would play an important role both in 
cutting down the domestic energy consumption and improving the energy utilisation 
efficiency. Generally, the amount of waste heat exhausted from conventional 
domestic boilers depends on the boiler efficiency which varies with the 
manufacturers, specifications and used period. The efficiency normally lies below 
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80%. Here a boiler with efficiency of 80% is taken as an example to estimate the 
total waste heat exhausted by one domestic boiler annually in the UK. The annual 
waste heat per boiler is. Q, =30768kWh. 
One of the major reasons of using the TCS concept is to enhance the energy 
efficiency of domestic appliance by recovering the waste heat in the domestic sector 
and partially meeting the energy demand rather than replacing the current power and 
heating supply. The amount of power and heating that it supplies largely replies on 
the amount of available heat. 
3.3.3 Wood burning/biomass stove 
In developing countrie. , wood burning or biomass domestic stoves are commonly 
used especially in rural areas where the winters are relatively cold and there is no 
reliable electric power supply. This type of domestic stove is commonly used for 
cooking and space heating in some occasions. Biomass combustion meets basic 
energy needs for cooking and heating in rural households. The energy accounts for 
about 90% of the total rural supplies. Biomass stove is a CO2-neutral renewable 
source of energy. It is usually used as open fire stove which has low efficiency and 
emit harmful air pollutants [129]. Generally, a cooking stove consumes biomass 
energy at a rate of 10kW with 2kW available for thermoelectric power generation 
[ 130]. 
3.3.4 Furnaces 
For remote communities far from the grid and the connection to the grid is not cost 
effective, the use of thermoelectric power generation could ease the need for 
electricity. Qiu [131] demonstrates a thermoelectric application with a power 
generation capacity of 550W which is thermally fed by a purposely-built fuel-
powered furnace, intended for domestic central heating. The power output was 
adequate to power all electrical components for a residential central heating system 
without using any externally generated electricity. 
Figure 3-3 P u r p o ~ c f u l l y y designed fuel-powered furnace for central heating system 
integrated with thermoelectric generation [131] 
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It has the heat conducting fins on the internal wall of combustion space to enhance 
the heat absorption by the internal wall from the gaseous combustion, shown in 
Figure 3-3. A 552°C temperature difference was achieved between the hot and cold 
walls. Table 3-2 shows more details of the experimental parameters. 
Table 3-2 Furnace combustion performance 
Fuel Excess Combustion Burner surface Temperature of input 
air CC) loada (W cm-2) temperature CC) combustion products (kW) CC) 
15.6 5 31.3 993 1120 
15.5 12 31.3 929 1035 
17.5 5 35.1 1050 1186 
17.5 12 35.1 964 1092 
a Combustion load refers to the burner surface area. 
3.4. Previous research 
Insight has been shed into improving the energy performance in domestic dwellings 
by recovering the heat from drain water using drain water heat recovery (DHR) 
system [132]. It pre-heats the fresh supply water of the dwelling with the heat of 
warm drain water of the shower. Liu [133] has also looked into recovering heat from 
the public shower facilities. It integrates the drain water system with an electric heat 
pump which recycles the exhaust heat from the collected warm drain water to heat 
the shower's tap water. Similar [134, 135] studies have also been conducted. The 
common thing about them is that they recovery the heat at a low temperature level 
(around 30·C). 
For the thermoelectric technology, the energy efficiency of domestic dwelling is 
improved by using thermoelectric technology for power generation, mentioned in 
previous studies [16, 17, 18, 19]. However, not many have looked into its application 
in building services. Unlike PV technology, thermoelectric technology doesn't rely 
on solar radiation. It is useable on almost all types of heat sources, especially 
beneficial to utilise the rewarding waste heat. 
The thermoelectric generator generates electricity by converting heat (temperature 
gradient) directly into electrical power, using Seebeck effect shown in semiconductor 
materials such as bismuth telluride, alloys of lead telluride and silicon germanium. 
Due to the energy conversion characteristic of thermoelectric technology, almost any 
heat resources existing in domestic environments are eligible for energy conversion. 
For example, the houses where woodldiesellbiomass burning stove or other available 
heating facilities are regularly used have the great potential to generate electrical 
power by using thermoelectric generator [136]. In this situation, the efficiency could 
be improved by producing extra electrical power with wasted heat. Daniel has 
developed a concept of self powered domestic boilers in two separate studies in [137] 
and [138] at different development stage, both of which were intended to adopt 
thermoelectric power generation to power all the components in the central heating 
system. Creveling [137] used a boiler with the nominal capacity at 15kW, generating 
up to 109W of power, rejecting heat to a water loop at near ambient temperatures 
(27°C). It indicated the merit of further development of self-powered heating 
devices. Similar applications were introduced in other studies [139]. The TE 
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generator converts about 5% of heat output from the gas/oil burner into electrical 
power before the heat output reaches the central heating hot water exchanger and the 
remained 95% heat output is transferred to the hot water exchanger for space heating 
in the house. It was concluded that the circulating pump was powered by the 
generated 50W with two PbTe modules when operated at hot and cold side 
temperatures of 550°C and 50°C. Fitting with thermoelectric generators, biomass 
boilers and heat pumps can be operated self -sufficiently and independently without 
extra power supply. Thermoelectric power generation in applications where solar 
radiation or waste heat is used can be defined as a green technology as the cost for 
heat input is free. In this situation, the system's power output outweighs the 
conversion efficiency in determining the system's economic viability. 
Due to the low conversion efficiency, most of the conventional thermoelectric 
applications only convert small amount of absorbed thermal energy to electrical 
power. The rest, which represents over 95%, is wasted to the environment. The 
research aims to introduce a system concept which attempts to overcome the issue of 
low energy utilisation efficiency by developing a thermoelectric cogeneration system 
for domestic use and pointing a potential direction of improving the energy 
utilisation efficiency in residential houses. 
3.5. Material selection 
According to operating temperature, thermoelectric materials are classified into three 
categories: low temperature, intermediate temperature and high temperature. The low 
temperature type including alloys based on bismuth in combinations with antimony, 
tellurium or selenium utilises general waste heat or heat from warm/hot water, while 
the latter two which include lead alloys and silicon germanium alloys are oriented for 
incineration/steel plants and automobile exhaust, respectively. The application of 
high temperature type means more cost. Suitable application of thermoelectric 
material is generally referred to large electrical power factor, good cost effectiveness 
and being environmentally friendly. For example, when the utilised heat is free, the 
cost-per-watt is mainly determined by the power-per-unit area and the operating 
period [140]. For high operating temperature, modules with segmented 
thermoelectric elements have larger average figure of merit over a large temperature 
drop compared to those using same alloy in the element. The thermoelectric 
efficiency reached as high as 20% operating between 300K and 975K [141]. 
However, for the domestic power environment (under 473K), Bi2Te3 , one of the 
commercialized thermoelectric materials whose good ZT (0.98) lies in the range of 
353-413K, shows a better performance and lower cost due to a good figure-of-merit 
in operating temperature range in domestic applications. 
3.6. Availability 
Figure 3-4 shows the thermal cycle of thermoelectric cogeneration system. The heat 
source (or multiple heat sources) provides the hot side heat exchanger thermal 
energy, denoted as Q. The hot side heat exchanger absorbs the heat from the flue gas 
and uses the harnessed heat for thermoelectric cogeneration. The harnessed heat is 
used as the heat input of the system, denoted as Qinpul ' Q[oss and T/ Iu for the heat loss 
and the effectiveness of hot side heat exchanger. The converted heat is used to 
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produce electrical power, denoted as power output P. The unconverted part is 
dissipated into the cooling water for preheatino(J purpose, denoted as Q . n, and 
mapllf '1 L\ 
77111 are the effectiveness of heat exchanger and conversion efficiency of the module. 
For a given heat source, the available amount of the heat supplied from heat source is 
known . Then the heat input can be calculated by Eq.(3-1): 
(3-1) 
The system thermal efficiency 77,,, is defined by ratio of the sum of heat output and 
power output to the total amount of available heat supplied by the heat source. 
(3-2) 
The TCS concept is used in a domestic environment where the heat source includes 
boiler waste heat and solar energy. The amount of heat that heat exchanger can 
absorb relie, on the amount of available heat source. The presence of both heat 
sources are eparately determined by different factors. The boiler waste heat is 
decided by the boiler efficiency, the running period which is determined by the 
outdoor temperature, the set level of thermostat and the house insulation. Meanwhile, 
the solar radiation is determined by geographical location, weather condition and 
time variation during the day. 
Q Heat source 
r) • Heat capturer / Q oss 
Thermoelectric. Power output 
'leo cogeneration r) TE 1 1_ User end 
system • P 
Cooling system 
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Q OUtpUl Heat output 
" 
Heated water 
Figure 3-4 Thermal cycle of thermoelectric cogeneration system 
The boiler operates according to the settings of time schedule and the thermostat 
installed in the h o u ~ ~ . . Denoting the time of each continuous operation of the boiler as 
t . When the oil tank is heated with the presence of both the solar power and the 
op 
boiler w a ~ t e e heat, the achie able oil temperature 7;, could go up higher. The oil 
temperature are anal y ~ c d d under three circumstances: I, boiler waste heat; 2, solar 
power; 3. Boiler waste heat plus solar power. 
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1. Boiler waste 
The boiler waste heat is present when the boiler is running. Assuming the yearly sum 
of gas consumption by the boiler is Q and the boiler efficiency is TJ , then the waste 
heat from the exhaust Qw can be approximately expressed by 
(3-3) 
The waste heat from the exhaust is captured by the flue heat exchanger integrated 
into the flue pipe. The amount of captured heat Qcp is determined by the 
effectiveness of flue heat exchanger 17c ' namely Qcp = 17cQw. Then this captured heat 
Qcp is used to heat the oil. To heat the oil to temperature 7;" the heating time can be 
calculated by Eq.(3-4) 
t = CoPoV" (To -Ta) 
Q"p 
(3-4) 
Where Co = 250011 kgC, Po = O.888g 1 ml , ~ ~ is the ambient temperature, t 
represents the response time of reaching the designed operating condition. 
2. Solar power 
To calculate the available solar power, the required parameters include the area of 
solar concentrator Aeon and the solar radiation I . 
For the solar collector with solar concentration measure, the amount of available 
solar power Q.o/ar can be calculated by Eq.(3-5) 
(3-5) 
Provided the efficiency of solar collector is 1]s' then the absorbed solar power can be 
calculated by 
Qa.r = 1]sQ.ro/ar (3-6) 
If heat transfer medium is applied (heat transfer oil is used in this study), it has a 
maximum operating temperature, the oil temperature must be no higher than this 
temperature for the safety sake. The oil volume Vo can be fixed according to the 
thermal condition given by the boiler waste. Hence, the time of heating the oil tank to 
the maximum operating temperature can be calculated by using Eq.(3-4). Due to the 
high intensity of solar radiation achieved by solar concentration, the oil temperature 
could heat the oil to the maximum operating temperature. In order to ensure the 
safety and reliability of the system, certain measure must be taken to make sure the 
oil temperature goes down to the level beneath the maximum operating temperature. 
The cooling system must be switched on with the presence of either boiler waste or 
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solar power. When the cooling system is integrated into the water feed system, the 
cooling system would not work if the boiler is not working. In this situation, the 
pump water must be circulated in accordance with the oil temperature level or the 
presence of solar power. Therefore, the operation of cooling system needs to be 
based on the temperature of heat source, or the hot side temperature. 
3. Boiler waste and solar power 
When both the boiler waste and solar power are available, the amount of heat is the 
sum of boiler waste and solar power. The days with the presence of both sources will 
be fixed by the days with the heating demand and the average sunny day in the 
region during this period. The overlapped days are the time when the boiler waste 
and the solar power are both available. 
Together with solar radiation, the temperature of the exhaust decides the level of oil 
temperature in the tank. If the flue gas temperature is T f ' assuming the temperature 
decreases from flue gas to the hot side of thermoelectric generators is t:.T fh' the hot 
side temperature of TE generator can be calculated by Th = T f - t:. T fh • 
Table 3-1 shows the yearly sum of gas consumption per boiler. Due to the 
introduction of wall insulation, loft insulation and double glazing to the house, the 
gas consumption shows a declining trend. Here taking 2009 as an example, the 
yearly sum of gas consumption is 15384kWh. More details are introduced in section 
7.1.2. 
3.7. Summary 
The energy consumption of residential house in the UK in the last few decades 
shows a steady rise and a rising trend is projected as we are heading forward. Despite 
the increased use of house insulation, the energy used for space/water heating takes 
up about 80% of overall energy consumption and is still climbing up as the living 
standard improves and the number of household increases. 
A vail able heat sources such as solar power, boiler, stove and furnace are typical 
heating appliances for supplying space/water heating in the UK. Among which 
domestic gas boiler plays the major role (up to 65.2%) in providing space/water 
heating in the UK. A typical boiler with seasonable efficiency at 80% gives waste 
heat at approximately ~ . . = 30768kWh per year. 
Comparing to different thermoelectric materials, the one that is suitable for domestic 
application is identified to be BhTe3 according to the analysis of temperature level of 
available heat sources in the UK residential houses. This chapter comes to the 
conclusion that a more economically feasible system concept is needed to overcome 
the issues presented in conventional thermoelectric power generation applications. 
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Chapter 4 Heat sourcing 
This chapter introduces the system concept and breaks down the issues that are 
confronted by this research and need to be solved to improve the domestic energy 
efficiency by employing the domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system. The hot 
side heat exchangers including the solar heat exchanger and boiler flue heat 
exchanger have been discu ed. For the boiler flue heat exchanger, harvesting the 
waste heat in boiler exhaust pipe by installing arrays of heat pipe heat exchangers has 
been propo ed a an attempt of efficient and suitable method in this research due to 
the advanced heat transfer characteristic shown in heat pipe heat exchangers. A series 
of numerical simulation have been carried out to investigate four parameters that 
affect the performance to identify the suitable design of boiler flue heat exchanger 
using heat pipe. 
4.1 Background 
The factors that significantly influence the thermal efficiency of thermoelectric 
application include the boundary conditions of hot and cold side, thermodynamic 
cycle and thermoelectric material . Among which, the thermal boundary conditions 
of hot and cold side are involved with the available ways of extracting the heat from 
heat ources and dissipating the unconverted heat from the cold side which 
ignificantly influence. the efficiency. This leads to the technical aspects of heat 
exchange design. The heat sourcing and heat dissipation determines the system's 
thermal re i tance, which takes us to the consideration of thermodynamic cycle 
design. 
According to the style of heat sourcing and heat dissipation, the heat exchange can be 
classified into the following four categories. 
Infinite heat source and sink Heating fluid and infinite heat sink 
Infinite heat source and 0 ling fluid Heating and cooling fluid 
igur 4-1 Heat e change types in thermoelectric applications 
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As shown in Figure 4-1, four main categories of thermal boundary conditions exist in 
thermoelectric applications. The most commonly investigated boundary condition 
(Figure 4-I-a) assume that both the hot and cold sides are isotropic at temperatures 
~ ~ and 7;, respectively. This condition is used in most studies, but has been rarely 
achieved in practical applications. However, the configurations (Figure 4-1- b, c, d) 
that replace one or both of the isotropic boundaries with convective media as sources 
or sinks for thermal power are more common in today's applications. Assuming the 
thermal energy Qh passes through the hot side of the module at temperature r;. and 
unconverted heat is dissipated at temperature 7;; on the cold side. As described by 
Seebeck effect, this temperature difference Th - ~ ~ induces a conductive thermal flux 
which consequently generates electricity. The amount of power output P is 
determined by temperature difference Th - ~ ~ and the properties of thermoelectric 
materials ( S ), explained by p = (S (Th - Tc» 2 / R L ' where S is the seebeck 
coefficient determined by material, RL is the external load. 
4.2 System description 
The thermoelectric cogeneration system concept, capturing the boiler waste heat and 
solar energy to generate electricity and produce preheated water for home use, has 
been put into experimental investigations [142] and the feasibility of enhancing the 
energy use efficiency in the residential house by integrating this approach into the 
existing domestic boiler has been proven with positive results. This system reuses up 
to 80% of the recovered waste heat, in which up to 5% is converted into electrical 
power and the rest is dissipated to boiler feed water for preheating. The results 
proved that this approach, capable of cutting down CO2 emission by producing 
electrical power and hot water using free energy input simultaneously, leads us to a 
direction of environmentally friendly and sustainable energy generation method for 
residential houses. 
In this concept shown in Figure 4-2, one primary heat source is waste heat from the 
boiler exhaust. A cooling fluid is circulated in a purposely-designed heat exchanger 
on the cold side of the TE generator to convert boiler waste heat to electricity and 
provide thermal energy for the onsite heat feeding devices or facilities. The system is 
also capable of using solar energy absorbed by a solar collector mounted on the roof 
of a building whereby solar energy is absorbed and supplied to the thermoelectric 
module hot side. This can be achieved by direct utilisation or indirect utilisation of 
solar energy, depending on the heat exchanger design. The heat absorbed from the 
two aforementioned heat sources can be used to generate "free" electricity and 
attendant heat is used for heating purposes, increasing the overall energy utilisation 
efficiency of the boiler. However one of the challenges is to overcome limitations of 
heat transfer to and from the thermoelectric module. 
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Figure 4-2 Concept diagram of domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system 
Figure 4-2 shows the concept of domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system which 
absorbs heat from exhaust waste of domestic combustion appliance and solar energy. 
The heat rejected from the cold side of thermoelectric modules is taken away by the 
cooling plate which is connected to the boiler to provide the preheated water for 
domestic use, such as feed water for the boiler or under floor heating. In order to 
achieve this purpose, the following challenges need to be tackled: 
a. Heat ourcing 
Capturing heat from the available heat sources in residential house is one of the 
primary i. sues that need to be tackled. It decides the amount of heat that can be used 
by the thermoelectric . ystem. Specifically designed for recovering the waste heat 
existing in the boiler e hau. t, the flue heat exchanger plays two important roles in 
the system, including heat recovering and heat transportation. More details based on 
CFO are given in ection 4.3. The heat captured from the heat sources is directed to 
the TE modules which converts part of the heat flux into electricity and leaves the 
rest, unconverted heat flu , to be di ipated into the cold side heat exchanger for 
other purposes, such as water preheating. It provides heat for the modules, which are 
mounted between heat e changers. More details about mechanical assembly are 
introduced in ection 6.5 . 
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b. System performance 
Only when the system characteristic is well understood can the energy products can 
be efficiently used. This includes the system performance under different thermal 
conditions and system structures. It includes conversion, utilisation and management 
of converted heat and unconverted heat. DC electricity is produced from the heat 
converted by thermoelectric module. The parameter identification that affects the 
maximum power output under different thermal conditions is important to the design 
of the external electrical circuit for the sake of the maximal harvest of electrical 
power and good use and management of generated power in domestic environment. 
The unconverted heat, which is wasted to environment in conventional heat sink 
design, is re-used to heat the feed water for existing combustion appliances in 
residential house. The challenge lies in mitigating the increased pressure drop 
without significantly affecting the heat transfer performance between the feed water 
and thermoelectric cogeneration system. 
c. Heat dissipation 
Cold side heat exchanger shoulders the responsibility of dissipating the unconverted 
heat. The design of heat dissipation, including the dissipating destination and 
consumed energy during heat dissipation, is the threshold for good overall energy 
utilisation efficiency. Conventional fan assisted heat dissipation only gives the 
energy utilisation efficiency of less than 5% because the unconverted heat is wasted 
by escaping to the environment without being used. Moreover, the use of fan 
represents extra electrical energy consumption. Heat dissipation by adopting fluid-
based heat exchanger makes it more practical to utilise the unconverted heat in 
managing-friendly way due to compactness and effective characteristic. However, 
the transportation of thermal fluid involves the use of electrically-powered pump. 
The capacity of the pump is determined by hydraulic characteristic of heat 
exchanger. The design of a suitable heat dissipation method and the exploration of 
suitable operating regime, which determines the amount of net energy harvest, are 
introduced by conducting experimental and numerical studies. The development of 
the model that suits the system is one of major aims of this study. 
d. System integration 
System integration determines how well the thermoelectric applications can be 
suitably fitted into the host facilities: It includes the design, construction and 
integration of thermoelectric cogeneration system to the residential environment 
without degrading the boiler performance. It includes two major tasks: thermoelectric 
system construction and domestic integration. The former one determines how well 
the thermoelectric system can perform with the given thermoelectric generators. The 
latter one decides the way that thermoelectric cogeneration system can serve the host 
house in an efficient way. More details are given in chapter 6. 
4.3 Solar heat exchanger 
The hot side heat exchanger is specifically designed for absorbing the heat from 
boiler waste and solar energy. Two concepts of hot side heat exchanger are shown in 
Figure 4-3. Figure 4-3 (A) shows the indirect use in which heat transfer oil absorbs 
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the heat from boiler wa. te and olar energy. The oil is heated up by the absorbed 
energy and flows through the TE module to proceed with the energy conversion and 
water preheating. Figure 4-3 (B) hows the direct use where the solar energy and 
boiler waste heat is u. ed directly to heat the TE hot side. The selection can be made 
according to characteristics of heat sources and requirements on the system response 
time. Solar concentration mea ures can also be taken to promote the temperature 
level at the heat source side. 
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Figure 4-3 chematic diagram of hot side heat exchanger 
In the design of heat sourcing, the major attention of this research is focused on the 
study of flue heat exchanging part which aims to recover the waste heat from boiler 
flue gas. Considering the e isting mature technology of absorbing the solar energy, 
the part of absorbing ~ o l a r r energy i briefly discussed and described based on the 
results of p r e v i o u ~ ~ r e ~ e a r c h e s . .
In this thermoelectric cogeneration sy tern, the solar heat exchanging part of hot side 
heat exchanger can u ~ e e the flat-plate solar collector. It consists of the following 
components: 
• Glazing. One or more . heets of glass or other radiation-transmitting material 
allows the ~ o l a r r radiation to go through and prevents the absorbed solar 
energy to e.,cape to the environment. 
• Ab orber plate. . Flat, corrugated, or grooved plates, to which the 
thermoelectric gen rators are attached (with thermal energy storage) or liquid 
heat exchanger i., attached (without thermal energy storage). 
• In ulation. To eliminate or reduce the heat loss to the environment by 
increasing th thermal resistance at the back and sides of the system and 
makc sure m .,t of the thermal energy flow through thermoelectric generators; 
• ontainer or casing. To surround the other components and protect them 
from d u ~ t . . moi.,turc. etc . 
• Thermal expan. ion tank. In case of using thermal torage, a thermal 
expan.,ion tank. i ... required to accommodate the increased pressure caused by 
the expan.,ion of heat transfer fluid at high operating temperature. 
• lIeat transfer fluid. In the system designed with thermal energy storage, heat 
t r a n ~ f e r r fluid i ... u.,cd to store the absorbed energy from solar radiation and 
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boiler waste and instantly spread the heat in the whole storage space to obtain 
even temperature distribution. 
• Solar concentrator. Different from the conventional flat solar collector, a 
high temperature is favourable for thermoelectric generation which shows 
higher conversion efficiency at bigger operating temperature difference. Heat 
transfer fluid, capable of operating at high temperature such as heat transfer 
oil up to 260°C, is used to enable the system to achieve high temperature 
difference across the thermoelectric generators. This in turn helps enhance the 
conversion efficiency. Therefore, some of the detailed designs of 
conventional flat solar collector need to be modified according to the need of 
system operation to meet the onsite thermal conditions. 
4.4 Boiler flue heat exchanger 
Mature mathematical model that are able to describe the similar heat transfer style in 
this study have been discussed in previous studies. However, the models are based on 
the constant pipe cross section, whereas the model in this study has a cross section 
change at the joint between the pipe and flue heat exchanger. Just that minor 
difference changes the downstream flow pattern which disqualifies the previous 
mathematical model. 
Therefore, the parameter that straightforwardly shows the performance is used to 
evaluate the design in this study. The parameter is the net energy gain by adopting 
the flue heat exchanger in the boiler exhaust pipe. More details about the study are 
introduced further in this section together with previous mathematical models. This 
part of study based on numerical simulation is a CFD based research exercise. The 
further experimental study has yet to be carried out to validate the results. 
4.4.1 Design and investigation plan 
Capturing waste heat from the boiler flue pipe is a technical challenge, because it 
adds another heat exchanger to the flue pipe. Either the boiler performance would be 
affected by the increased back pressure in the flue pipe or the effectiveness of flue 
heat exchanging would be compromised if a low pressure drop design is favoured in 
the design. 
The flue heat exchanger reclaims the heat from the boiler flue gas. The design 
determines the rate at which the heat can be absorbed from the boiler flue gas, 
namely the effectiveness. The absorbed thermal energy is used by the system to 
convert into electrical power and thermal energy. The design of hot side heat 
exchanger needs to be compatible with capturing the heat from both of them. This 
section introduces the design and investigation of flue heat exchanger. 
Boilers have gone through a strong evolution over the last few decades, improving 
the physical design, performance and efficiency. Taking condensing boiler as an 
example, its seasonal efficiency is up to 90%. It uses the secondary heat exchanger to 
recover the unabsorbed heat from the first heat exchanger, which would have been 
wasted by escaping to the environment. According to the estimates by the Heating 
and Hot Water Industry Council, there are still around 4 million old, highly 
inefficient boilers used in homes around the country. For new conventional boilers, 
the efficiency is usually about 78% [143] which gives the corresponding temperature 
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of flue gas at approximately 180°C. This leaves us the space of imagination for the 
amount of wasted heat and the grade at which it is wasted by the old inefficient 
boilers. The boiler rating is given by SEDBUK according to the seasonal efficiency. 
--
'70%-74% ' F ' 
Figure 4-4 Rating chart of domestic boiler by SEDBUK 
The boiler flue pipe is where the boiler waste is exhausted to the environment. Its 
construction usually consist of two part, inner pipe and outer pipe, which is made 
of the galvanised steel and plastic. The typical structure is shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5 Roof installation and wall installation of boiler flue pipe (A. Roof 
installation; B. Wall in. tallation.) 
Figure 4-6 shows the photo of a typical boiler flue pipe. The dimension of flue pipe 
is usually given by standard concentric system at 06011 00. The dimension of 
080/1 00 is an optional choice, depending on the boiler type and capacity. 
Figure 4-6 Typical boiler flue pipe 
In order to reco er the heat from the boiler flue pipe, heat exchanger needs to be used 
to extract heat Ollt of fllle gas. Typical heat exchangers, sllch as air-air or air-water 
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heat exchanger, can't meet the requirements due to the large size and extra energy 
consumption of fan/pump for heat transportation. 
Heat pipe heat exchanger is suited for this application due to the following 
advantages: 
[J High effective thermal conductivity (5000-200,000 W/mK); 
[J No moving parts and no requirement of external power; 
[J An integral design minimising the adverse effects of metal expansion and it is 
maintenance free due to no moving parts and no cross contamination; 
[J Compact size and flexible usage; 
Due to the high effective thermal conductivity, heat pipe can operate almost near 
isothermal mode with a small temperature drop (less than 4 DC). It does not consume 
external power to transfer and transport heat. The only issue that needs to be taken 
into account is the increase of boiler back pressure by adding a heat exchanger in the 
exhaust pipe. Therefore, in the development of a suitable design, the heat pipe heat 
exchanger needs to effectively recover the heat from the flue gas but without 
significantly decreasing the boiler performance. 
In order to tackle the technical issues described above, a passive heat recovery 
method for capturing domestic waste heat using heat pipe is introduced, in which a 
heat pipe heat exchanger is installed in the middle of flue pipe. The flue heat 
exchanger consists of an array of heat pipes which are vertically inserted into the flue 
heat exchanger from the top of flue pipe, the other ends are connected to the hot side 
surface of thermoelectric generators. On the surface of the enclosed part of heat 
pipes, the fins could be considered as a method of enhancing the heat transfer 
between the heat pipe and flue gas. 
Numerical simulations using CFD is adopted in this part to study the relationship 
between the layout of heat pipe heat exchangers and the performance by 
investigating the performance of flue heat exchanger under different heat pipe heat 
exchanger design. 
Due to the complex mechanism of heat transfer in heat pipe heat exchanger, it is 
technically impractical to take all the mechanisms into account in developing the 
model of the flue heat exchanger using numerical simulations. The heat pipe is 
simplified into a flow pipe with a fluid flowing inside at steady flow rate. The 
boundary conditions stay constant with only varying the physical geometries of heat 
exchanger. Apparently, this simplification cannot show the results in real 
applications, but it reflects which parametrical design is better in the progressive 
designs by providing the results in comparison. 
To explore the model of flue heat exchanger, four variables, including heat pipe 
layout style, cross sectional area, pitch and joint style, are chosen to conduct the 
numerical studies and identify the best structure of flue heat exchanger. The 
numerical investigations are conducted in three steps which inspect this issue at 
different angle and in different depth. The first step is mainly focused on the 
identification o ~ ~ the suitable ~ o d e l l str:ucture of flue heat exchanger by looking into 
the models built on the basiS of different variables. The second step aims at 
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narrowing the variables which are investigated in the first step down to a smaller 
number and identifying the optimal model structure of flue heat exchanger. The final 
step aims at detailing the identified model by investigating the models with sub-
arrangements with different parameters. 
The top view of each model is shown in Figure 4-7. 3D domains of all models have 
been established in Gambit. It consists of three parts, enclosure part, heat pipes and 
fins. The condensing end of heat pipe is connected to the hot side of TE generators 
directly or indirectly, which is shown in Figure 4-8. The recovered heat is rejected to 
the oil or the hot side of TE generators. Meanwhile, the solar power is absorbed by 
solar collector which is integrated to the oil tank or the hot side of TE modules, more 
details are shown in section 6.3. 
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Figure 4-7 Inve tigated models of flue heat exchanger 
Model 0: staggered layout (SI=2.Sd, S2=2.Sd); Model I: staggered layout (SI=2d, 
S2=2d); Model 2: stagger layout with increased cross sectional area (S 1=2.5d, 
S2=2.Sd, 0.14increment). Model 3: inline layout (SI=2.5d, S2=2.5d); Model 4: 
taggered layout with gradual joints (SI=2.Sd, S2=2.Sd); Model 5: staggered layout 
with gradual joints ( 1=2.0d, S2=2.0d)); Model 6 Staggered layout with gradual 
joints with mirrored layout of heat pipes of model 5. 
Figure 4-8 shows the concept of domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system in 
residential house installed with domestic boiler. The flue heat exchanger for 
harnessing heat from the boiler exhaust is integrated in the exhaust pipe. The exact 
installing position of flue heat exchanger needs to consider the on-site situation, such 
as the position marked green. 
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Figure 4-8 Concept of thermoelectric cogeneration system for domestic use 
The heat exchanging of nue heat exchanger can be disassembled into heat transfer on 
tube-side and that on gas-. ide. Considering the fact that the gas-side heat transfer 
coefficient is typically much . mailer than the tube-side value, it is important to 
increase the heat transfer coefficient on the gas-side. A plain surface geometry will 
do it by increasing the surface area for heat transferring. The use of enhanced fin 
surface geometries provides higher heat transfer coefficients than a plain surface 
[ 144]. To maintain a reasonable friction power with low-density gases, the gas 
velocity is usually less than 5m/s, which is obtained by considering the maximum 
now velocity of nue gas in th boiler flue pipe (or full load operation). The data has 
been concluded from the nominal operating conditions given by a few major boiler 
manufacturer. (Worcester Bosch, Baxi, Ferroli, Vaillant). 
There are two types of heat pipe layout for the heat pipe heat exchangers, staggered 
geometry and inline ge metry, . hown in Figure 4-9. The layout is characterized by 
three parameters, the transverse pitch (51 ), longitudinal pitch (52) and the diameter 
of heat pipe is denoted by d . 
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Figure 4-9 Inline layout and staggered layout 
In previous studie , inline layout is seldom used because it provides substantially 
lower performance than the staggered layout [145]. For the inline bank, the heat 
transfer coefficient decrea e with the row whilst the opposite trend is shown in the 
staggered bank. The reason lie in a good mixing caused by the staggered layout. 
This conclu ion ha found the proof in the study conducted by Rabas and Huber 
[146] which has hown that the heat transfer coefficient of deep inJjne tube bank ( 
N ~ ~ 8) may be a mall a 60% of the staggered tube value at low Red (Red < 1000 
), it increase when the Red increa e . For instance, the ratio of inline to staggered 
increase up to 0.8 at Red =50,000. Reported in Brauer' s argument [145] , the bypass 
effect in the inline arrangement are re ponsible for poor performance in inline layout. 
The flow pattern of taggered and inline layout is shown in Figure 4- 10. 
The Figure 4- 10 (a) and Figure 4- 10 (b) show the flow pattern in staggered and inline 
layout. The hading area from both of the figure can be seen, they represents the 
dead zone where not much flow is going through, namely a poor heat transfer 
performance. Averagely, a ingle pipe of inline layout ha bigger area of dead zones 
than that of taggered layout. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient of staggered 
layout i bigger than that of inline layout, and it is recommended to be used to 
enhance the heat tran fer by the previou studies. The numerical study identifying the 




Figure 4- 10 Flow pattern ob erved by Brauer [145] for (a) staggered and (b) inline 
finned tube banks 
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4.4.2 Identification of the suitable models 
4.4.2.1. Properties of flue gas 
Domestic boilers could be powered by natural gas, oil, LPG, electricity and solid 
fuel. Among which, natural gas is the most used fuel for domestic heating [147]. 
The overall growth in central heating ownership can be referred in [147] to have 
been largely driven by the massive increase in gas central heating. The ownership of 
gas-fired appliances has increased from 33% of centrally heated dwellings in 1970 to 
over 80% in 200 I. 
Considering the predominant market taken by the natural gas, this study is mainly 
based on the flue gas produced by gas-fuelled boiler. The principles can be applied to 
the boilers fired by other types of fuels, because the differences lie in the temperature 
level of flue gas and the chemical properties of flue gas due to the different type of 
fuels and combustion condition. Natural gas is combusted with air which contains 
about volumetric 79% of non-combustible nitrogen. Therefore, the largest part of 
composition in flue gas is nitrogen (N2). The second largest part is carbon dioxide 
(C02), which lies in the range of 10-25 volume percentage, followed by about 11 
volume percentage water vapour (H20) produced by the combustion of hydrogen in 
the fuel with oxygen [148]. It also contains little amount of oxygen (02), carbon 
monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) in some operational situations such as 
imperfect combustion. The physical properties of flue gas can be referred in Table 
















Table 4-1 Physical properties of flue gas 
(http://www.pipeflowcalculations.comltableslflue-gas.php) 
p (kglm3) c p (kJ / kgK) ,u x 106 (Pa . s) z9x 106 (m2 Is) 
1.295 1.042 15.8 12.2 
0.95 1.068 20.4 21.54 
0.748 1.097 24.5 32.8 
0.617 1.122 28.2 45.81 
0.525 1.151 . 31.7 60.38 
0.457 1.185 34.8 76.3 
0.405 1.214 37.9 93.61 
0.363 1.239 40.7 112.1 
0.33 1.264 43.4 131.8 
0.301 1.29 45.9 152.5 
0.275 1.306 48.4 174.3 
0.257 1.323 50.7 197.1 
0.24 1.34 53 221 
Mathematical model 
The mathematical model has been established to theoretically evaluate and 
understand the mechanism and performance of flue heat exchanger. The heat 
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exchanger ab orbs heat from the mainstream of flue gas and transport the absorbed 
heat to the TE hot ide for energy conversion. This process can be analyzed from two 
aspects: heat transfer and Oow dynamics. 
For a given operating condition of domestic boiler, the flow rate of flue gas should 
be in a certain range which depends on the boiler specification. The design of boiler 
waste flue heat exchanger needs to comply with the nominal conditions which were 









Figure 4-1 I Schematic of flue heat exchanger integrated in boiler exhaust pipe 
Figure 4-11 shows a horizontally-mounted flue pipe titled upwards slightly in a 
residential home. A Oue heat exchanger, the part marked by green, is installed in the 
flue ga pipe. Denoting Qhll as the amount of heat content contained in flue gas, it 
consists of three parts, absorbed by flue heat exchanger, lost to the environment via 
pipe wall and exhausted to the environment. Assuming the pipe insulation is good 
enough, the heat 10. . through the pipe wall is not significant and neglected. 
Therefore, Qhll consist. of the heat absorbed by flue heat exchanger and the heat 
exhausted to the environment. Qhl\' can be described by Eq.(4-1): 
Q - hll'G (T. T ) hll - C JI hI\' he - a (4-1 ) 
Where, C;:" , Ghll , The and Tel are the pecific heat capacity, the mass flow rate of flue 
gas, the temperature of Oue gas before passes through the flue heat exchanger and the 
ambient, respectively. 
The heat absorbed by Oue heat exchanger is expressed by 
Q - /1I\'G (T. T) 1I - C p hw /'}( - lI( ' (4-2) 
Where, ~ " " is the temperature of flue gas after flue heat exchanger. 
The heat e x h a u ~ t e d d to the environment is expressed by 
(4-3) 
It also cquab to the heat transferred from the surface area of flue heat exchanger: 
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(4-4) 
Where hjlu' Ajhx' Tf and Tb.... are the heat transfer coefficient between the pipe 
surface and the mainstream of flue gas, the heat transfer surface area, the temperature 
of the pipe surface and boiler flue gas, respectively. 
The effectiveness of flue heat exchanger, denoted by TJa' can be described by 
(4-5) 
The effectiveness characterizes the performance of flue heat exchanger in recovering 
the heat from the boiler flue gas. 
According to Eq.(4-4), the heat transfer coefficient hjhx can be calculated by 
(4-6) 
The flow between the mainstream of flue gas and the pipe flow replacing heat pipe is 
cross-flow. Tf can be taken as the average value of inlet temperature and outlet 
temperature. 
The pressure drop caused by installing flue heat exchanger in flue pipe is the other 
parameter that needs to be considered in the design and evaluation of flue heat 
exchanger. It represents the amount of energy input for thermal medium 
transportation. A good thermal performance normally involves sophisticated 
structure with a large friction area, which consequently leads to a large value of 
pressure drop because of the contribution of frictional flow resistance. 
Usually, the heat transfer capacity is used to characterize the performance of heat 
exchanger. But the increase of pressure drop caused by adopting enhanced heat 
transfer design needs to be considered because it also affects the system performance 
by increasing the back pressure, which is manifested in the requirement of extra 
driving force, equivalent fan power W. 
Therefore, in this research the net energy gain is used to characterize the 
performance of flue heat exchanger, which is the defined by the net energy output or 
gain En' given by Eq.(4-7). 
E =Q-W n a (4-7) 
Where, Q
a 
and W is the absorbed heat from the flue gas and the increased fan power 
to offset the increased back pressure due to the use of flue heat exchanger. 
Despite the different quantity of heat pipes used by the models, the overall 
performance of flue heat exchanger models can be compared because the analysis is 
based on the combination of thermal performance and hydraulic performance of flue 
heat exchanger. 
The thermal performance of heat exchanger must be weighed against the energy 
required to operate the system. which would be the fan power if the increased 
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pressure drop needs to be offset by electric fan to make sure the boiler performance 
is not significantly affected. The required fan power due to the increased pressure 
loss caused by the use of flue heat exchanger can be calculated by Eq.(4-8): 
W = !1PQ /7] f (4-8) 
Where, M is the pressure drop across the flue heat exchanger, Q is the volumetric 
flow rate of the fluid passing through the heat exchanger, 7] f is the overall fan 
efficiency, assuming the fan operates at the peak efficiency (75% as an example). It 
varies with the category and manufacturer. 
The performance of the flue heat exchanger is determined by the amount of heat 
input and output, characterized by the net energy gain which is given by Eq.(4-7). 
4.4.2.3. Numerical investigations 
1. Physical model 
The numerical studies investigate the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of flue 
heat exchanger based on the four major variables that possess the potential of 
affecting the performance ignificantly. They include heat pipe layout, cross 
sectional area of flue heat exchanger, heat pipe pitch and heat exchanger joint style. 
The intention is to understand how the parameters affect the performance of flue heat 
exchanger. 
In this part, de, igns are introduced on the basis of the numerical simulations 
progressively at three stages. The performance of the presented designs is to be 
compared with each other using the hydraulic performance, thermal performance and 
the value of net energy gain. The physical model of flue heat exchanger for 
numerical simulation is simplified to the one shown in Figure 4-12. The fins are not 
considered in the simulation due to much larger computer memory need that would 
be required by taking the fins into account. 
Thermoelectric application 
Domestic boiler exhaust 
Outside environment 
Figure 4-12 omputational domain of flue heat exchanger 
Figure 4-12 shows the computational domain of flue heat exchanger installed in the 
boiler exhaust pipe. The unused heat from the boiler combustion chamber flows into 
the flue pipe and passes through the flue heat exchanger. The heat content in flue gas 
is absorbed by the flue heat exchanger and transferred to TE hot side by the heat pipe 




Figure 4-13 Mesh details of flue heat exchanger 
A combination of structured and unstructured mesh has been used in meshing the 
regular and irregular shape parts of the domain. The regions near the heat pipes and 
the joints between flue pipe and flue heat exchanger are the areas which need 
accurate results . Therefore, finer meshing was adopted in those positions. 
2. Boundary conditions 
Flue gas: carbon dioxide (13%), water vapour (11%) and nitrogen (76%), more 
details can be referred in section 4.3.2.1; 
Inlet: the velocity of flue gas in a typical domestic boiler is less than 5m1s, depending 
on the operating load. The investigated velocities is 1 mis, 2m1s, 3m1s, 4m1s and 5 
m/s; 
Heal pipe: due to the complex mechanism of heat pipe, it is simplified to a pipe flow, 
the pipe material is copper and flue gas enters the pipe driven by IOPa pressure 
differential at the temperature 10°C; 
Outlet: the flow after the flue heat exchanger can be regarded as fully developed 
flow, the outlet is set as outflow; 
Flue pipe: the pipe is made of galvanised steel with the standard diameter of 
060mm; 
Environment temperature: the ambient temperature is set at 10°C; 
The segregated implicit solver is used and the computation is Node-based for a better 
accuracy. 
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Cent .... ) honzont .. ) plane 
~ ~
Figure 4-14 Velocity contour in the flow direction of flue heat exchanger 
4.4.2.4. Results 
1. Heat pipe layout 
The design of heat pipe layout is based on the results of previous studies which have 
compared the heat transfer performance of inline layout and staggered layout, the 
fundamental concept is used in the design of flue heat exchanger in this study, shown 
in Figure 4-15. 






Figure 4-15 Staggered layout (0) and Inline layout (3) (S=2.5d) 
It only hows the top view of the section which encloses the heat pipe heat 
exchanger. It consists of an array of heat pipes in certain type of layout and fins 
which are mounted on the urface of heat pipes. In the numerical simulation, the fins 
are omitted to simplify the model at this stage of study. The simplification can 
increase the computing speed of each case by eliminating the slow computation 
process due to no-need of high-standard processer and memory. This simplification 
does not affect the primary purpose of this study because the numerical simulations 
are based on changing one variable each time. The simplification also applies to 
other imulation ca es . 
Figure 4 - 16 show the velocity contour of central horizontal plane, defined in Figure 
4-14, when flue ga is exhausted to the flue pipe at the velocity of I m/s, 2m/s, 3m/s, 
4m/s and 5m/s, respectively. 
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Figure 4- 16 Velocity contour of central horizontal plane at different flue gas 
velocity 
From the figure, the "bypass effect", found out in the previous study described in 
Figure 4-10, can also be seen in the central two columns when the flue gas velocity is 
I mls and all four columns when the flue gas velocity is 3m1s, 4m1s and Sm/s. 
However, for the side columns when the flue gas velocity is I m/s and all four 
columns when the velocity is 2m/s, the "bypass effect" is not visually obvious. 
Figure 4- 17 shows the temperature distribution on central horizontal plane when the 
flue gas velocity is at I mis, 2m1s, 3m1s, 4m1s and Sm/s, respectively. The obvious 
result that the inline layout gives a lower temperature than that of staggered layout 
can be seen when the velocity is I mis, 2m/s and 3m1s. More statistical details are 
shown in Figure 4-1 , in which the inline layout gives a lower outlet temperature 
than that given by the staggered layout in the investigated range of flue gas velocity. 
It means the heat transfer performance of inline layout is better than the staggered 
layout, which is different from the conclusion that previous researches have drawn. 
discussed in section 4.3.1. However, this does not conflict with the missing "bypass 
effect" in central horilontal plane around the edge columns at I mls and all columns 
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Figure 4-17 Temperature contour of central horizontal plane at different flue gas 
velocity 
The central horizontal plane was chosen as a reference to visualise the performance, 
unable to represent the whole length . The effectiveness that characterizes the thermal 
performance of flue heat exchanger is shown in Figure 4-19, which does not 
represent the effectiveness in practical appl ications but is able to show the 
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Figure 4-19 Effectiveness of flue heat exchanger with staggered and inline layout at 
different velocities 
The conclusion that the , taggered layout gives a better thermal performance than 
inline layout is not agreed by the result of this numerical study. Figure 4-21 shows 
the heat transfer rate of flue heat exchanger with staggered layout and inline layout, 
which tells us that, in the whole range of investigated velocities, the inline layout 
gives a higher heat transfer rate than the staggered layout does. This confirms the 
aforementioned discussions. Looking through the results of velocity and temperature 
distribution, this different performance can be attributed to the different flow pattern 
in previous study which was based on a uniform flow pattern. In this study, the flow 
pattern has been altered when it goes through the junction of the flue pipe and flue 
heat exchanger, which in con, equence does not produce the "bypass effect" in the 
flow among the array of heat pipes. 
Figure 4-20 is the heat transfer coefficient graph of flue heat exchanger with 
staggered layout and inline layout at different flue gas velocity. For both of the 
layout in the whole range of flue gas velocity, the heat transfer coefficient increases 
along with the flue gas velocity. But the inline layout gives a higher heat transfer 
coefficient than the staggered layout does. When the velocity is approaching to Srnls, 
the coefficient of the two layouts reaches the same level. However, the heat transfer 
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Figure 4-20 Heat transfer coefficient of flue heat exchanger with staggered layout 
and inline layout 
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Figure 4-21 Transferred heat of staggered layout and inline layout at different flue 
gas velocity 
Figure 4-22 shows the pressure drop caused by the flue heat exchanger when the flue 
gas is exhausted from the boiler at different velocities. Inline layout shows a smaller 
pressure drop than the . taggered layout does. 
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Figure 4-22 Pressure drop of staggered layout and inline layout at different flue gas 
velocity 
Figure 4-23 shows the equivalent fan power for offsetting the increased pressure 
drop due to the use of flue heat exchanger. The one with staggered layout requires 
more fan power than that with inline layout does, especially when the flue gas 























Figure 4-23 Fan power of staggered layout and inline layout under different flue gas 
velocity 
The net encrg gain under different flue gas velocity is shown in Figure 4-24. An 
obvious trend that model 3 gives a bigger value of net energy gain under the whole 
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velocity range. The advantage of using inline layout is slightly more obvious than 
that of staggered layout at high flue gas velocity in this configuration. 
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Figure 4-24 Net energy gain under different flow velocity 
2. Cro section of flue heat exchanger 
The rcason of looking into the impact of the cross sectional area to the performance 
is due to the consideration of flow velocity around the surface of heat pipes in flue 
heat exchanger, which affect ' the heat tran fer performance between the gas and the 
heat pipe surface. The cross . ectional area affects the surface area for heat transfer. 
In order to obtain a large heat transfer surface area and technically feasible 
fabrication, the original circular ero ection of boiler exhaust pipe is transited to 
rectangular cro ... ection in flue heat exchanger. Two different cross sectional area of 
flue heat exchanger have been studied to initially investigate the impact of cross 
sectional area. The corresponding models with inline layout and staggered layout are 
model 2 and model 0 in Figure 4-7. It is also shown in Figure 4-25. Ao in Figure 4-25 
(A) and A"2. in Figure 4-25 (8) represent the minimum cross sectional area of model 0 
and model 2, and Ao=0.9l A, A2.= 1.19A, A is the cross sectional area of boiler flue 
pipe. 
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Figure 4-25 r o s ~ ~ sectional area (Ao=0.91 A, A2= 1.19A, S=2.5d) 
Figure 4-27 ~ h o w ~ ~ the velocity distribution on central horizontal plane of two models 
at different flue ga., velocity. The obvious difference in velocity distribution between 
the two model., i., that the flow in flue heat exchanger section of model 2 is more 
d i ~ p e r ~ e d d toward., the wall ~ i d e e compared to the model O. This makes the flow in 
model 2 hetter mixed in the heat exchanger and the velocity distribution is more 
even, which mean., a better heat transfer is achieved in model 2. The visualised 
c o m p a r i ~ o n n rc.,ultr., can be ~ e e n n in Figure 4-30. The statistic result is shown in Figure 
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4-29, which tells the model 2 with bigger cross section area has a higher value of 
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Figure 4-26 Pressure drop of models with cross section at 0.91 A and 1.19A at 
different flue gas velocity 
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Figure 4-2 Fan power of the models with cross section at 0.91 A and 1.19A at 
different flue gas velocity 
However, compared to model 0, a higher speed region can be seen at the edge of flue 
heat exchanger outlet of model 2. This shows the opportunity to modify the inner 
structure to further reduce the pressure drop. 
When the cross sectional area is increased, low velocity regions appears at the top 
and bottom corners of flue heat exchanger on both the central cross section and 
minimum cross section. Figure 4-26 hows the pressure drop when the flue heat 
exchanger's cross section is 0.91 A and 1.19A, respectively. The one with 0.91 A 
shows higher value of pressure drop than that with 1.19A, which becomes more 
apparent when the velocity increases. Therefore, more fan power is required to offset 
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Figure 4-29 ffectivcnc<,s of flue heat exchanger with different cross sections 
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Figure 4-30 Temperature contour of central horizontal plane at different flue gas 
velocity 
Figure 4 -32 shows the net energy gain of flue heat exchanger with 0.91 A and 1.19A 
cross section. As the flue gas velocity increases, it shows a gentle increase. However, 
the net energy gain of the model with 1.19A cross section area is 2.2%-8.5% bigger 
than that with 0.91 A. The heat transfer rate of flue heat exchanger with 0.91 A and 
1.19A cross section is shown in Figure 4-31. The heat transfer rate of the one 
with 1.19A cross section is slightly higher than that of 0.91 A cross section. Therefore, 
the model with 1.19A eros" sectional area gives a better performance than that with 
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igure 4 J 1 He.1l tran,fer rate of flue heat exchanger with 0.91 A and 1.19A cross 
section 
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The net energy gain of the models with 0.91A cross section and 1.19A cross section 
is shown in Figure 4-32. The model with 1.19A cross section gains more net energy 
than that with 0.91 A, which enables the conclusion to be drawn that the model with 
1.19A has a better performance than that with 0.91 A. 
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Figure 4-32 Net energy gain of flue heat exchanger with 0.91 A and 1.19A cross 
section 
Does it mean the bigger the cro section area of flue heat exchanger, the higher the 
net energy gain is? 
In order to find it out, a set of numerical imulations have been separately carried 
out. However, the cro .. section area of flue heat exchanger needs to apply with the 
condensation length of the heat pipes that are used in flue heat exchanger. The flue 
heat e x c h a n g e r ~ ~ with ero. s section area 0.91 A, 1.02A, 1.13A, 1.2SA and 1.36A have 
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Figure 4-33 et cncrg gain of flue heat exchanger with different cross section area 
The result in igurc 4-33 ~ h o w s s that the net energy gain increased when the cross 
section area of flue heat exchanger increased from 0.91 A to 1.02A. However, the net 
energy gain dccrea<;ed along with the increase of the cross section area from 1.02A to 
1.36A. Ilcreh . the flue heat exchanger with 1.02A cross section area shows the best 
performance of them all. amely, a cross section area close to the original flue ga 
pipe crO'i<; <;ectiol1 area (<; a good choice as it gives the best overall performance in the 
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investigated five heat exchangers. In the design of cross section of flue heat 
exchanger, this factor needs to be considered. 
3. Heat pipe pitch 
The distance between the heat pipes, called pitch, is one of the factors that influence 
the performance of flue heat exchanger. Figure 4-35 shows two flue heat exchangers 
with different pitch. the layout is staggered. The heat pipes are equilaterally arrayed 
in flue heat exchanger. The transverse pitch S I and longitudinal pitch S2 in Figure 
4-35 (A) and Figure 4-35 (8) is S I =S2=2.5d and S I =S2=2d, d is the diameter of heat 
pipe. 
Figure 4-34 and Figure 4-36 how the velocity contour and temperature contour of 
central horizontal plane of the models with 2.5d pitch and 2d pitch, respectively. 
Averagely, the velocity in flue heat exchanger and downstream area with 2.0d pitch 
is higher than that with 2.5d pitch at all the investigated velocities. 
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Figure 4-3S Staggered layout with different pitch (A: S I =S2=2.Sd; B: S I =S2=2d) 
The flue temperature in the downstream of the model with 2d pitch is lower than that 
of 2.Sd, as shown in Figure 4-36, which implies the thermal performance of 2d 
model is better than that of 2.Sd model. Figure 4-37 shows the pressure drop of 
model with the pitch at 2.Sd (model 0 ) and 2.0d (model I), which indicates that apart 
from a gentle incrca. e in the pressure when the flue gas velocity is at Sm/s, the value 
of pressure drop stays almost the same level. Correspondingly, the required fan 
power of the model with 2.0d pitch to offset the increased pressure drop due to the 
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Figure 4-39 .,ho\\., the nuc heat exchanger with 2d pitch has a bigger value of 
effecti enc.,., at all the investigated velocities. Both of the heat transfer rate and net 
energy gain of 2d model is higher than those of 2.5d model, shown in Figure 4-40 
and Figure 4-41 . Therefore. the model with 2d pitch shows better overall 
performance than that \\-ith 2.5d pitch, which is also further proved by comparing the 
result" of model .+ and model 5. 
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4. Joint . tyJ of flue heat exchanger 
The cro ...... cction of flue hcat hanger and flue pipe are square and circular, which 
need to be connected . The connecting manner determines the flow field in the heat 
exchanger ... pacc . ... ... hown in Figure 4-27, the velocity at the edge of flue heat 
exchanger outlet I ... higher than ther areas, which contributes significant to the 
presl.,urc drop. Hen e. the sudden constriction and sudden expansion in model 2 is 
streamlined \\ ith gradual con..,trietion and gradual expansion. The models are shown 
in igurc 4-42 . igurc 4-42 (A) and igurc 4-42 (B) are the sudden junction and 
gradual junctIOn rc .... pccti\c1). The following numerical simulations compare them in 







Figurc 4 l2 :lIlJd '11 junction (A) and gradual junction (B) 
Figure 4 4, ... how ... thc \ 'I l ) ' It ' ontour or central horizontal plane of the two models . 
In the nne \\llh gradu.11 Jllnction (model 4), we can see a high velocity region is 
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formed ncar the wall. Meanwhile, this phenomenon is not obvious in the model with 
udden junction (model 2) at I mls and 2m/s. Compared to model 2, obvious 
improvements can be ,' potted at the inlet and outlet where the high velocity zone and 
low velocity lone are not pre ent in model 4. This means a flow improvement has 
been achi ved b streamlining the junction. However, due to the change to the inlet, 
most of flue gas L' induced to flow in the near-wall regions. A corresponding 
decrea. e is achie\ed in pressure drop shown in Figure 4-44, which becomes more 
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Figure 4-45 . h o w ~ ~ the temperature distribution of the two models at I m/s, 2m/s, 
3m/ . 4m/s and 5m/s. When the velocity is I mIs, the flue heat exchanger with sudden 
junction h a ~ ~ higher effectiveness and heat transfer rate, which is shown in Figure 
4-46. This can be e plained by the velocity distribution in Figure 4-43 where most of 
flue gas passes through the near-wall area in model 4 which directs the flue gas to the 
outler without mi ing with the heat pipes for heat transferring, implying a possible 
direction of further improvement by keeping the sudden junction at the inlet junction. 
For the rest four velocities, the effectiveness does not show much difference. 
However, the heat transfer rate of the gradual model is slightly higher than that of 
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Figure 4-47 Net energy gain of flue heat exchanger with sudden junction and gradual 
junction 
From the four c o m p a r i ~ o n s s introduced above, the following conclusions can be 
made: 
I. In the ~ q u a r e - c r o s ~ ~ sectioned flue heat exchanger installed amid the boiler 
flue pipe, the flue heat exchanger with inline layout shows better performance 
than that with ~ t a g g e r e d d layout due to improvements in both thermal and 
hydraulic performance; 
2. Bigger cross ~ e c t i o n n (1.19A) achieved an obvious decrease in pressure drop 
compared to the model with cross section at 0.91 A. Without compromising to 
the thermal performance, a better overall performance has been achieved by 
adopting the model with bigger cross section; 
3. ma11er pitch (2d) improves the overall performance by enhancing the heat 
t r a n ~ f e r r hetween flue gas and heat pipes but without causing significant 
change in pressure drop; 
4. The fluc heat e changer with gradual junction shows worse performance 
when the flue ga ... velocity is I m/s due to smaller value of effectiveness 
caused hy the "inducing effect" along the near-wall region from the gradual 
constriction, a slight improvement in overall performance can be found in the 
modcl with gradual junction due to decreased pressure drop when the velocity 
is 2m/s, 3m/s, 4 1 l 1 / ~ ~ and 5 m/s; whereas the effectiveness does not show any 
improvemcnt. It implies a better overall performance could be achieved by 
adopting sudden junction and gradual junction at inlet and outlet junction 
respcctm,; I y. 
These conclusion dra\\ n at phase I provide guidelines for designing and improving 
the flue heat exchanger model in the phase 2 numerical simulation. 
Figure 4-48 shov.s the fan power need corresponding to the increased pressure drop 
due to the usc of flue heat cxchanger. The model 4 needs the lowest fan power, 
closely follo\\.cd h) M4 (M4 is the model studied in the phase 2, which can be 
referred in 4.3.3). oo\"'ing at the net energy gain of all the investigated models 
shown in igure 4-49. it demonstrates the model 5 and M4 gives the highest net 
energy gain . When the velocity of flue gas lies between 3.5m/s and 5m/s, M4 has the 
higher net energy gam than the model 5, whilst in the range of I m/s-3.5m/s, the 
higher net energy g.lin goe.s to model 5. Hence, model 5 is suitable for part load 
operation whd,,! the 14 is suitahle for full load operation among the models 
invc.,tigatcd m pha"c I 
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Figure 4-4 Fan power need of all the investigated models of flue heat exchanger 
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Figure 4-49 et energ) gain of all the investigated models of flue heat exchanger 
4.4.3 Identification of the modified models 
Based on the re.,ulh of phase I numerical simulation introduced in section 4.3.2, five 
modified model., are huilt to identify the uitable model for flue heat exchanger. 
They are shown in igure 4-50. In phase I numerical study, it was found out that the 
model with ... udden con ... triction and gradual expansion has the potential to give a 
better overall performance. Therefore, in these models, sudden constriction and 
gradual e pamion i ... u ... t.:d to conn ct flue gas pipe and flue heat exchanger. In case of 
the innuence from the change of joint style, the staggered layout (2.Sd), the inline 
layout (2.5d) and ... taggered layout (2d) are repeated here again to further confirm the 
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Figure 4 50 ModIfied models hased on the previous numerical results 
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The boundary condition , the mathematical modelling are the same with the ones 
introduced in the section 4.3.2 and hence not repeated here. 
Figure 4-51 shows the velocity contour on central horizontal plane when the flue gas 
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Figure 4-51 Velocit> contour on the central horizontal plane of modified flue heat 
exchanger 
Figure 4-52 ~ h o w ~ ~ the temperature contour on central horizontal plane of modified 
models of flue heat exchangers at I mis, 2m/s and 3m1s. The temperature contours 
don't r e p r e ~ e n t t the performance of real applications, but provide us the comparing 
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Figure 4-S2 Temperature contour on the central horizontal plane of modified cooling 
plates 
Figure 4-S3 ~ h o w ~ ~ the heat transfer coefficient at the interface between the pipe wall 
and nue g a ~ ~ in hoiler nue pipe in rive modified models. When flue gas is exhausted 
at I mIs, 2m/s, 3mis, olm/s and 5m/s, M2 shows the biggest value of heat transfer 
coefficient followed h M4, M I, M3 and MS, respectively. The heat transfer 
coefficient of Mol increases rapidly and takes over the top position when flue gas 
velocity lies hetv"een 3m/s and Sm/s. Hence, M2 shows the highest transfer 
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Figure 4-53 Heat tran ... fer coefficient between the heat pipes and flue gas of modified 
models 
As shown in Figun.: 4 54. the increase of the heat transfer capacity of each flue heat 
exchanger It ' .'" h'tween I Yl and 30% when the nue gas velocity increases from 1 m/s 
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to SmI . . MS has the highest heat transfer rate over the velocity range of 1 mls-3m1s, 
followed by M2, M4, M3 and M I in descending order. In the range of 3m1s-Smls, 
M4 has the highest heat transfer rate, followed by M2, M I, M3 and MS in 
descending order. 
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Figure 4-54 Heat transfer rate between the heat pipes and flue gas of modified 
models 
Figure 4-55 shows the value of net energy gain of the five modified models at all the 
investigated velocities . For all the five modified models, the value shows a steady 
increasing trend when the velocity increases, which means that the increase of inlet 
velocity gains slightly more net energy. However, the value of M4 and M5 shows the 
dominant advantage over other modified models in the whole range of velocity. It 
means the modified model MS can transfer the most heat per unit pressure drop, 
although M4 shows slightly higher value of net energy gain than M5 at 4m1s and 
Smls. 
Based on th discussions above, M4 is selected to be the model of flue heat 
exchanger for further detailed design and investigations. 
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igurc 4-55 et en rgy gain of the five modified models 
4.4.4 Detailed modification 
6 
The detailed modification is based on the result from the section 4.3.3 where the 
optimal model ... tructurc ha ... b'cn identified as M4. This section i the final step of 
o 
the numerical simulation which looks into the detailed structure and component 




























Figure 4-56 Temperature distribution on the exterior surface of fins and pipes 
Figure 4-56 shows the temperature distribution on the exterior surface of fins and 
heat pipes under different inlet velocity, where we can see that the temperature at the 
bottom . ection i" lower than that of middle and upper section. This can be attributed 
to lower temperature of the now at the beginning section. The buoyancy effect 
cau. ed by the temperature difference directs most of the gas to the upper section of 
the heat pipe. Hence. in order to enhance the heat transfer, the lower section of heat 
pipe can be decrea-.ed and the upper section of heat pipe can be increased. 
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Figure 4-57 "hov," thc prc"surc drop of M4 model before finned and after finned. 
The fin" ar' in"tallcd at th' density of 200fins/m. The pressure drop of finned M4 
increa. e. to S.27Pa from 2.ISPa at I m/s flow velocity, to 31.23Pa from 22.99Pa at 
Sm/ . 
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Figure 4-S8 Cooling capacity of M4 before finned and after under different flow 
velocity 
The heat t r a n ~ f e r r capacity of finned M4 shows its enhanced heat transfer in the range 
of I m/s-3m/s, whibt in the range of 3m/s-Sm/s, the heat transfer capacity of bare M4 
is better than finned M4. 
With the use of heat transfer enhancement design-fins, the thermal performance is 
improved at J mis, 2m/s and 3m/ ' (the enhancement in heat transfer rate is 3.9%, 
3.8% and 2.7%), shown in Figure 4-S8. For the velocity at 4m/s and Sm/s, no 
enhancement h a ~ ~ been shown. Meanwhile, the pressure drop has been increased by 
u ing the heat enhancement method at Im/s, 2m/s, 3m/s, 4m/s and 5m/s, the 
corresponding p r e ~ s u r e e drop increase is 14S%, 102%, 69.7%, S4.3% and 42%, 
re pectively. 
In the numerical ~ i m L l l a t i o n s , , the working mechanism of heat pipes has been 
implified into the pipe flow. The results of heat transfer result can't be used to 
represent the thermal p rformance of heat pipe heat exchanger in real applications. 
Therefore, it is improper to make the final decision whether the installation of fins on 
the heat pip s is beneficial to the overall system performance. Future effort needs to 
be made to investigate the real impact of fin designs to the flue heat exchanger based 
on experimental studies and numerical simulations that accommodates the real 
mechanisms of heat pipe. 
4.4.5 Other considerations 
Due to the ch mical prop rties of flue gas and the temperature level at which the flue 
gas is e hausted to the environment. A few considerations need to be taken into 
account in the design process of flue heat exchanger. 
4.3.5.1. Corro. ion 
Usually, the selection of heat pipe heat exchanger is dependent on the chemical 
properties of flue ga . or differ nt application, different materials are used to 
fabricate the onlainer of heat pip heat exchanger. A heat pipe heat exchanger made 
of copp rand u"tng \\ ater as working fluid has been highly recommended in 
reclaiming \! asle heJI from dam stic waste heat . uch as furnace flue gas, waste hot 
water and the ftrep1J 'e [1491 . The temperature of flue gas in domestic furnace for 
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space heating is about 260°C, which is about 12% of the energy available from the 
fuel [150]. 
4.3.5.2. Condensate draining 
With the use of flue heat exchanger, the temperature of flue gas drops down to the 
level lower than the dew point of water vapour, which condenses on the inner surface 
of flue heat exchanger. Therefore, condensate drainage measure needs to be taken to 
make sure it does not flow back to the boiler and corrode the components. All 
external condensate pipe work should be piped in a diameter of at least 32mm. 
External condensate pipe work should be lagged/insulated. The pipe must be smaller 
than 3 metres in length and should keep horizontal runs to a minimum. When 
extension pipes are used the flue system must be designed to have a continuous fall 
to the boiler of at least 3° to allow condensate to run out via the drain. 
A plastic drain pipe should be fitted to allow discharge of condensate to a drain. If 
possible, condensate should be discharged into the internal household draining 
system. If this is not practical due to on-site condition, discharge can be made 
externally to the household drainage system or a purpose designed soakaway. 
The extremely cold weather could result in freezing drainage pipe, causing 
temporary boiler shut down. The reason is mainly attributed to the part of drainage 
pipe that is exposed to outside. In order to minimise the risk of freezing, the 
following recommendations for routing condensate drainage pipe should be 
followed: 
I. Wherever possible, the condensate drainage pipe should be terminated at a 
suitable internal foul water discharge point such as an internal soil and vent 
stack, internal kitchen or bathroom waste pipe, washing machine waste pipe-
ensuring that condensate drains away from the boiler under gravity. The 
possibility of drainage pipes freezing downstream of the internal connection 
should also be considered in determining a suitable connection point; 
2. Where internal termination under gravity flow is not practical, the installer 
should ensure that the customer is made aware of the freezing risk of external 
pipe work under extreme conditions and the corresponding consequences; 
4.5 Summary 
Bypass effect shown in inline layout is not present in this study due to interference of 
changed flow pattern by the junction between exhaust pipe and flue heat exchanger. 
The model with cross section ratio of 1.02 gives the best overall performance of five 
models with the cross section area atO.9IA, 1.02A, l.13A, 1.25A and 1.36A. The 
heat pipe pitch 2.Od gives the better performance than that with 2.5d. 
The model with sudden expansion and gradual constriction has been identified gives 
the most suitable structure of flue gas heat exchanger. M4 and M5 show better 
overall performance than other models. M4 shows better performance than in the 
velocity range of 3.6m1s-5m1s, whilst M5 shows better performance between 0-
3.6m1s. Other considerations such as corrosion and condensate draining have been 
discussed when this application is in residential environment. 
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Chapter 5 Heat dissipation 
In general, the heat d i ~ ~ i p a t i o n n i. u ed to cool down the cold side of thermoelectric 
generator in order to create a low temperature. Additionally, it also shoulders the 
re ponsibility of managing the unconverted heat which is usually wasted in 
conventional d e ~ i g n . . The cold . ide heat exchanger plays the role of heat dissipation 
and k e e p ~ ~ the cold ~ i d e e of TE module at a low temperature by extracting the heat and 
di sipating it to em ironm nt or managing it for other useful purposes. Hence, it must 
be very efficient in di.;, . ipating the heat from the cold side so as to keep the cold side 
temperature at a low level and efficiently use the unconverted heat at the same time. 
However, when the heat exchanger is de igned, the cooling capacity needs to match 
with the rest of the components in the ystem. 
Thi. chapter re i e w ~ ~ the heat dissipation methods that are used in the previous 
r e s e a r c h e ~ ~ and applications. In comparison with the disadvantages shown in the 
conventional heat di.;,sipation, an oriented cooling method for the domestic TCS has 
been proposed on th basis of experimental study and numerical study. In this 
research, the cooling p l a t e ~ ~ are uppo ed to be integrated between the main water 
upply and hoiler. The water is preheated in the cooling plates before goes to the 
boiler. The goal of adopting this cooling plate i to cool down the thermoelectric 
generator cold ~ i d e e effectively with minimum penalty in pumping power. 
5.1. De ign 
In thc field of heat dis..,ipation, the main emphasis has been traditionally placed on 
the thermal performance, although there are other issues that influence its economic 
and techni al viability. One of these i the pre sure drop, which affects the power 
required b the pump. It abo affects the weight and ize of the device. 
In thermoelectri applications, the design of heat dissipation has found the important 
po. iti n in creating oriented thermal conditions for a good thermoelectric 
performance. I t h o u l d e r ~ ~ the responsibility of cooling the cold side surface of 
thermoelectric module and decides where and at what rate the heat output is 
dissipated int the ell' ironm 'nt or managed for other purposes such as preheating 
water for home heating de ices. The cooling methods that have been used as heat 
ink in thermoelectric powcr generations normally include fan cooling, heat pipe and 
water cooling. Thc) can be categorized into active cooling (mechanical air/water 
cooling) and pa..,..,i\c cooling (heat pipe). In previous research, the fan cooling is the 
most used mcth d that di..,..,ipates heat to the environment in [151], [152], [153]. The 
typical in..,tallatiol1 I ..,ho\\11 in igure 5-\. 
ooling fan \" Ambient air Temperature 
, , • band 
Inned heat ,mk ~ : : Ir 
' ! ' ! ! ~ ~ i ' ! I I ~ 1 1 La" Ileatcd ulr ~ ~ Heated air 
1 Heat source ~ ~ j 
Figure.5 1 pI '.II fan cooling for thermoelectric power generation 
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Thi fan cooling method is effective due to its forced convection. The disadvantage 
lie in extra electricity consumption, limited lifespan, existence of moving parts 
which possibly c a u ~ ~ , ' ' noisy operation and the waste of unconverted heat. Some 
method , uch as heat pipe combined large heat sink keeps cold side temperature at a 
low level by extracting the heat from module cold side surface and dissipating it into 
the environment in a passive way. This method uses the phase change process to 
tran fer heat pas, ively LL ing heat pipe which does not need extra energy input. Two 
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Figure 5-2 Passi c heat dissipating method- heat pipe sink (a. heat pipe; b. 
thermosyphonic heat sink) 
The advantages of this method is energy saving and quiet due to its zero energy 
con. umption and none mo ing part compared to other methods that are related to 
the u. e of electric fan . However, both of them dissipate the unconverted heat into 
local environment, which optimistically helps improve the local thermal condition if 
heat is required b the local environment such as in winter, or it deteriorates the 
indoor thermal condition if the heat is not required such as in summer. Consequently 
it delivers low thermal efficiency (which is one of the major factors that limit its 
wide application). tak.es up a large pace and increases the system weight, not 
practical for the applications where compact systems are needed. 
An oriented cooling method in olves the optimum match of hydraulic characteristic 
and heat e change capacity of the cold side heat exchanger. The hydraulic 
characteristic repre'>ents the hydraulic performance of heat exchanger. The pressure 
drop caused b) utili"ing heat exchanger i directly related to the hydraulic 
c h a r a c t e r i ~ t i i . . The capacit or a heat exchanger needs to match with the system. If it 
i. maller than that required by the system, the conversion efficiency would be 
decreased becau'>e of the lowered temperature difference across the generators. If it is 
bigger, it would consume e tra unnecessary energy. Hence, an oriented cooling 
de ' ign for the therm lcctric cogeneration needs to take these two factors into 
considerati n. on enti nall , the thermal performance is taken as the major task in 
the design r devel pm nt f heat , ink. The pre sure drop is not the primary factor to 
be consid red du to the chara terL tic of applied areas, such as the heat sink used in 
electronic englncering arca!'l \ here the effective heat dissipation and compact size is 
the key rcquirement. In thi'> research, the thermoelectric cogeneration system aims to 
achieve the po""ihle rna imum net energy output. This goal leads to the needs of 
maximum recovcr of h ilcr waste heat and efficient use of solar energy as well as 
the minimum nccd of c\tra power input such as pump power. Hence, it is essential to 
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see pres. ure drop as the other major factor that significantly affects the overall 
sy tern performance and should be considered. 
Based on the aforementioned reviews of thermoelectric applications, there are two 
way of a s ~ e m b l i n g g thermoelectric modules, including individual assembly and 
whole assembly. In practical applications, when the system uses multiple modules, 
the typical as. embly method i. andwiching all the modules together between the 
surfaces of two heat e changer. This assembling method is called whole assembly, 
shown in Figure 5-3 (b). 
a 
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Figure 5-3 chematic diagram of individual assembly (a) and whole assembly (b) 
In the whole a ~ s c m b l y , , the pressure is loaded on each module ceramic substrate from 
the same surface. neven pressure load could be caused by module thickness 
difference. The module thicknes difference makes each module take the pressure at 
different level. The more different the thickness of each module is, the more uneven 
the pressure on each module will be loaded. Consequently, the system performance 
is deviated from the optimum p rformance because the pressure load is an important 
factor that d e t e r m i n e ~ ~ the S • tem performance by affecting the heat transfer. It can 
even damage the modules due to the concentrated pressure load at the corner or edge 
of ceramic ~ u b s t r a t e e and the semiconductor element sandwiched between two 
ceramic substrates. c amples are shown in Figure 5-4, taken in the experiment. 
Uneven prc ...... ure load can concentrate the pres ure on the edge which is delicate to 
support exce'>sive pres .... ure load. Therefore, the edge collapsed and the thermoelectric 
element is destro cd . In this circumstance, the module can't operate as normal due to 
the increased electrical resistance in the cracks which weakens or even cuts off the 
electric circuit. 
, 
Figure 5-4 Module damages caused by uneven and excessive pressure load 
Figure 5-5 ,>how,> th rC'Iult.. f measuring the thickness of 20 thermoelectric modules 
which arc randoml} chosen from newly produced modules. They have been 
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measured using a digitronic calliper. It lies in the range of 3.84mm-3.96mm with 
0.12mm rna imum thickness difference. 
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Figure 5-5 Thickness of 20 random thermoelectric modules 
This creates a difference in the pressure load on each module. The impact of the 
different pressure load to the performance of thermoelectric generation is 
investigated by conducting two set of tests. In the tests, individual assembly and 
whole assembly are used to install the thermoelectric modules. Same pressure is 
loaded on each test; the result is shown in Figure 5-6. 
The results of the two sets of experiments show that the individual assembly 
outweighs the performance of whole as, embly by delivering more power output in 
the whole range of temperature difference. The bigger the temperature difference is, 
the more obvious of the advantage the individual assembly shows. At temperature 
difference 130K, the power output of individual assembly is 54% more than the 
average power output of single module in whole assembly. 
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Figure 5-6 ingle module performance in whole assembly (W A) and individual 
assembly (IA) 
The whole assemhl y. despite the possibility of degrading thermoelectric 
performance, shov"., a large module density, which is defined by the quantity of 
accommodated therJm electric modules in a given surface area. It is suitable for the 
facilities with limited .,pace. However, restrictions on the 'thickness difference of the 
u ed T modules mu.,t he adopted in selecting the modules to make sure the 
thickness difference \., not in the performance-degrading range, which needs to be 
found out in future study. 
Individual a.,.,cmhl) mean., ca h thermoelectric module is individually assembled 
with a .,et of a.,semhltng configurations, shown in Figure 5-3 (a). Due to being 
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andwiched between different pair of surface, the pressure load on each module can 
be individually et at the optimum level which has been experimentally verified. 
A cooling plate oriented for domestic thermoelectric cogeneration is presented. The 
plate tructure with multiple-channel is shown in Figure 5-7, which is looped 
together by two common main channels. It is made of an aluminium block through 
which fluid channel are machined across the plate to emerge at both ends into a 
common header. The adoption of such a fluid flow looped structure enables the flow 
to " weep" the whole plate with good temperature distribution on the surface, 
eliminating heat build-up and hot pots. This design also is characterised by lower 
pre ure drop than the traditional designs with embedded coiled tube. The channel 
size are de igned to comply with the required flow rate of feed water for nominal 
boiler operation. In the real application, the cooling plates are integrated in the 
existing dome tic hydraulic y tern between the feed water and boiler. The tap water 
is preheated in the cooling plate before fed to the boiler. 
Screw hole 
Fluid chann I 0 
0 • 
0 • 13 
• 0 • -0 . " 
0 • • 0 • 
0 
rum 
Figure 5-7 ooling plate for thermoelectric cogeneration [155] 
Figure 5-8 how the photo of an assembled single thermoelectric cogeneration 
block. It con i t of a cooling plate, an oil tank and a thermoelectric generator. The 
thermoelectric modul i andwiched between the cooling plate and hot side heat 
exchanger by four tainle teel crews. A flat metal wa her, a crinkle wa her and a 
fibre wa her ar placed between each screw and the cooling plate, shown in Figure 
5-8. The crinkle wa her and the fibre wa her play the roles of accommodating 
thermal exp n ion and th rmally insulating, re pectively. A groove has been made 
on the cooling plat and h t ide heat exchanger to hold thermocouple for measuring 
the temperature at th m dute hot ide and cold side. 
The cooling plate i de ign d to overcome the uneven pressure load shown in whole 
a embly b indi idual! nelo ing each module with the cooling plate. Afterward , 
all the 0 ling plate are oftly-connected without impo ing any mechanical force 
again teach oth r. Hen e, the pre ure load on each module is individually defined 
by adopting the e prim ntall proven a sembling method. 
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The photo and schematic diagram of the single thermoelectric 
cogeneration block 
It i important to ta"'c into account of heat transfer and pre sure drop when practical 
engineering applications are foresighted [156]. In this research, the combined 
performance of heat transfer and pressure drop is assessed based on the physical 
g e o m e t r i e ~ ~ required b the thermoelectric application in domestic cogeneration 
y tern . 
Multi ch{lllllel coolin!!, plate fahrica tion: 
The multi channcl cooling plate is made from a 75mm square aluminium bar with 
l2mm thickne!>!>. The main and branch channels are made by drill . The holes are 
re ealed u"ing aluminium c linder after the channels are machined; the details are 
hown in igurc 5-9. Thi!> fabrication method avoid the possible leakage caused by 
halving the platc" and re-assembling back together. 
Channel 
--- - - - ~ - - - - I = = = : 1 1
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_ ~ = - = = I==:J ~ ~
u 
- - - - - ~ = - - : . . . - ~ ~ I = = : J J § 
- - - - ~ = _ = _ = = I==:J S 
E 
.=:::....==-= I===:J ~ ~
-=-= I====:J 
igurc 5-9 r·.lhncation !> 'hematic diagram of multi channel cooking plate 
5.2. E p riment methodology 
It mw,t be undcNood that the integration of cooling plate changes the hydraulic 
charact ri"tic of the orlgln.!1 hoiler water fceding system. The overall pressure drop is 
increa"cd: the Incn:J"cd part rcpre:ents extra energy consumption which i 
manif "ted 111 th' u"e of t11 r pump p wer. It need. to be maintained at possibly the 
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lowest level 0 a to con ume the minimum electrical power. Therefore, the thermal 
and hydrau lic characteri tic needs to be understood when the cooling plate is 
de igned for dome tic TCS. 
Experimental inve tigation have been conducted to investigate the hydraulic 
performance of cooling plate and the performance of micro TE cogeneration system. 
The hydraulic performance of cooling plate has been tested under different flow rate 
u ing a manometer, hown in Figure 5-10. 
1111':1 





Figure 5-10 Pre ure drop te t of cooling plates at different inlet velocity 
Both end of ooling plate are connected to traight water pipes. Water flows through 
cooling plate at adju table rate. The manometer is connected to the inlet and outlet of 
cooling plate through pia tic pipe. In the test, same amount of air i kept in the two 
pia tic pipe . The manometer i re et to zero when the flow is at static state to en ure 
the test accuracy and the device afety. 
The system te t wa carried out on a ingle thermoelectric cogeneration block which 
con i t of an oil tank, cooling plate and a thermoelectric module, hown in Figure 
5-8. The module i andwiched between two heat exchangers using a crinkle washer, 
a flat metal wa her, fibre wa her and a tainle steel screw. This is the common 
a embling method that ha been widely used in thermoelectric application 
a sembling. Howe er, th fact that whether thi assembling method is suitable for the 
sy tem or not i the t hnical i ue that engineers and manufacturer are highly 
concerned for. Thi i u i di cu ed in Chapter 6 which introduces the impact of 
mechanical a ' embly n the p e r ~ ~ rmance of thermoelectric applications. 
The thermal p rformanc ha b en inve tigated on the single thermoelectric block 
test ri g. The real tim c ling capacity ha been tested under different inlet water 
velocity together with the pre ure drop; the te trig i hown in Figure 5-1 t. 
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Figure 5-11 Pre. sure drop and heat transfer test of the cooling plate 
As introduced previously, a manometer has been used to test the pressure drop under 
different flow rate . The flow rate was measured by an inline flow transmitter which 
i installed at the inlet of cooling plate in the cooling loop so as to achieve a good 
accuracy of flow rate measurement. This flow transmitter is designed for monitoring 
low liquid flows with an electronic output signal. Fluid passes through one piece 
ensor body impacting on a twin vaned turbine rotor, causing it to rotate at a speed 
proportional to the flow rate. As the rotor spins each blade obscures the infrared 
signa\. It i then con erted into an industry standard pulse output signal which is sent 
to the computer. 
The design of heat exchangers in thi ystem combines the configurations of hot side 
in Figure 4-1 (a) and cold. ide in Figure 4-1 (d). On the hot side, it uses fluid-filled 
heat exchanger to absorb the heat from available heat sources and provide it to TE 
module for energy con ersion. An even temperature distribution can be obtained on 
the hot side. On the cooling side, water is used as the coolant to cool down the cold 
side of thermoelectric module. A relatively even temperature distribution can be 
achieved due to the multi-channel design in the cooling plate. 
Experimental investigation. have been conducted on cooling plates with three 
different branch channel dimensions, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm. The hydraulic 
characteri. tic. and the . ystem performance were studied in two separate tests. 
5.3. Hydraulic performance 
The hydraulic characteri:tic is inve tigated by a manometer. It measures the pressure 
drop of cooling plate at different water velocity, shown in Figure 5-10. The cooling 
plate i ~ ~ a. sembled with each module using an experimentally verified assembling 
method to ensure both side. are attached with the surface of hot side heat exchanger 
and cooling plate at the optimum pressure load. Figure 5-12 shows the pressure drop 
at different inlet velocities. The tested velocity range in the main channel is between 
0.39- I. 92m1s (3 9 -192 of Reynolds number in the main channel,) lying in the 
range of transition flow and turbulent flow. In the branch channel, the velocity ranges 
from 0.35- 1.71 m/s (Reynold ' number: 1299-6402). Therefore, the pressure drop at 
lower range can be predicted by extending the curve of pressure drop-velocity to the 
laminar flow 70ne with smaller velocity. The dotted curve represents the pressure 


















Figure S-12 Hydraulic performance of the cooling plate 
2.0 
For the cooling plate, the correlation between pressure drop and the inlet velocity is 
unknown and here is described by Eq.(S-I) . 
AD - 2 +b t..J.FCJI - a v v (S-I) 
According to the hydraulic test which investigates the pressure drop at different inlet 
velocity, the alue of a, band c can be obtained and the correlation is expressed by 
Eq.(S-2). 
~ p p = 26.3v 2 + 6.0v (R2=0.9987) (S-2) 
Pressure drop repre. ent the required energy by the water pump to supply driving 
force for the now in the cooling plate. Heat exchangers oriented for enhancing the 
heat transfer normally have a sophisticated flow channel structure which has the 
po sible best heat transfer capacity due to the largest heat transfer area with the 
liquid flow. For these types of heat exchangers, the pressure drop normally lies at a 
relatively high level. Taking the panel heat exchanger and the coiled tube-plate heat 
exchanger as an example, in the design of cooling plate for the TCS, considerations 
must be given to investigating the balance point of cooling capacity and the pressure 
drop. The cooling plate discussed in this paper is designed on purpose for this 
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Figure 5- 13 P r c ~ ~ u r e e drop comparison of single channel (SC) and multi-channel 
(MC) cooling plates 
Figure S- 13 shows the pressure drop of single channel cooling plate and multi-
channel cooling plates with 3111m, 4111111 and 5mm branch channel. Under the same 
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flow rate, the 3mm Me cooling plate hows a lower pressure drop compared to the 
coiled tube cold plate. The pressure drop difference becomes bigger when the 
velocity increa es. 5mm plate shows the smallest pressure drop, with 4mm plates in 
the second plate followed by 3mm plate. As mentioned earlier, pressure drop is not 
the only primary factor that evaluates the performance of cooling plate. It also needs 
the thermal performance to make the final conclusion. The system performance, 
which includes the thermal performance of cooling plate, is introduced in the 
following section on the basis of experimental results. 
5.4. Sy tern performance 
The experimental rig i. shown in Figure 5-14. The heat source is given by stable heat 
input from cartridge heaters. On the heat sink side, the heat is taken away by cooling 
water which dissipate the heat in the condenser. Part of the collected heat is 
converted into electricity and the rest could be used to preheat water for other 
facilities like the domestic boiler and under-floor heating. The pump can be replaced 
by the existing pump in the heating system. The condenser cools down the circulated 
water, pas. ively or acti ely, for the test by dissipating the heat to the environment; 
the temperature could be adjusted using fan controller. This avoids wasting large 
amount of tap water by circulating the water in the system although some electricity 
con. umed when the active cooling is required. 
~ ~ Temp controller 
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Figure 5-14 Schematic diagram of test rig 
The conventional thermoelectric generation system only converts less than 5% of 
absorbed energ into electricity in most cases. The unconverted part, which 
represents over 95 % of the abo orbed heat, is dissipated to the environment through 
the heat sink without being used . This conventional thermoelectric application, 
showing e tremely low thermal efficiency, makes the thermoelectric technologies 
lose its appeal in wide range of applications. The thermoelectric cogeneration system 
introduced in this research is designed to harvest the absorbed energy to the 
maximum by utilising both the converted and unconverted energy. 
This goal has b en nehie ed by using the multi-channel cooling plate designed 
especially for the thermoelectric cogeneration system, enabling the system to use up 
to 80% of absorbed energy by convelting it to electrical power and recovering the 
unconverted energ for other purposes. The system performance has been 
investigated with the integration of 3mm, 4mm and 5mm cooling plates, 
respectively. The temp rature of water that enters the cooling plates in the whole test 
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period is shown in Figure 5-15, which shows the water enters the cooling plates 







Figure 5- 15 Water temperature at the inlet of three cool ing plates 
Figure 5- 17 shows the thermal efficiency when the heat input of the system is 47W 
and 93W, respectively. Two cartridge heaters, rating at 100W each, are used to heat 
the oil in the tank at varying input. It takes a certain period of time for the system to 
reach a stable performance. An initial test has been carried out to measure the time 
that the ystem needs to stabilize from the beginning. As shown in Figure 5-16, the 
time is approximately 4800 seconds. In the experiments, each set is tested for 5400 
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Figure 5- 17 Thermal efficiency with the heat inputs at 47W and 93W vs. time 
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The ystem performances integrated with cooling plate with branch channel at 3mm, 
4mm and 5mm have been tested under 93W heat input. Figure 5-18 shows the power 
output of cooling plates with 3mm, 4mm and 5 mm branch channel. The system 
cooled by the 5mm plate show the biggest power output, with 3mm in the second 
place followed by 4mm. The conversion efficiency for 3mm and 5mm is almost at 
the same level hown in Figure 5-19, which can be explained by the slightly less heat 
output of 3mm plate shown in Figure 5-20. Figure 5-21 shows the 5mm plate 
produces the most heat output, with 4mm plate in the second place followed by 3mm 
plate. However, the difference in heat output of three plates is minor. 
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Figure 5- 18 Power output of three cooling plates vs. time 
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Figure S-21 Thermal efficiency of three cooling plates vs. time 
The system voltage output has been tested when the external resistance is loaded at 
1'0, 2'0, TO, 4'0, sn, 6'0, TO, 8'0, gO, IOn, Isn, 20'0, 2S0, 30'0, 3Sn and 40'0 
using decade box, re pectively. Figure 5-22 shows the voltage output of the system 
loaded with different resi tance value. This has been tested with the integration of 
3mm, 4mm and Smm cooling plate. The result of the cooling plate with Smm branch 
channel shows the maximum voltage output followed by the 3mm cooling plate with 
4mm cooling plate showing the smallest voltage output. This is according to the 
result shown in Figure 5-18. Therefore, the cooling plate with Smm branch channel 
gives the best performance because it has the highest conversion efficiency and 
thermal efficiency but causing the least pressure drop among the three investigated 
cooling plates. 
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Figure S-22 Voltage output at different load resistance of the system integrated with 
3mm, 4mm and Smm cooling plate 
5.4.1 Effect of coolant flow velocity 
The cooling capacity needs to be investigated under different flow rate to understand 
the system performance in different conditions. The test has been done at different 
inlet flow velocity. For each velocity change, the test is run until its output stabilizes, 
which takes between 1-2 minutes counting from the beginning. In order to obtain 
accurate results, the time length for each velocity range is set at 10 minutes. The 
power output, heat output, conversion efficiency and thermal efficiency are shown in 
Figure S-23, Figure 5-26, Figure S-27, and Figure S-29, respectively. An average 
value was calculated from the test results in each time length to represent the cooling 
capacity of cooling plate, the result is shown in Figure S-26. The accuracy of the 
results ~ h o w n n b low has been further proved by another set of experiment which 


























Figure 5-23 Power output at different inlet velocity (rn/s) 
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Figure 5-24 Cold side temperature at different inlet velocity (rn/s) 
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Figure 5-25 Pressure drop and thermal resistance (TR) at different inlet velocity 
(rn/s) 
Figure 5-23 shows that the system power output has hardly changed when the flow 
velocity at the inlet of cooling plate changes in the range of 0.12rn/s-0.59rn/s. The 
inlet velocity starts to be altered after the system stabilizes. In the experiments, the 
cold side temperature rises up when the inlet velocity decreases, as shown in Figure 
5-24. The decreased inlet velocity increases its thermal resistance, shown in Figure 
5-25. The temperature rise at the cold side of thermoelectric module leads to an 
increase of heat output, namely the cooling capacity, which is shown in Figure 5-26. 
For the cooling plate. the heat transfer model can be described by: 
t:!.T =R Q (p c. p output (5-3) 
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Where, D..T i. the temperature difference between cooling water and the module 
' P 
cold side; R,f' i. the thermal resistance of the cooling plate on the module side; 
Q i the cooling capacity. 
""'put 
A shown in Figure 5-25, Rep stays at a stable level when the inlet velocity 
decrea. es until it reaches 0.32mJs at which point Rep starts rising up. According to 
Eq.(5-3), the temperature difference D..T,.p increases when the inlet water velocity 
low down. Thi. explains the temperature rise shown in Figure 5-24 when the 
velocity d e c r e a s e ~ ~ because the temperature of inlet water is constant. 
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Figure 5-26 Heat output and pressure drop vs. Inlet velocity (mJs) (PO represents 
pressure drop) 
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Igur 5-2 Thermal resistance at different water velocity (mJs) 
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The thermal efficiency defined as the ratio of the sum of power output and heat 
output to the energy ab orbed by hot side heat exchanger, increases with the 
decreasing inlet velocity, shown in Figure 5-29. However, the conversion efficiency, 
defined as the ratio of power output to the sum of power output and heat output, 
shows the opposite trend in a slight way, shown in Figure 5-27. 
Therefore, we can come to two conclusions according to the experimental results 
provided the system heat input stays constant. First, the inlet velocity doesn't 
significantly impact the system power output. However, the conversion efficiency 
slightly goes down when inlet water velocity decreases. 
Second, the system heat output is increased by the decrease of the inlet velocity. This 
change can be explained by Eq.(5-4): 
(5-4) 
Where c is the specific heat capacity of water, A is the cross section area of cooling 
plate inlet, v is the inlet velocity, T owler and Tillier are the inlet and outlet water 
temperature, respectively. When v decreases, T;,wler increases. However, as shown in 
Figure 5-26, the heat output increa es due to the influence from temperature rise 
(T I - T I r) which i. bi2:ger than that caused by the velocity decrease, with a (Jut el III t '-" 
con equence of increased thermal efficiency. 
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Figure 5-29 Thermal efficiency at different inlet velocity 
Figure 5-29 shows that the thermal efficiency goes up more significantly when it 
operates at the inlet elocity range of 0.12-0.27m/s, in which the pressure drop lies in 
the range of 0-2.9mbar. Based on the discussion, the economic operating zone lies in 
0.12-0.27 m/s where the system gives higher thermal efficiency whilst the power 
output stays at the same level within the higher range of flow rate. However, the 
optimum inlet elocity is c entually determined by the combination of the system 
architecture and the hydraulic conditions in real applications. Considerations must be 
taken on identif ing the now rate in the hydraulic system which the thermoelectric 
application is integrated in . Taking the domestic boiler as an example, the boiler 
needs a nominal now rate of water feed when it supplies hot water to the heating 
ystem and hot water user ends. In this ituation, the designed cooling block needs to 
be oriented f r the required now rate to make sure the normal operation of the boiler 
while delivering the designed performance. It leads to the demand of a suitable 
de ign of cooling block. for the thermoelectric application, which is going to be 
introduced in the part of fIe ible design of cooling system. 
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5.4.2 Effect of cooling temperature 
A shown in the previous analysis, the cooling capacity of cooling plate stays at a 
fairly table level except a slight fluctuation when the flow rate changes. Hence, the 
change of inlet water temperature has the potential of affecting the system 
performance by varying the temperature of cold side surface of thermoelectric 
module. The test ha. been carried out to understand the exact impact. 
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Figure 5-30 Temperature of inlet water (IWT) and TE cold side (CST) against fan 
operation 
Where, "Off', "Med" and "Max" means the conditions of "fan off', "Medium fan 
peed" and "Ma imum fan speed", respectively. This applies to Figure 5-32 and 
Figure 5-33. 
The inlet water temperature is adjusted by changing the fan speed of a condenser 
which dissipates the heat into the ambient air. Three cooling levels were investigated 
by adjusting the fan speed to achieve different inlet water temperature while the 
system is operating with a 47W heat input. The temperature of inlet water and the 
module cold . ide surface were mea ured under three different condenser operating 
conditions : fan off, medium fan speed and maximum fan speed. The result is shown 
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Figurc 5-31 Temp 'rature of TE hot side under different cooling conditions 
The inlet watcr tcmp'ralllrc decreases when the fan speed increases, which also leads 
to a dccrea ... c in the tcmperature of cold side surface. Meanwhile, the temperature of 
hot side surfacc doc ... n't show an obviou influence from the cooling condition 
despitc a slight d O ~ J 1 \ . \ - a r d d tilt, shown in Figure 5-31. These results obtain a positive 
impact on powcr output \! hich, different from the opposite influence caused by the 
tempcraturc ri ... c, incrca ... c... when water enters the cooling plate at a lower 
temperature . Howc'cr, the conversion efficiency doesn't show a rising trend when 
100 
the inlet water temperature decreases. The reason can be explained by the increased 
heat output caused by the temperature drop of inlet water. 
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Figure 5-32 Thermal efficiency (SE) and conversion efficiency (CE) vs. Fan 
operation 
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Figure 5-33 Power output (PO) and heat output (HO) vs. Fan condition 
In conclusion, the tcmperature decline of inlet water enhances the thermal efficiency 
by enlarging the systcm hcat output. The power output is slightly increased. The 
reason why the con crsion efficiency howed a decrease is because the increase of 
heat output enlarges the base for calculating conversion efficiency. However, it can 
be concluded that u lowcr cooling temperature gets a better system performance 
when other condition ... ,ta) the same. 
5.4.3 Dynamic thermal re pon e of the system 
The use of a heat tran,fcr nuid to recover heat from a waste heat source and channel 
it to the thermoelectric hot plate introduces further design challenges in minimising 
the thermal inertia of the system. The time required to heat the fluid (heat transfer 
oil) in the T module hot platc heat exchanger to the designed temperature can be 
determined hy q .( 3-4) . 
The temp ruture of h 'at transfer oil was measured for a heat exchanger storage 
capacity of 144ml and at the design condition of a 100W heat input, the dynamic 
resp n ... e of the ,),tCI1l" shown in Figure 5-34. 
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Figure 5-34 Dynamic thermal response of the system 
Figure 5-34 . h o w ~ ~ that when the oil i heated from ambient temperature it takes 
approximately 3 0 0 0 ~ ~ to reach steady tate temperature of 120De. This represents a 
time con. tant of the system to reach the steady state thermal condition; it is desirable 
to have a fa"t response system. However, in applications for exploitation of 
renewable energy source. , energy torage capability could present a potential 
advantage. The thermal response of the system after the removal of the heat source is 
shown in Figure 5-35. It can be seen that during the cooling down of the stored oil 
the system still worb, though the power output would be limited by the voltage 
output Ie eJ. Remo\ ing the effect of voltage level, the total power output generated 
during the cooling p h a ~ e e amounts to 1.7Wh and is given by the sum of shaded area 
of green and red . The total heat output produced during the cooling phase amounts to 
10.2Wh and i gi\ en b the shaded area of red colour. 
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Figure 5-35 Power output and heat output in a test cycle 
T h i ~ ~ system, with 144ml heat transfer oil storage, is able to generate electricity for 
2 7 0 0 ~ ~ (0.75hour) \\hen thc heat input (IOOW) is cut off. This test has been repeated 
with the input at 5JW, OW, 100W and 133W to understand the relation between 
toring timc and tntcnslt of heat input. 
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Figure 5-36 Storing performance at 53W, 80W, lOOW and 133W heat input 
Results are shown in Figure 5-36. The length of working time after the heat input is 
cut off is not significantly affected by the strength of heat input. The declining rate of 
power output after the heat input is cut off is proportional to the original heat input. 
More details are shown in Table 5-1. 
T bl 5 I P f h t' t t fff 53W 80W lOOW d 133W a e - ower output a ter ea InQU IS CU 0 rom , , an 
Heat input (W) Power output R2 
53 P=o.7674<e-O,OO2 0.9995 
80 P=1.3984<e-O,OO2 0.9995 
100 P = 2.60 18<e ~ . O O 2 2 0.9993 
133 P = 4.2006<e ~ . O O 2 2 0.9993 
The correlation between power output and the operating time can be described by 
Eq.(5-5): 
P = O J X e ~ · O O l l (5-5) 
Where P is the power output, t is the time counted from when the heat input is off, 
and S is the heat storing factor which describes the energy level stored in the 





According to the experimental results, the relation between heat storing factor and 
heat input can be shown by Figure 5-37. It shows that the storing coefficient S is 
determined by the original heat input. The stronger the heat input, the larger value S 
has, which also means more power output is given by the system after the heat input 
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Figure 5-37 Correlation between heat input and heat storing coefficient 
5.5. Further modification ba ed on CFD 
5.5.1 Iodi idual a embly 
5.5.1.1 Mathematical model 
The mathematical model comprise. of two part: heat transfer and fluid dynamics. 
The heat t r a n ~ f e r r o c c u r ~ ~ from the cold side surface of the module, through solid part 
of cooling plate and the interface of cooling plate and finally to the fluid flow in the 
cooling plate (here water is used). The cooling plate, made of aluminium, is assumed 
to have isotropic thermal conductivity. The cooling water is assumed to be 
i n c o m p r e s ~ i b l c c ewtonian flow due to the small change in pressure. The simulations 
have been conducted on the basis of overlapped area of module surface and cooling 
plate. The problem ~ c h c m a t i c c is shown in Figure 5-38. 
Heat input TE Module 
Screw hole """" Cooling plate 
Inlet L ~ ~ l outlet ~ ~ LjQoooooool ~ ~
I 
igure 5-3 Problem schematic of cooling plate on the module cold side 
In the numerical i n v c ~ t i g a t i o n s , , considering the compatibility with thermoelectric 
a p p l i c a t i o n ~ , , the ~ i n g l e e channelled cooling plate, which is one of the common heat 
exchanger ~ t r u c t u r e ~ ~ on mark.et, is cho en as the reference for analyzing and 
evaluating th oriented co ling design by comparing the thermal and hydraulic 
performance u ~ i n g g nUl11erical in e. tigations. The thermoelectric cogeneration block 
consish of three p a r t ~ . . a cooling plate, an oil tank and a thermoelectric generator. As 
previousl mentioned, the therm electric module is sandwiched between the cooling 
plate and the il tank. b four stainless . crews. A flat metal washer, a crinkle wa her 
and a fibre w a ~ h e r r arc placed b twecn the screw and the cooling plate. The crinkle 
washer and the fibr' \ \ a ~ h e r r pia thc roles of accommodating thermal expansion and 
thermally i n ~ u l a t i n g g the unintended heat conducting path, respectively. A groove has 
been mad on the C( oling plate and oil tank for the installation of thermocouple to 
mea'>urc the tempcr<lturc ... at th hot side and cold side of thermoelectric module. 
overniog quatio"'> 
For the ~ ( ) l l d d part. the 111 d'i of heat transfer addresses heat conduction, the 
governing cqu.Hlon I' dc' 'rib 'd b q.(5 -7): 
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(5-7) 
Where kA/ is the thermal conductivity of aluminium; T is the temperature. 
In the flow channel, considerations are given to water flow and convective heat 
transfer. The conservation of mass, momentum and energy are given by Eq.(5-8), 
Eq.(5-9) and Eq.(5-1 0), respectively. 
V(,o;)=o 
V(pv ® v) = -Vp + V . lull' (Vv + (VV)T ] 




Where p is the water density, u is the flow velocity, p is the pressure, f.iw' c p,w 
and k .... is the dynamic viscosity, specific heat and thermal conductivity of water, 
respectively. 
Boundary conditions 
Inlet: the mass flow rate and temperature of inlet were given according to the 
experimental result. 
T = T. I V = V. met In , (5-11) 
Outlet: The outlet is described as outflow which is obeyed in fully-developed flows 
where the diffusion flux for all flow variables in the exit direction are zero; 
Heated surface: the hot side surface of thermoelectric module has been given the 
temperature value, r.. = 166.9°C, and the thermal conductivity ArE = 1.0W / mK , 
which were both derived from the experimental results. 
Flow channel/cooling plate interface: The thermal conditions for the interface is set 
as "coupled" for conjugate heat transfer. 
v=O (5-12) 
Conventionally, the heat transfer coefficient is used as the key guiding parameter to 
characterize the performance of heat exchanger. This is suitable for the applications 
where the heat exchanger capacity is essential to the performance of the whole 
system, such as computer processors and electrical chipsets that dissipate large 
amount of heat and their normal operations rely on effective cooling, Therefore, 
effective heat transfer is taken as the primary consideration, whilst the pressure drop 
is not used as the major parameter that describes the system performance. 
However, in this research study, apart from thermal performance, the hydraulic 
performance also needs to be taken into account in the evaluation of overall 
performance of heat exchanger. The reason lies in the need of considering the power 
consumption caused by the pressure drop. 
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The thermal performance of heat exchanger must be weighed against the energy 
required to operate the system, which would be the pumping power if the increased 
pressure drop needs to be offset by the water pump. The required pumping power 
due to the increased pressure loss caused by the use of the cooling plate can be 
calculated by Eq.(5-13): 
(5-13) 
Where, IlP,.p is the pressure drop across the cooling plat, G is the volumetric flow 
rate of the fluid passing through the heat exchanger, 11 p is the overall pump 
efficiency. Generally, the pump efficiency varies with the flow rate. The water pump 
is assumed to operate at a steady flow rate with overall efficiency at 60%. 
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of a heat exchanger, the Colburn 
factor 0) is used against the Reynolds number (Re) [157]. The Colburn j factor 
characterizes the heat transfer performance based on the measured convection 
coefficient and the necessary velocity of the coolant in order to achieve the 
corresponding convection coefficient. It has become one of the standard methods for 
reporting the performance of heat exchangers. It is described by Eq.(5-14). 
j = ~ ( ~ ) 2 / 3 3
pcv a 
(5-14) 
Where, hcp P, C, v , V and a are the heat transfer coefficient of cooling plate, 
, 
density, specific heat capacity, velocity, kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity 
of water. 
Local resistance coefficient 
Due to the irregular structure of flow channel in the cooling plates, it is difficult to 
characterize the hydraulic characteristics of cooling plate by Fanning friction factor. 
Instead, the cooling plate is treated as a "black block" that causes local resistance 
loss. The local resistance coefficient ( is used to characterize the hydraulic 
characteristics of the cooling plate. It can be described by 
(5-15) 
Where llP..P is the pressure drop when the fluid passes through the cooling plate at 
velocity v; p is the water density; 
5.5.1.2 Physical model 
The initial concept of cooling plate for thermoelectric cogeneration has been 
developed and the performance has been verified in showing its advantage over the 
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cooling plate with the traditional design. In order to fully modify the current 
concept, the modification job include the following three major tasks: 
t. For a fixed amount of branch channels, finding out the relation between r qJ 
(the ratio of cro ection area of branch channel to that of main channel) and 
the performance of the cooling plate in this thermoelectric cogeneration 
y tern. 
2. For a fixed branch channel dimension, finding out the relation between the 
quantity of branch channel and the performance of the cooling plates. 
3. When the diameter and quantity of branch channel is fixed, finding out how 
the angle of branch channel with the main channel affects the performance. 
The phy ical model of inve tigated models are shown in Figure 5-39. 
o o o o o o 
o o o o o 
Branch channel 4 mm Branch channel 3 mOl 
o o o o 
o o o o o o 





igur 5-3 Ph I model of inve tigated multi-channel cooling plates 
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Screw hole 
. Flow channel 
Figure 5-40 Single channel cooling plate 
A ingle channel cooling plate is u ed as the reference to evaluate the advantages 
shown in the oriented design for thermoelectric cogeneration system introduced in 
this study; the structure is shown in Figure 5-40. 
5.5.1.3 Model verification 
Before proceeding with the numerical studies, the reliability of mathematical model 
hould be verified first. This job is done by comparing the experimental and 
numerical results. The cooling plate with 5mm branch channel is used as the 
comparing reference . The heat input was set at 93W and the performance was tested. 
In Figure 5-41, the result: show that the temperature of hot side, cold side and inlet 
water temperature rise are , tabilized at l66.8°C, 34°C and 0.435°C, respectively. The 
corresponding r , ults of numerical simulations show the according results at 165°C, 
38°C and 0.44° ,respectively. The temperature rise in cooling water shows the same 
re ult. The deri ation in cold side temperature is estimated to come from the 
converted thermal energy and the non-consideration of the effect from thermal 
interface materials in numerical simulations, which is used in the experimental study. 
Therefore, we can conclud the numerical simulation shows the reasonable accuracy 
in investigating this issue . 
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Figure 5-41 TempcralUrc result of multi-channel cooling plate attached with the 
module 
The specification" of the module llsed in the test can be referred in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2 of the thermoelectric enerators 
Specifications 
Material: Bismuth telluride 
Dimensions: lXwXf =40mmx40mmx4mm 
Couple pairs: 127 
Maximum operating temperature: 250°C 
Here the parameters I and k are given by Table 5-2. The thermal resistance R can 
11/ 
be calculated by the e perimental data using Eq.(5-16). 
(5-16) 
In the experiment. the cold . ide temperature T, and hot side temperature Tit have 
been measured b) two "eparate thermocouples which are installed in the slots carved 
in the hot side and cold "ide heat exchanger to make sure the module surfaces are 
well contact d with heat e changers, shown in Figure 5-42 . 
• 
• 
lot'> on the heat exchangers for the thermocouples (left to right: hot 
side, cold side) 
In the corr sponding numerical simulation, the value of thermal conductivity of TE 
module is s t the "arne \\ith the result obtained from the test, shown in Figure 5-43. 
The a erage \alue of th'rmal conductivity i 1.0W/mK. The hot side temperature is 
initialised b inputting the same value as experimental result, 166.9°C. 
o o TE thermal conductivity 
o 50 100 150 200 
H t side temperature CC) 
igurc 5 43 The e p'rimcntal r suIt of TE module thermal conductivity 
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The deviation of temperature ri 'e between the simulation result and experiment result 
i acceptable in this study. Hence, using CFD to study the hydraulic and thermal 
performance of the cooling plate and modify the physical models is a feasible 
approach for conducting many scenarios in a co t-saving and efficient way. 
5.5.1.4 Re ults 
The results of numerical simulation of the single channel cooling plate, including the 
cooling capacity, pressure drop, outlet temperature, TE cold side temperature and 
urface heat transfer coefficient of flow channel wall, are shown in Figure 5-44 and 
Figure 5-45. 
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Figure 5-44 Cooling capacity and pres ure drop of single channel cooling plate 
Figure 5-44 show the pressure drop increa es rapidly alongside the increase of flow 
velocity whilst the cooling capacity generally shows a steady state. It means that the 
cooling capacit) i" not "ignificantly influenced by the flow rate in the cooling plate, 
whilst the level of pressure drop is affected ignificantly. Hence, the optimal 
operating condition i" "uited for the small flow rate whilst meeting the need of feed 
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Figure 5-45 urfacc heat transfer coefficient (SHC) of flow channel, temperature at 
outlet and TE cold side surface 
Figure 5 45 "how" the "urface h e ~ l t t transfer coefficient increases when the flow 
velcoity incrcJ"I.:" In thl.: range of 0.1 mls-2.0m/s. It shows more rapid increase 
between 0.1 m/ " 0.5111/" (Re : 615-3 76), compared to the range of 0.5m1s-2.0mls (Re: 
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3076-12307). The velocity increase in laminar and transient flow enhances the heat 
transfer more than in turbulent flow. 
The outlet water temperature, TE cold side surface temperature and pressure drop are 
shown in Figure 5-45 under different water flow velocity (0. 1 mls-2.0mls). When the 
flow velocity increases, the temperature of outlet water and TE cold side surface 
goes through an abrupt decline between O.lmls-0.5m1s (Re: 615-3076) and then 
gradually comes to a comparatively steady state 0.5m1s-2.0mls (Re: 3076-12307), 
whereas the pressure drop increases rapidly in the whole range. 
Branch channel diameter 
The cooling plates with three different branch channel dimensions are shown in 
Figure 5-39, with 3mm, 4mm, and 5mm circular branch channel, which were chosen 
according to the ratio of the cross section area of main channel to the sum of cross 
section area of the branch channels. The starting dimension of 3mm is fixed by 
summing the cross section area of the branch channels equal to that of main channel. 
In this circumstance, theoretically the water flow from the main channel can all be 
bypassed into branch channels without detention. With the same amount of branch 
channel, cooling plates with the diameter at 4mm and 5mm are chosen to be 
fabricated to thermally and hydraulically compare with 3mm considering the 
necessity of bigger heat exchange area for a better thermal performance. Smaller 
dimensions are not studied because of smaller surface area of flow channel and 
bigger local pressure loss. 
For the cooling plate, the flow resistance coefficient is determined by the ratio rep of 
cross section area of branch channels to that of main channel. Assuming the diameter 
of main channel and branch channel are denoted as dm and db' respectively. The 
ratio r,p can be described by Eq.(5-17): 
(5-17) 
Where, 3mm: r,p = 1.12 ; 4mm: rep = 2; 5mm: rep = 3.13; n is the quantity of 
branch channel. 
The correlation between r..p and the flow resistance of the cooling plates with three 
different branch channel dimensions is investigated using CFD. Domain and 
corresponding meshing of cooling plate with 3mm branch channel is shown in Figure 
5-46. It applies to cooling plates with 4mm and 5mm branch channel. Individual 
meshing has been adopted in each parts of the domain. Finer meshing has been used 
in the junctions to obtain accurate results. 
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Figure 5-46 chematic diagram of computing domain and meshing of cooling plate 
According to the current design, the results from the experimental tests and 
numerical simulations show a good performance from this oriented-design for the 
domestic application. The modification of cooling plate is based on the change of the 
branch channel size which determines the hydraulic performance and consequently 
the thermal performance when used as a cooling plate to extract heat from the cold 
ide of TE module. 
Figure 5-47 s h o ~ s s the pressure drop of cooling plate with 3mm branch channel at 
different flow rate in compari . on with the aforementioned single channel cooling 
plate. The pres.,ure drop of multi-channel cooling plate is lower than single channel 
cooling plate in the whole range of inve tigated velocity (0-2rn1s). At 2rn1s, the 
pre sure drop caused h multi-channel cooling plate is only 21 % of that caused by 
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Figure 5-47 Pre . ,.,urc drop against velocity of cooling water of single channel cooling 
plate 
The surface heat tran.,fcr co fficient of multi-channel cooling plate is bigger (15%-
45%) than that of .,1I1gle channel cooling plate, shown in Figure 5-48. The cooling 
capacity of multi -channel cooling plate is 8%-10% bigger than single channel 
cooling plate. 
The result., aho\e tcll u., that achieving the similar level of heat transfer rate, the 
single channel coo\tng plate loses much more pres ure than the multi-channel 
cooling plate d c., . he conclusion can be made that the multi-channel cooling 
design .,how., a much hctter performance by giving bigger value of heat transfer 
coefficient and dc\t\cnng bigger ooling capacity while consuming much less 
pre.,.,urc head . 
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Figure 5-4 ooli ng capac ity and Surface heat transfer coefficient against velocity of 
cooling water (SC vs. Me) 
Figure 5-49 shows the eloc ity di stribution in flow channel of cooling plates with 
3mm, 4mm and Smm branch channel . It demonstrates that the flow rate of 3mm 
cooling plate is the most e enl y distributed in each branch channel , although the 
water fl ow tend" to flow into the ports near the inlet. This is more obvious in 4mm 
and the most obvious in Smm cooling plate. The water in the branch channels near to 
the outle t sta " for longer than that in branch channels near to the inlet of cooling 
plate. We can thu" conclude that the smaller value of r eI' gives a more even 
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Figure S-SO "hO\" the pr ssure drop of each cooling plate under different flow 
veloci ty in c mpari"on ""i th th e peri mental re ults. The cooling plate with 3mm 
branch channel ha" th larg st pressure drop of them all , followed by the cooling 
plates with 4mm and 5111111 bran h channel (3mm: r,l' = 1. 12 ; 4mm: r ,f' = 2.0 ; 5mm: 
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Figure 5-50 Pres.,ure drop of cooling plates with different branch channel dimensions 
in comparison with experimental result 
A con. istence is shown in the pre sure drop value of experimental result and 
numerical result, although some discrepancy is shown for the one with 40101 branch 
channel at 1.201/ .,. (E and represent experimental and numerical data, respectively) 
Figure 5-51 and Figure 5-52 show the temperature at the cold side surface of TE 
generator and central horizontal cross section of cooling plate, respectively. It can be 
een that the 5mm cooling plate gives the highest temperature at the cold side of TE 
generator, followed b 3mm and 4mm, whose temperature level are at the similar 
level indicated hy the temperature band. For the temperature distribution at the 
central horiwntal eros., scction of cooling plate, the 50101 cooling plate has the 
highest value of temperature with the temperature built up at the top left corner of 
cooling plate. This is caused by the uneven flow rate distribution among each branch 
channel. The cooling plates with 301m and 4 mm branch channels have 
comparati ely better temperature distribution due to the aforementioned even flow 
distribution. ompared to the cooling plates with r Ip = 2 and 1 ~ 1 ' ' = 3.13, the one 
with r = 1.12 gi\.eo.; more even flow distribution among branch channel which 
", 
avoids the thermal huilt up in the corner. However, it shows a bigger pressure loss. 
The influence of unc\ cn temperature di tribution to the power output needs to be 
further in estigatco so a., to decide which r'l' gives cooling plate a better overall 
performance . 
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igure 5-51 Temperatur' di.,tribution on cold ide surface of TE module attached 
\.\tlh 511101. 4mm and 301m cooling plates 
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Figure 5-52 Temperature di tribution in flow channel of cooling plates with 5mm, 
4mm and 3mm branch channel 
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Figure 5-53 ooling capacity of cooling plates with different branch channel 
















Figure 5-54 Co ling capacity of cooling plates with different branch channel 
dimension measured in experiment 
The numerical r e ~ u l t t and e peri mental result of cooling capacity are shown in Figure 
5-53and igure 5-54, respectively. Comparing the results, less than 5% discrepancy 
is shown in the cooling capacity of the cooling plates with 3mm and 4mm branch 
c h a n n c l l . . or the one " ith 5mm branch channel, a 10% discrepancy is shown 
between the numerical and e peri mental results. This could be caused by the 
difference in the fabrication process, which alters the structure of real model. 
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The hydraulic characteristic curve of three cooling plates is shown in Figure 5-50. In 
accordance to the predicted trend, the curves show a decrease in pressure drop when 
the dimension of branch channel increases from 3mm to 5mm. 
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Figure 5-55 TE hot side temperature using cooling plate with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm 
branch channel 
As shown in Figure 5-56, the temperature at cold side surface of each plate is 
different. The plate with 5mm branch channel has the highest temperature at the cold 
ide, followed b) 3mm and 4mm, respectively. For the 5mm cooling plate, the reason 
lie in the longest period that the water tays in the branch channel due to the lowest 
replacing rate by the new water. This i because the summed area of cross section of 
branch channel is much larger than the cross section area of main channel 
contributing to the build-up of hot spot in the regions where the flow is weak. 
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Figure 5-56 T cold side temperature u ing cooling plate with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm 
branch channel 
The pressure drop i ... renected in the pumping power that is used to offset the 
pressure loss a ...... ociated with using the cooling plate. The required pumping power of 
the three cooling plate ... under different flow rate is shown in Figure 5-57. It shows 
that the plates with 4mnl and 5mm branch channel need a lower pumping power than 
the one with 301m hranch channel. When the flow rate is 5727ml/min, the pumping 
power of the 4mm plate and 5mm plate is 67% and 58% of that of the 3mm plate, 
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Figure 5-57 Pumping power of the cooling plates with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm branch 
channel 
Taking both the cooling capacity and pressure drop into account to evaluate the 
overall performance of the cooling plates, the net energy gain is used. Figure 5-58 
shows the net energy gain of the three cooling plates. The net energy gain by the 
3mm and 4mm plate is 21 % and 20% higher than that of 5mm plate, while the 3mm 
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Figure 5-5 et energy gain of the cooling plates with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm branch 
channel 
Figure 5-59 ~ h o w s s the surface heat transfer coefficient (SHTC) under different flow 
velocity. It tell ... u<; that the cooling plate with 3mm branch channel has the highest 
urface heat transfer coefficient, which can be explained by the aforementioned flow 
distribution . 
In the 3mm c oling plate, the now distribution is the most even which leads to strong 
turbulence intensit in the now, consequently enhancing the heat transfer between 
the now and the wall of now channel. The 4mm cooling plate takes the second place 
which is according to the situation of flow distribution, followed by the 5mm cooling 
plate. o n ~ i d e r i n g g the discussions above, it is acceptable to make the conclusion that 
the 3mm and 4mm plate are more suitable for this application than the 5mm plate. 
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Figure 5-59 Surface heat tran fer coefficient and HPPD of cooling plate with 3mm, 
4mm and 5mm branch channel 
Channel quantity 
The channel quantity not only determines the heat transfer area but also the hydraulic 
characteri . tic of cooling plate by varying the cross sectional area of branch channels. 
Therefore, the correlation between channel quantity and the performance is 
inve tigated. Numerical simulations have been made to the cooling plates with 4, 6 
and 8 branch channels (the diameter of branch channel is 5mm). The structure of 
them i shown in Figure 5-60. 
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Figure 5-60 ooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 branch channels 
Hydraulic peltormallce: 
Figure 5-6\ and Figure 5-62 show the contour of velocity and turbulence intensity of 
flow in the channel, from which we can tell that the high speed flow is shown in the 
region near to fir ... t bran h channel in the flow direction, rendered by red colour. For 
all the thr e cooling plates, the distribution of flow rate in branch channels varies 
with the channel quantit . The one with 4 channels has the most even flow 
di tribution among the branch channels. For the one with 6 channels, as indicated by 
the rendering, the farther the branch channel from the inlet, the less flow passes 
through. Thi ... i ~ ~ more obvious in the cooling plate with 8 channels, where most of the 
flow passes through the branch channels near inlet, establishing uneven flow 
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di tribution. Thb, in turn, create a thermal hot pot at the top-left corner rendered by 
the y e I l o w i ~ h h colour in Figure 5-64. 
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Figure 5-6 1 elocity contour of flow channel in cooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 
branch channels (5mm) 
The pressure drop of each plate under different flow velocity shown in Figure 5-63 
lie in the same level in the range of 0.1-1 mls. In the range of I mls-2m1s, the one 
with 6 channels h a ~ ~ the lowest pressure drop foIlowed by the 8 channels and 4 
channels in ascending order. Nevertheless, a smaIl difference is shown in the 
pressure drop of each cooling plate. Therefore, it can be concluded that the channel 
quantity does not affect the pressure drop significantly when the diameter of branch 
channel i ~ ~ constant. 
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Figure 5-62 Turhulcn e contour of water flow in cooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 
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Figure 5-63 Pre ure drop of cooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 branch channels 
Thermal perforll/al/ce 
Figure 5-64 shows the temperature distribution on the central horizontal plane of 
cooling plate . It tells us that the cooling plate with 6 channels has the lowest 
temperature of them all. The temperature distribution on the TE cold side surface is 
shown in Figure 5-65, from which we can see that the temperature distribution on the 
one with 4 and 6 channels is more uniform than that with 8 channels. Among them, 
the one with 6 channeL give the lowe t temperature value and most even temperature 
distribution which i. technically beneficial for establishing a good thermal condition 






















Figure 5-64 Temperature contour of water flow in cooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 
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Figure 5-65 Temperature contour of water flow in cooling plates with 4, 6 and 8 
branch channels (5mm) 
Figure 5-66 show. the cooling capacity of each cooling plate. The one with 4 branch 
channel has the highest cooling capacity in the whole range of flow velocity, closely 
followed by the one with 6 channels. The cooling capacity of the one with 8 channels 
is approximately 20% smaller than the ones with 4 and 6 channels. The r eI' of the 
cooling plates with 4 channel, 6 channels and 8 channels is 1.56, 2.33 and 3.13, 
respectively . 
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Figure 5-67 T cold side temperature when using cooling plate with 4,6 and 8 
channels 
12 1 
The pumping power and net energy gain of these three plates are analyzed and 
di cussed in 5.5. 1.5. 
Channel angle 
Shown in the previous discussion, the current multi-channel cooling plate delivers a 
reasonably good overall performance. However, the pressure drop increases 
ignificantly. In order to reduce the pressure drop caused by the high velocity 
operation in cool ing plates with other designs, further job is carried out to explore the 
possibilit of improving the hydraulic performance on the precondition of without 
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anced modification of the cooling plate 
Figure 5-68 h o w ~ ~ th modification design of the cooling plate, which is inspired by 
the water channel in plant's leaf. Tree ha a rna sive water transportation mission due 
to the comple s stem comprised of the trunk, branches and leaves hierarchically. 
The water i transp rted from the root to every part of the massive tree body to keep 
the whole sy tern ali e and thriving. This massive water transportation task is 
managed by the tree silently and efficiently. One of the secrets lies in the special 
tructure of . electi and complying water channels [158] which has been naturally 
developed in the ev luti n procc s. The structure can be claimed to be perfect for the 
remarkable capabilit f tran p rting the water. Therefore, in this study, the concept 
of water chann I from plants will be u ed to modify the flow channel of cooling 
plate. It is an attcmpt of mimicking the channel structure in plants to reduce the 
pressure drop of cooling plate without compromising to the thermal performance. 
The inspiration is crystallised on adju ting the angle between the main channel and 
branch channel. thcr factors such as capillary effect are not considered. 
The angel of branch channel with main channel is investigated at 900 , 60° and 45 0 
using numerical simulations. The structure is shown in Figure 5-69. 
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Figure 5-69 Cooling plate with branch channels at angle 90°,60° and 45" 
Figure 5-70 shows the flow pattern in flow channel of cooling plates with branch 
channel angle at 90°, 60· and 45 °. The 90° cooling plate has a high velocity and more 
intense turbul nce at the first branch channel indicated by the red colour. This 
repre ents a large contingent of pressure drop of the whole cooling plates, whereas 
the velocity at the. ame position in the 60· cooling plate is smaller, followed by the 
45 · cooling plate, both of which show more even velocity distribution in the flow 
channel. Thi. can be proved by the turbulence intensity of the three cooling plates 
shown in Figure 5-71. 
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Figure 5-70 Velocity contour of flow channel in cooling plates with branch channel 
(5mm) angle at 45 ·, 60· and 90° 
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Figure 5-71 Turbulence contour of flow channel in cooling plates with branch 
channel (5mm) angle at 45 °,60° and 90° 
Therefore, as shown in Figure 5-72, the pressure drop of the 90° cooling plate 
increases when the flow velocity increases, the increasing trend gets more obvious 
when the velocity lie ... in the higher peed zone (I m/s-2m/s). The 60° cooling plate 
s h o w ~ ~ a lower p r e s ~ u r e e drop than the 90° one, whieh becomes more obvious in the 
range of I m / / - 2 m / / . . This is followed by the 45 ° cooling plate. At 2m/s, the pressure 
drop of the 60 cooling plate L 52% of pressure drop of the 90° cooling plate, whilst 
it is 37% for the 45 one. Thi tackle the original goal of reducing the pressure drop. 
The following part will investigate how the thermal performance is affected by the 
angle change. 
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Figure 5-72 P r e ~ ~ u r c c drop of cooling plate (5mm) with branch channel angle at 45", 
60° and 90° 
Thermal performance 
Figure 5-73 ~ h o w w ... the temperature contour of TE cold side when cooled by the 
cooling plate with branch channel at 45", 60° and 90°. In the 45 ° and 60° cooling 
p l a t e e , , minor temperature hotspots can be seen at the top-left corner and right-bottom 
corner. Thi ... can be attributed to the layout of flow channels that do not cover the 
whole area attached with thermoelectric module. The hotspot is not seen on the TE 
cold ... ide in ... tallcd \! ith the 90· cooling plate. The similar phenomenon can be seen 
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from temperature contour of central horizontal cross section plane of cooling plate, 
shown in Figure 5-74. 
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Figure 5-73 TE cold , ide temperature contour using cooling plates with branch 
channel (5mm) angle at 45",60° and 90° 
However, the average TE cold side temperature of the 45",60° and 90° cooling plates 
t a y ~ ~ a l m o ~ t t at the ~ a m e e level when the flow velocity lies in the range of 0.1 mls-
I mls . The difference onl comes into sight when the flow velocity increases further 
from I m / / . . In the rang of I m/s-2m1s, the TE cold side temperature of the 90° 
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Figure 5-75 TE cold side temperature for cooling plates with branch channel (5mm) 
angle at 45 °, 60° and 90° 
As for the cooling capacity, when the angle between branch channel and main 
channel d e c r e a ~ c s s down from 90° to 60° and 4Y, the cooling capacity goes down for 
6.2% and 7. %, re. pectively, which is shown in Figure 5-76. 
Therefore, by reducing the angle between the main channel and branch channel, the 
pre sure drop reduces significantly a mentioned earlier, which means the required 
pumping power to offset the pressure drop is decreased. However, the heating 
capacity decrea. es at the same time when the angle gets smaller. The overall benefit 
needs to be evaluated and the net energy gain is used to compare. The result is shown 
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Figure 5-76 Cooling capacity of cooling plate (5mm) with branch channel angle at 
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Figure 5-77 Cooling capacity vs. TE hot side temperature 
Figure 5-77 .,how., the cooling capacity of these three plates under different TE hot 
side tcmpcralllre . It g i v c ~ ~ us an idea how much unconverted heat can be absorbed by 
the cooling plate., under different temperature level. 
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5.5.1.5 Compari on 
The cooling capacity of the cooling plates is shown in Figure 5-78. The one with 
eight 5mm branch channels lies at the lowest level, followed by the single channel 
cooling plate. 
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Figure 5-7 Cooling capacity of the cooling plates 
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Figure 5-79 Pumping power of the cooling plates vs. Flow rate 
Figure 5-79 "how!> the pumping power required by different heat exchangers under 
different coolant nOVy velocit . All the data L based on heat exchanger for single TE 
module. We can "ce that the single channel heat exchanger consumes the most 
pumping power, which i!> more obvious at high velocity range. Comparing with the 
single channel cooling plate. all multi-channel cooling plates need much less 
pumping power. Among which. the one with 45° con urnes the least pumping power, 
followed by the one with 60° branch channel. The ones with 4mm and 5mm branch 
channel. 6 channel ... and 4- channels share the simi lar level of pumping power. A big 
improvement in hydraulic performance can be een by reducing the angle between 
main channel and branch channel. Comparing the one with 60° and 4SO, the one with 
45 0 need ... the ... maller pumping power, whieh possibly draws the conclusion that 
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Figure 5- 0 Pumping power plotted against thermal resistance 
Figure 5- 0 ~ h o w ~ ~ the pumping power required for the operation against thermal 
resistance of different cooling plates between liquid and TE cold side surface. It 
hows the larger the pumping power, the smaller the thermal resistance is. This also 
reflects the correlation between the flow velocity and thermal resistance that the 
larger the flow elocity, the smaller the thermal resistance is. The cooling plates are 
located in two groups. The ones with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm branch channels are in 
the high thermal re ... i ~ t a n c e e region, whilst the rest locate in the low thermal resistance 
region. In the higher thermal resistance region, for the same pumping power, the 
cooling plate with 4mm branch channel has the lowest thermal resistance with the 
301m one taJ...ing the .,econd place and the 5mm one showing the largest thermal 
resi tance. In the lower thcrmal resistance region, for the same pumping power, the 
cooling platc with 6 branch channels shows the lowest thermal resistance, followed 
by the onc with 45 angle, 60 angle and 90° angle. However, the one with 4Y angle 
has the l o w c ~ t t pumping power in the whole velocity range. 
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Figure 5- I et nerg gain of the cooling plates against Reynolds number 
Figure 5-81 ... hov .... the net energy gain of cooling plates under different Reynolds 
number (Re i ... calculated according to the main channel). The cooling plates that 
deliver the net energy gain in ascending order are single channel cooling plate (SC), 
the plate with 5mm hranch channel or 8 branch channels, the plate with 4SO channel 
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angle, the plate with 60° channel angle, the plate with 4mm branch channel, the plate 
with 6 branch channels, the plate with 3mm branch channel and the plate with 4 
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Figure 5-82 et energy gain level of the plate with different configuration 
Figure 5- 2 shows (he net energy gain level of the plates with different 
configuration, low level at the bottom to high level at the top. Either comparing the 
branch channel site or quantity, we can find that the closer of rep to I, the higher the 
net energy gain level is . This applies to the plates in the same comparison. For 
in tance, the plate 'With -+ channels with rep at 1.56 has a higher level of net energy 
gain than that of 3mm hranch channel with r qJ at 1.12. The highest net energy gain 
goes to the one that has four 5mm channels and 90° branch channel and main channel 
angle, which outweigh" the effect of ';" . 
Colburn j factor i" the accurate analogy to characterize the heat exchanger 
performance. It gives a heat transfer performance comparing the convection 
coefficient to the required now rate of a heat exchanger. It is based on the measured 
convection coefficient ( II ), the nece. sary velocity of the coolant to achieve the 
corresponding convection coefficient. Figure 5-83 shows the Colburn j factor at 
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Figure 5- 3 he olhurn j factor plotted against Reynolds number (Re is calculated 
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Figure 5- 4 The local resistance coefficient plotted against Reynolds number 
The cooling plate can be treated as a component that causes local pressure drop when 
the fluid pas<;es through. The local resistance coefficient ~ ~ is used to characterize the 
hydraulic propcrt} of cooling plate with different designs. The result is shown in 
Figure 5- 4, which rc\cals the value of local resistance coefficient calculated at 
different velocit} and it tends to reach a stable level as the velocity increases. 
5.5.1.6 Di cu ion 
In this multi -channel cooling plate, an even flow distribution among the branch 
channels i'i essential to establishing even temperature distribution on the module cold 
ide and maintaining a temperature on the module cold side at a low level. From the 
results of numerical simulations, it can be concluded that an even flow distribution 
among the branch channels is closely related to r i p (the ratio of the summed cross 
ectional area of branch channels to that of main channel). In general, it is beneficial 
to have the value of ';" located around I which gives a more temperature 
distribution . Ho\! c\ er, the value of ':1' needs to be controlled by the consideration of 
the pump powcr that i'> needed to offset the pressure drop. 
Talking about the multi -channel cooling plates investigated by alternating the key 
parameter<;, the que'>tion that why the current commercialised heat exchanger can't 
be uscd a<; the heat di'>'>ipation in this thermoelectric cogeneration system should be 
raised and di,>cu,>,>ed . 
The major rca,>on i'> gi\cn h the need of high flow rate required by the boiler water 
feed system. Mo.,t of the compact or micro heat exchangers deliver a big heat 
exchanging cupu ' it} due to the need of high thermal flux required by special 
application<; ,>uch a'> high power LED lamps, super CPU and electronic devices that 
dissipate heat at high thermal flu and need efficient cooling to enable a satisfactory 
performance. In thi'> ca'>c, a good cooling capacity is the primary goal to achieve in 
the de.,ign of heJt exchanger. The pressure drop, which reflects the amount of 
pumping power. take,> the ,>econdary priority in the considerations. For example, 
Yang [159] introduce'> micro heat exchangers for laptop processor cooling and 
compared three dIfferent channel structures. The flow rate lies in the range of 50 
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ml/min-250mllmin . ..,uilable for cooling the application that gives high heat flux with 
limited spac , but not for the boiler water feeding flow rate. 
5.5.2 Whole a embly 
The individual a..,..,emhly is the a sembling method for solving the uneven pressure 
load caused by relati"el} noticeable thickness difference shown in the modules used 
in the whole a..,..,cmhly. This uneven pressure load degrades the performance of 
thermoelectric applications becau e the thermoelectric performance is dependent on 
the pressure load in the system construction. Despite the advantage of individual 
a .. embly in obtaining a better performance, it has to be admitted that individual 
assembly, compared to the whole a sembly, has more procedures due to joints 
between each neighboured cooling plates. However, the individual assembly is not 
the only method to "olve the degraded performance due to uneven pressure load. In 
the whole a..,semhly, restrictions on the thickness difference can be adopted in 
choo ing the modules to make ure the thickness difference is not in the 
performance-degrading range. The corresponding cooling plate for the whole 
as embly can still use this multi-channel structure. An example is shown in Figure 
5-85. The liquid channel can be fabricated on two plates and then assembled as a 
whole cold ..,ide hcat exchanger. The modules with the restricted thickness are 
sandwichcd between hot ..,ide and cold side heat exchangers by screws and washers. 
The optimum prcs..,urc, vcrified by experimental investigations, can be loaded evenly 
using a torque wrench . 
( o c l ~ D I I "'lilt! 
D T h h r r ~ I I C l l c cmod ... l. 
Figure 5- 5 ooling plate concepts for whole assembly 
5.5.2.1. Ph)<;ical model 
Figure 5- 5 ..,hO\".., the ..,chcmatic diagram of cooling plate for whole assembly. It 
consi..,h of 16 ..,uh-cooling regions, which layout in four rows and four columns. 
Each row or column con..,i..,ts of four areas for installing thermoelectric modules. 
Figure 5-86 ..,h<.1\\.., the ..,chematic diagram of the inlet corner of whole assembly 
cool ing platc . h' JngJc between the main channel and the sub-main channel is 60, 
same for the anglc bct\ .. ccn the sub-main channel and branch channel. This angle 
value i.., obtalncd from the re..,lllts of previous numerical simulation, introduced in 
section 5.6.1. II the ch.lI1nels are circular, with the diameters at 4mm, 8mm and 
16mm for the branch chJnncl, sub-main channel and main channel, respectively. 
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l ""Ianl mlcl 
1600 
Figure 5- 6 chematic diagram of channel structure and dimension at the inlet corner 
5.5.2.2. Boundary conditions 
Inlet: the inlet \'clocit) of cooling plate is calculated according to the nominal flow 
rate of boiler feed watcr. The performance will be investigated in the range of 0-2m1s 
with a 0.1 m.l. intcr al ; 
Outlet: onsidcring thc now at the outlet is fully developed, it is set as outflow; 
TE hot ide urface: To enable the comparison with the results obtained from the 
numerical stud} of cooling plate for individual assembly, the temperature of TE hot 
ide surface is sct at 166 C according to the experimental result; 
Thermoelectric module: the thermal conductivity is set at I W/mK, which IS 
obtained from the previous tcst; 
Cooling plate: cooling plate is made of aluminium; 
5.5.2.3. Re. ults 
The module., and channels are numbered in Figure 5-87. The four sub channels are 
numbered as ub A. uh 8, ub C, and Sub 0 from the inlet. In the downstream 
direction of each sub-channel, the modules are numbered as I , 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively. Thc re ... ult., of numerical imulation are introduced using this numbering 
regime. 






ring of channel and module positions 
In numcrlcal sJlllulation .... duc to the meshing difficulty involved in small gap in the 
domain. the \\hoJc cooltng plate has to be divided into 16 individual blocks. The 

























Figure 5- 8 Domain and temperature distribution of the module cold side 
The valuc of a\crage temperature on each TE cold side is shown in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 verage temperature of the module cold side CC) 
Model I 2 3 4 
A 293 .20 293.51 286.38 293.91 
Q) B 285 .77 285.98 286.17 293.63 I c::: 
.0 c::: 
:l ~ ~ C 185 .86 286.11 286.27 293.79 r/)..c:: 
u 
D 285.97 286.18 286.38 286.60 
The flow ratc in each ... uh-channel is shown in Table 5-4. Standard deviation is used 
to dcscrih the uniformit of flow rate among all the sub-channels. A low standard 
deviation indicatcs that th data points tend to be very close to the mean value of all, 
whercas high ... tandard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a 
large range of \a1ue ... . 
T hi S 4 M tl a e _ - ass f h b h ow rate 0 eac su -c anne I (k I ) ~ g i S S
Suh-channel A B C D 
Ma ...... flov. rate (0 .9111/5) 0.0424 0.0480 0.0452 0.0432 
Ma ...... tlov. rate ( I mho,) 0.0515 0.0531 0.0496 0.0446 
Ma ...... flow rate (1 . 1 m/s) 0.0585 0.0563 0.0560 0.0478 
Mas ... flov.· rate (1.2m/5) 0.0616 0.0616 0.0580 0.0573 
Ma ........ flov" rate (1.3m/s) 0.0607 0.0736 0.0622 0.0618 
Ma .... flo\\ rate ( l.4m/s) 0.0708 0.0746 0.0702 0.0627 
Ma ..... flo\\ rate (1.511'11\) 0.0749 0.0828 0.0698 0.0707 
Ma ...... fl v. rJte ( 1.6m/s) 0.0855 0.0819 0.0738 0.0769 
-
Mas ... flow rate ( 1.7m/s) 0.0853 0.0894 0.0848 0.0783 
-
Mas ... flow rate (1 .( m/s) 0.0865 0.0962 0.0897 0.0854 
Mas ... flo\ fate (1 .9m/s) 0.0981 0.0999 0.0886 0.0910 
Mas .. flo\\ rate (2 .0m/s) 0.1010 0.1062 0.0965 0.0938 
Figurc 5- 9 \ho \\\ the ... tandard deviation of the cold side temperature of each 
modul when the flo\\ rat' i ... in the practical range of feed water stream to the 
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dome5tic boiler. It . hows a good uniformity of the temperature distribution among 
the 16 modules on the cooling plate for whole assembly. 
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Figure 5- 9 tandard deviation of the cold side temperature of each thermoelectric 
module 
5.5.3 Integration 
The now rate of feed water varies with the capacity of boilers and also varies slightly 
with the manufacturer. Table 5-5 list the samples of major boiler manufacturers in 
the K: 
Table 5-5 Minimum now rate through boiler (Umin) 
Capacity I 2 3 4 
Vaillant (Minimum) 10.8 12.9 20.3 27.2 
Ferroli 10 13.1 15.4 
W o r c e ~ t e r r Bo-.ch 9 : S ~ ~ 11.4 10.2-12.3 11.1-17.2 20-25 
Baxi (Maximum) 9.8 11.5 13.5 16 
The dimen-.ion of heating fitting mainly includes two sizes, 22mm and 15mm, 
varying with the boiler type and manufacture. Usually, the dimension of 22mm is 
used in conden ... ing hoiler. The size 15mm is usually used in conventional boilers. 
Considering the thermo lectric cogeneration system is designed to recover the waste 
heat from the conventional boiler which has lower boiler efficiency compared to the 
conden-.ing hoiler. the ... i,C 15mm is regarded as the reference for designing the 
cooling plate . 
According to the nO\\ rate range in Table 5-5, the velocity of feed water to the boiler 
installed with 15111111 II1let of cooling block approximately lies in the range of 0.9m1s-
2.0ml .... var}ing \\ith the working load. 
5.6. umrnar) 
A serie ... of nurnencal ... tudie ... have been conducted to modify the design for this 
system concept hy lookll1g into three structural parameters and two assembling 
method .... 
Flow di ... tnhullon among the hranch channels is closely related to r (the ratio of the 
'I' 
summed em ......... cctlOnal area of hranch channels to that of main channel), which 
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essentially determines the temperature distribution on the surface of cooling plate 
attached to the module. In general, it is beneficial to have the value of r located cp 
around I which gives more even temperature distribution. The channel quantity does 
not affect the pressure drop significantly when the diameter of branch channel and 
main channel is constant, but deteriorates the thermal performance when it increases. 
Bigger quantity of branch channel diverts the flow to limited area of cooling plate 
and leads to uneven temperature distribution. The angle between branch channel and 
main channel affects the hydraulic characteristic. The pressure drop of the cooling 
plate can be reduced significantly by decreasing the angle between the branch 
channel and main channel. However, the heat transfer coefficient is decreased at the 
same time. 
The cooling plate with four ~ 5 m m m branch channels angled at 90 against the main 
channel delivers the best overall performance out of 9 cooling plates built according 
to three variables. 
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Chapter 6 Experimental investigations 
This chapter introduces the experimental investigations of one-stage thermoelectric 
cogeneration system and two-stage cogeneration system based on the use of a 
simulated heat source and purpose-designed heat dissipation-multi channel cooling 
plate. Insight is also shed on the investigation to the performance of one-stage 
cogeneration system and the parametric factors that influence the system 
performance. 
6.1. Theoretical analysis 
6.1.1 One-stage TCS 
The energy conservative equation is 
Q ;"I'ut = P + Q output + Q loss (6-1) 
Where Q;"I'ut is the sum of absorbed thermal energy (which includes solar radiation, 
waste heat from boiler flue gas or other available heat sources), P is the total power 
output, Qlos .• is the heat loss to the environment and Qoutput is the heat output from 
heat sink. Assuming boiler waste heat and solar radiation are the heat sources, the 
heat input can be expressed by Eq.(6-2): 
(6-2) 
In the real situation, the solar radiation varies with the weather condition and the time 
of the day. As shown in Eq.(6-1), the capacity of heat source which is also the heat 
input equals to the sum of power output, heat output and heat loss. Denoting the 
temperature of heat source, heat sink, TE hot side, TE cold side and ambient 
environment are T", 1'., ~ , r ; , , and ~ , , respectively. The coolant temperatures at the 
inlet and outlet of heat sink and coolant flow rate are T"utlet,1';nlet and G, respectively. 
Therefore, power output, heat output and heat loss can be calculated by Eq.(6-3), 
Eq(6-4) and Eq.(6-5). 
P = S 2 (1'. - T2 ) 2 
4Rex 
(6-3) 
Where, P is the maximum power output taken out by the external load (when the 
internal load and external load are matched, the maximum power output is obtained), 
S is the Seebeck coefficient, its value varies with the hot side temperature, namely 
~ . . R
rx 
is the external load, it is determined by the module load Rm 
(6-4) 
Where, c and p are the heat specific capacity and density of water. 
(6-5) 
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Where, II and A are heat transfer coefficient and the exterior surface area of heat 
III' "" 
ource. 
Therefore, for thi.., experimental tudy, the heat source capacity Q"""" can be 
determined. In the experimental study, heat transfer oil is used as the heat medium, 
whilst electrical heater is used to imulate the heat source at the required temperature 
~ , . . The tank size decides the required time period for heating the oil up to 7;,. 
For a single block., the tank size i designed as 60mmx60mmx40mm, shown in 
Figure 6-1 . The oil \olume is V" = 144ml. The time length of heating the oil to ~ , , is 
calculated by Eq.(3-4): 
The required heat amount to heat the oil from ambient temperature to 250°C is 
70329 J . Hence, for a heat input at I kW, it takes at least 70s for the oil to be heated 
up to 2500 • Hm: ever, it takes less time for the system to produce electricity and hot 
water because the electrical power is generated with the presence of temperature 
gradient. 
Cooling plate 
To coollOg loop From cooling loop 
Figure 6-1 chcmatic diagram and photo of TCS with single module 
When the heat i.., ..,upplicd on the hot side, the total heat flux is split into two 
direction..,. nc i.., Oowing through thermoelectric module (part is for power 
generation and the re..,t i.., absorbed by heat sink), the other escapes into the ambient 
environment. ..,ho\\ n In igure 6-2. The di tribution of heat flux is demonstrated by 
Eq.(6-6), 
(6-6) 
In real applicatIon. Q \I r'presents the heat nux that nows into environment, namely 
heat 10 ...... . It nec(h to h' maintain d at the possibly lowest level. That means a good 
thermal imulalton i nccded t prevent the heat to escape to the environment, Rill, is 
the thermal re l..,tal1l:C of ..,..,tcm thermal insulation. Q.\\ .. , represents the heat flux that 
now ... into the.., ..,tCIll . 
As.,uming the tcIII pc ratllf, of inlet water into cooling plate is the same as the 
environm nt tcmp 'mtur'. th' thermal cycle of the whole system can be explained by 
Figure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2 chematic diagram of heat flux distribution in single-stage TCS 
In Figure 6-2. Q. Q"" and Q n, are the total thermal flux, thermal flux to the 
environment and thermal flux to the system, respectively. ~ I l S ' ' ~ n t h ' ' Rte , ~ n t c c and 
Rn r e p r e ~ e n t t the thermal resistance of insulation, hot side interface, thermoelectric 
module. cold ~ i d e e interface and cold side heat exchanger; 7;" T." T2 , ~ . . and T;lIlet are 
the temperature of oil . hot side of TEG module, cold side of TEG module, cooling 
. urface of cooling plate and inlet water of cooling plate, I1T is the temperature 
difference between the heat transfer oil and the inlet water to cooling plate. This 
temperature difference k.eep: heat flow in the whole system. 
I1T = Q R 
.\ .\ .\ (6-7) 
Where. R is the s ~ t e m m thermal resistance, it equals to the value of connecting the 
thermal resi . tance of the system and the insulation layer in parallel. Hence, R can be 
described hy Eq .(6- ): 
R= - ----1/ Rill, + 1/ RH ., 
Where. R," is the.., !-Item thermal resistance. 
(6-8) 
As shown in igure 6-2. T" . is the temperature difference established at the two 
ides of thermoelectric module. The larger l1T,e' the bigger the conversion efficiency 
is. 0 for a given tJ. the rna imum 11T" ,can be obtained by achieving the following 
four aspect'>: 
First. the ... ) ..,tem need.., to he well insulated to minimize the system heat loss. Second, 
the thermal rc,i..,tance of h t side interface and cold side interface needs to be 
maintained at a 10\\ level to mak.e sure the temperature drops 11(T" - T.,), I1(T2 - T, ) 
and 11(T, - T" ) . a, ..,mall as possible. Third, the thermal resi tance of cold side heat 
exchanger ne ' d.., to he maintained at possibly lowest level. Finally, the thermal 
bypass effect need, to h' minimized. which means the thermal resistance of thermal 
bypa!-l'" need ... to h' maintained at the possibly biggest level. 
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(6-9) 
Where, R, is the thermal resistance of TE module and thermal bypass which are 
connected in parallel, namely R, = 1/(1/ Rm + 1/ R,h)' 
The power output can be obtained under given operating temperature difference as 
calculated by Eq.(6-IO): 
Where,,, is the conversion efficiency of thermoelectric module, Q. is the heat 
mput 
flux. 
In order to obtain a maximum temperature difference between the two sides of TE 
module under a given temperature difference, R, I ( ~ n t h h + R, + Rinte + Rex) needs to 
be maintained at the maximum level. For given TE modules, R, is constant. Hence, 
Rinth , Rin". and R,.x are thermal resistance which needs to be maintained at the lowest 
level. Rinth and Rint £, are determined by pressure load, thermal interface material and 
mechanical fabrication factor, whilst Rex is determined by the heat transfer 
coefficient of cooling plate, which relies on the design of cooling plate. 
In real applications. the optimum pressure should be evenly loaded to the surfaces of 
TE module (up to 200 psi). The optimum pressure load, which delivers the maximum 
thermal conductivity, makes sure the surfaces attached together with the maximum 
contact area without causing any damage to TE module. The corresponding 
mechanical assembling method for achieving this optimum pressure load is to be 
developed. In the fabricating process, the surfaces of TE module and heat exchangers 
need to be made with reasonably good flatness. However. no matter how 
mechanically flat they look in human eyes, the surfaces still have microscopic 
irregularities on the surface which together form gaps between two attached surfaces. 
These gaps deteriorate the heat transfer performance by increasing the thermal 
resistance. Thermal interface material is needed to fill this gap to mitigate this effect 
and ensure the heat conduction occurs on the maximum contact area. The achievable 
maximum contact area relies on the categories of thermal interface materials. The 
physical properties of thermal interface materials not only determine how well the 
gaps can be filled, but also the thermal conductivity of the interface. Thermal bypass 
does exist in the system during operation especially when the operating temperature 
is very high. Hence. the impact of thermal bypass to system performance and 
effective assembling methods for eliminating thermal bypass is investigated in this 
research. which is introduced in section 6.5. 
As we know. if either the heat source or heat sink had a large thermal resistance, the 
heat flux that is supplied to the generator would be reduced. Heat exchangers used as 
sinks and sources are often characterized by a thermal resistance R which is defined 
as the temperature difference divided by the amount of heat flow (t:,.T = QR). The 
temperature drop across the heat exchanger is proportional to the heat supplied. 
In the practical experiment. it is difficult to accurately measure the temperature at the 
two ends of thermoelectric element. Instead. the hot side and cold side temperature is 
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mea ured from the ~ u r f a c e e of ceramic substrate. These temperatures are used to 
calculate the comer'iion efficiency of thermoelectric generators in the domestic TCS. 
The con e r ~ i o n n efficiency calculated in this way is called module conversion 
efficiency rather than element conversion efficiency. This applies to all the data 
represented in this study. 
6.1.2 Two- tage T 
For single-stage T ,there is a limit to the convertible energy since the unabsorbed 
energy, which represents a large contingent (over 95%), is expelled to environment 
or coolant. T h i ~ ~ i., because of the low conversion efficiency given by the current 
commercially available thermoelectric generators. This fact brings about the idea of 
u ing the unconverted energy for the econd conversion, which consequently strikes 
the author with the concept of two-stage TCS. It creates a new path for the 
unabsorbed heat to flow toward the low subsystem rather than escape to the 
environment. In thi. way, the coefficient-of-performance of the system might be 
increa. ed b utili ing 0 erall heat input to the maximum level. Hence, two-stage 
TCS or multi - tage T i.' of some use in possibly improving the coefficient-of-
performance when the operating temperature i high. However, this technical and 
economical viability of this system concept needs to be studied by measuring the 
overall conversion efficienc in compari on with that of one stage TCS. It is highly 
necessary to i n v e ~ t i g a t e e this cogeneration system in two-stage, which is able to 
provide the information for the future tudy. 
The optimum d e ~ i g n n of a two- tage or multi-stage TCS is not a simple matter since 
the optimum figure -of-merit for one stage is different from some other stage at 
different mean temperature . Here, this general case for multistage TCS is going to be 
d i s c u s ~ e e . .








Figure 6-3 chcmatic diagram ofTCS working mechanism, A. Single-stage TCS; B. 
Multi-stage TCS 
L e t ' ~ ~ suppose there i ... a - ~ t a g e e TC (shown in Figure 6-3), the Nth stage is bound 
to operat at the lowe ... t temperature. Then the nth stage (n<N) must have a thermal 
energ that i., the ... um of nergy u ed at the (n+ I )th,(n+2)th, ... Nth stage. The 
conver ... ion efficicnc) of the nth stage is defined as 17" and the heat output at the nth 
stage iii Q" . 
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The power output at nth stage is p" = 11nQn. The dissipated heat from nth stage is 
used as energy input for the (n+l)th stage, Qn+1 = Qn(1-11n) . Therefore, 
theoretically the overall conversion efficiency of the system is 
11 = 111 + 112 (1-111) + ... +11n (1-111 )(1-112) ... (1-11n_l ) (6-11) 
Where 1/1' 1/2··· 11 N are the conversion efficiency of each stage, they can be 
calculated by Eq.(6-12) 
(6-12) 
Where, Z = S2 I PTkT' " is the conversion efficiency, ~ ~ is the absolute hot-
junction temperature, 7; is the absolute cold-junction temperature, T is the mean 
absolute temperature, Z is the figure of merit, S is the Seebeck coefficient which is 
used to quantitatively describe the magnitude of generated thermoelectric voltage in 
response to the temperature difference, P T is the specific electrical resistivity, and 
kr is the specific thermal conductivity. 
The total power output can be expressed by Eq.(6-13) 
P = [111 + 112(1-111) + ... +11n (1-11, )(1-112)··· (I-11n-1 )]QI (6-13) 
For the single-stage TCS, the conversion efficiency is denoted as 111 , the total power 
output of the single-stage TCS is calculated by Eq.(6-14) 
(6-14) 
Without experimental study, it is difficult to decide which type of system has higher 
thermal efficiency. However, theoretically the multistage TCS has a larger capability 
of absorbing heat from heat sources and is more flexible with utilising the absorbed 
heat. 
For the two-stage TCS in this research, solar radiation is also absorbed in the second 
stage to promote the temperature level of the hot side of the second stage. Denoting 
the input of solar energy in second stage is Q; . Then the total power output is 
described by Eq.(6- t 5): 
(6-15) 
Where, 11; is the conversion efficiency when there is solar input at 2nd stage. 
For the cac;e without heat input in the second stage, the total power output can be 
expressed by Eq.(6-16). 
(6-16) 
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So for two-stage TCS with heat input in second stage, the increased power output is 
given by Eq.(6-17). 
(6-17) 
Therefore, extra power output might be obtained if heat could be inputted at other 
stages. 
When we talk about the thermal efficiency of TCS which produces electrical power 
and hot water for residential houses, a different evaluation standard should be 
established. Conventional thermoelectric applications generally are designed for 
power generation only. The heat is normally expelled into the environment without 
being used for other purposes. The reasons lie in either the application areas where 
there is no suitable application that can use the dissipated heat or the temperature 
level is too low to be reused. 
However, the TCS discussed here is designed for domestic use. With the presence of 
available heat sources, it can produce electrical power and hot water or preheated 
water for other purposes in domestic environment such as the boiler. Namely, this 
type of system has two outputs: power output and heat output. Therefore, it is 
insufficiently accurate to use the traditional performance standard to evaluate this 
TCS investigated in this research study. Considering this situation, a new evaluation 
model for domestic TCS is going to be established. This model applies to both 
single-stage TCS and multi-stage TCS. 
The generated electrical power can either be used by the inhabited house or passed 
onto the grid. The expelled heat from the heat sink can either be used directly in the 
house or further heated by the domestic boiler before delivered to central heating 
system (The necessity of being further heated or not depends on the need of 
temperature level). 
6.2. Experimental study for one stage TCS 
6.2.1 System description 
The domestic TCS in Figure 4-2 shows the concept of domestic thermoelectric 
cogeneration system which is designed to be integrated with the existing boiler 
system. One primary heat source is from a solar collector mounted on the roof of a 
building whereby solar energy is absorbed and supplied to the thermoelectric module 
hot side. This can be achieved by direct utilisation or indirect utilisation of solar 
energy, depending on the heat exchanger design. Two concepts of hot side heat 
exchanger are shown in Figure 6-4. Figure 6-4 (A) shows the indirect use in which 
heat transfer oil absorbs the heat from boiler waste and solar energy. The oil is 
heated up by the absorbed energy and flows through the TE module to proceed with 
the energy conversion and water preheating. Figure 6-4 (8) shows the direct use 
where the solar energy and boiler waste heat is used to heat the TE hot side skipping 
the use of heat transfer oil. The selection can be made according to characteristics of 
heat sources and requirements on the system reaction time. Solar concentration 
measures can also be taken to promote the temperature level at the heat source side. 
A cooling fluid is then circulated t ~ r o u g h h a compact liquid heat exchanger on the 
cold side of the TE module to establish temperature difference for energy conversion 
and preheating. The other primary heat source is waste heat from the boiler exhaust. 
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It can be used to generate "free" electricity and attendant heat is used for heating 
purposes, increa. ing the overall energy utilisation efficiency of the boiler. 
The heat rejected from the cold ide of thermoelectric modules is taken away by the 
cooling plate .. hich is connected to the boiler to provide the preheated water. The 
water goe. into cooling plate to get preheated by absorbing the heat from the cold 
ide of thermoelectric generators before enters the boiler for further heating. The 
generated electricit can either be u ed to power DC appliance like LED lights, or 
charge the batter for later use, more details are discussed in section 6.4. As a 
building block de. igned with a univer al interface, it could be compatible with the 
pre ence of other available heat ource . 







Figur 6-4 chematic diagram of hot side heat exchanger 
Experimental t e . , t ~ ~ havc b cn carried out on a bench-scale experimental prototype to 
investigate it., p rformance a. a building block producing electrical power and 
preheatedlhot water. Th protot pe is cia ified according to the system assembling 
type into: whole a.,scmbly and individual a sembly, shown in Figure 6-5. 
igurc 6-5 Whole assembly and individual assembly 
In th whoJc a.,., I11bl . .,hown in the thermoelectric block includes 16 modules, a 
c ld side and hot .,id heat hanger. Each module, made of Bi2Te3. has a dimension 
of 4 mmx40mmx3 . 111m with 127 pairs of semiconductor elements. The following 
issue., n cd to be addr ss d for a well-designed mounting system which should 
consid r th imp rtanc of unif rmly distributing the pressure load on the module 
. urfacc to a h,c"c optimum p wer performance an.d avoid damaging the module. 
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They are optimum pressure load, thermal expansion, thermal interface material and 
a embling configurations. 
Heat exchanger. are the device that make sure the heat flux flow through the system 
effectively. In thermoelectric cogeneration system, heat exchangers include hot side 
heat exchanger and cold side heat exchanger. The hot side heat exchanger shoulders 
the re pon. ibilit of e tracting energy from available heat sources and supplying the 
heat to the ' stem for further operation. The cold side heat exchanger dissipates the 
heat away from the cold ide of TE modules and expels it into coolant which is 
preheated before g e. for further heating in the domestic boiler. In the experimental 
tudy, an oil tank with embedded cartridge heater has been designed as the heat 
ource for therm electric module. Heat conducting oil is stored in the oil tank to 
obtain an e en temperatur di tribution on the surface that the modules are attached 
to. 
To cooling loop 
Figure 6-6 
From cooling loop 
hematic diagram and photo of the single TE block system 
The heat source is simulated by two electric heaters rated at IOOW which provide 
heat input t the S • tern at adjustable voltage input, shown in Figure 6-7. 
Specifications 




Supply yohage 220\' ac 
igure 6-7 Photo and. pecifications of the electric heater 
When con.,tructing therm electric ystem, thermoelectric modules are sandwiched 
between h t sid and cold side heat exchanger. The compression needs to be evenly 
loaded at the ptimulll alue acro s the module surfaces to maximize the heat 
transfer bctwe n heat changer and thermoelectric module. The way that the 
module i., being fixed between heat ink and heat source plays an important role in 
determining the ffici nc f h at exchanging, thus the module performance. If the 
module wa'i lamped to the heat source and the heat sink by simply bolting along the 
edge., of the h 'at 'iource and heat sink, bowing could occur, then large pressure 
would bladed at the edge f m dule whilst a gap would form in the central area. A 
n n-uniform t'mp'ratur' distribution (such a hot pot) across the module surface 
would be cau'i'd. p )r p'rformance from the module and even permanent damage to 
the module if the force at the perimeter is too large, like micro-cracking in 
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thermoelectric element and broken edges of ceramic substrates. The correct clamping 
method n e e d ~ ~ to achieve even load distribution across the module surface , 
accommodation f thermal e pan. ion and small thermal bypass. 
In assembling procedures, corre ponding measures have been taken to eliminate or 
reduce the negative impact cau ed by the aspects mentioned above. More details can 
be referred in ~ e c t i o n n 6.5. 
Figure 6-8 Acquisition data unit 
The acquisition unit collect ' the temperatures (TE module hot side and cold side, 
cooling water inlet and outlet), flow rate of cooling water and voltage output of TE 
module, the wiring detail. are hown in Figure 6-8. The temperature are measured by 
k-type thermocouples, which are in tailed on the module surfaces, the positions are 
hown in Figure 5-42 and Figure 6-6 (indicated by T, and T2 ). The water 
temperatures at the inlet and outlet of cooling plate are measured by two K type 
in ulated thermo ouple plug. ; the photo and specifications are shown in Figure 6-9 
(A). The temperatures at the module hot side surface and cold side surface are 
measured by K typ thermocouple cable, shown in Figure 6-9(B). 
Thermocouple Type 
~ l a . x x temperature sensed 
~ l a : : ' ' temperature sensed 
Probe Diameter 
Probe Length 
" ) rum 
150mm 
Thennocouple type 
}"lax temperature sensed 
).1in temperature sensed 
B 




The module i ... cooled down b water flow which is circulated in a cooling loop. The 
flow rate i ... mca ... urcd b an inline flow transmitter, whose specifications can be 
referred in igllre 0- \ 0 und the installing po. ition is shown in Figure 6-1 1. A fan 
assi-.l d condcn-.er i ... 1I'" 'd I dissipate the heat in water at different temperatures by 
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Figure 6-10 Photo and specifications of inline flow transmitter 
Cooling loop consist. of a water pump, a condenser, a cold plate, a water reservoir 
and a water tank, see Figure 6-1 I. It uses circulating water to dissipate the heat 
extracted from the cold side of thermoelectric modules to the circulated water. The 
condenser, whose fan sp ed is adju table due to the use of fan speed controller, 
makes sure the temperature at the cold ide of thermoelectric is controllable. 
Flow transmitter 
6.2.2 Mea urement 
Maximum p wer output of a thermoelectric module is defined a the power output 
generated when the III dule resistance matches the load resistance. In principle, the 
maximum p wer utpul of a thermoelectric module can be measured readily when it 
ha, a temperature difference acros, it. However, a proper circuit which minimises the 
problems aso ' iated with the very low thermoelectric module resistance and 
fluctuations in ~ i g n a l l measurements is needed to measure the power output 
accuratel . 








Figure 6-12 Circuit for measuring the maximum power output and internal resistance 
In Figure 6-12, a circuit designed for accurately measuring the internal resistance and 
maximum power output overcomes these problems. When a temperature difference 
is established across the module, voltages V 1 and V 2 are measured at terminals a and 
b when the switch is open and closed, respectively. The maximum power output of 
the module can be calculated using Eq.(6-18) 
p = V\2 
max 4R (V, IV, -1) L I 2 (6-18) 
Where, RL is the load resistance which includes contributions from all the wires and 
connections in the circuit. The electrical resistance of a module can be obtained from 
Eq.(6-19). 
(6-19) 
In general, the optimum thermoelectric conversion efficiency depends on the device 
figure-of-merit and the temperature difference between the two ends of TEG. The 
conversion efficiency would be higher with a larger temperature difference and a 
greater value of figure-of-merit. 
Power output and heat output have been measured to understand the system capacity 
and more importantly the performance characteristic under different operating 
conditions. The purpose of this study is to shed an insight to the potential application 
of thermoelectric cogeneration system in domestic environment and provide 
guidelines for the design and fabrication of thermoelectric building blocks. 
Maximum power output Pmax is defined as the power output generated when the load 
resistance is matched with the modules resistance. The load resistance RL is matched 
with the modules resistance RM by adjusting decade box. 
The TE module is cooled by circulating water through the cold plate heat exchanger 
and rejecting it through a fan cooled condenser. The temperature at the heat source 
and heat sink is measured using K-type thermocouples and the flow rate of cooling 
water is measured by an inline flow transmitter. The thermocouples were located in 
slots machined on the surface of the heat exchangers to eliminate the bad contact by 
installing the thermocouples. The temperature, flow rate and voltage are recorded by 
a OT500 series 3 datataker, shown in Figure 6-8. A decade resistance box ranging 
from (10-1 OOkO) is connected to TE module to provide adjustable external load. 
6.2.3 Electric performance 
At steady state when a temperature difference is established across the TE module, 
the theoretical maximum power output from the module is given by Eq.(6-18). 
A commercial TE module was tested with the heat input at 47W and 93W. The 
optimum external load electrical resistance was first determined corresponding to the 
maximum power output. This is achieved when the internal resistance of the module 
is equal to that of the el(ternal load. 
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Figure 6-13 l>howl> the mea ured power output of the module as a function of the 
external load resistance. Maximum power output is achieved at an electrical 
re i tance of 3.61.0 and 3.82.0 when the heat is supplied at 47W and 93W. The 
corresponding temperature of heat source and heat sink for the 47W and 93W is 
I 02°C/31 °C and I 66°C/34°C, respectively. The maximum power output corresponds 
to a terminal voltage of 1.2V and load current 0.61 A for the 47W and 2.73V and 
0.91 A for the 93W, respectively . 
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Figure 6-13 Maximum power output 
Figure 6-14 showl> the open voltage output and power output under different 
temperature difference . A linear correlation is shown between the temperature 
difference and open voltage which obeys this correlation: V = Sfl.T. Meanwhile, a 
parabola relationship is shown between temperature difference and maximum power 
output which also obe s the theory . 
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Figure 6- 14 y..,tcm open voltage output and power output at different temperature 
difference 
The module electrical p rformance under different temperature gradients was 
determined by \ar)ing the heat source temperature while the heat sink temperature 
was constant. Figure 6- 15 shows the maximum power output and conversion 
efficiency alongside the heat source temperature. The spots fluctuating around the 
main trend line can be omitted due to experimental errors. It shows that the 
conver.,ion efficienc) incrca. es steadily when the temperature difference across the 
thermoelectric generator rises, whilst the power output increases more rapidly 
compared to comcr.,ion efficiency. 
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Figure 6-IS Maximum power output and conversion efficiency Vs. Heat source 
temperature 
Understanding and measuring the maximum power output point is important in 
thermoelectric power generation application because it determines the design of 
external load which affects charging battery set or powering the electrical terminals. 
The seebeck coefficient changes slightly with operating temperature. The values of 
eebeck coefficient of p-type element and n-type element, provided by the 
manufacturer, are given in Table 6- 1. 
Table 6-1 Seebeck coefficient of semiconductor elements of TE module 
TI ( C) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
SI' (IlV/K) 160 161 162 162.6 165.8 168.5 171 173.4 175.1 
S n (11 V IK) I 4 I 5 186.4 188.1 189.5 190 191.9 192.7 193.2 
TI CC) 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
SI' (IlV/K) 17 .4 179.2 180.9 182.1 183.6 184.3 184.4 184.1 183.6 
Sn (IlV/K) 193.3 193.1 192.8 191.5 190.4 188.5 185.7 183.3 180 
The relationship between the open voltage output and temperature difference is given 
by Eq.(6-20): 
The maximum voltage output Vma, is achieved when the external load Re., matches 
with the module resistance Rill' where v'na, = VI 12. This is also when the maximum 
power output Pm,,, i.., obtained, it can be calculated by Eq.(6-21) 
? 
P.n.1X = V":;'x / Rill (6-21 ) 
The maximum voltage output and power output have been experimentally measured 
and calculated under different temperature differences up to 130°C, respectively. The 
theoretical result'- of voltage output and power output under different temperature 
differences (up to 2 C) have been calculated using Eq.(6-20), Eq.(6-21) and the 
data in Table 6- I, and compared with the experimental results, shown in Figure 6-16 
and Figure 6-17. In igure 6-16. a good consistency is shown between the 
experimental data and the retical data of voltage output. In Figure 6-17, two 
theoretical data of power output is compared with the experimental data. In the 
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experiment, the module electrical resistance has been measured as 3.820, whereas 
the data provided by the manufacturer is 4.30. Hence, the theoretical data has been 
given based on two of them eparately. If based on the module electrical resistance 
measured in the experiment, the theoretical power output shows a good consistency 
with the experimental data. If based on the module electrical resistance provided by 
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different temperature difference 
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Figure 6-17 Experimental power output and theoretical power output under different 
temperature difference 
6.2.4 Thermal performance 
At steady state The thermal performance of the TE co-generator was determined by 
measuring the heat rcco\'ered from different heat source temperatures when the heat 
sink temperature remains constant. Then the thermal efficiency is shown in Figure 
6- 1 ,which illustrate.., \ hen the temperature difference across the modules increases, 
the conversion fficienc gives a rising trend, whilst the thermal efficiency shows a 
steady declining. The increase in conver ion efficiency can be attributed to the rise of 
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Figure 6-1 Thermal efficiency and conversion efficiency under different 
temperature differences 
An average value of heat output was calculated from the test results in each time 
length, the result L shown in Figure 6-19. The accuracy of the results shown below 
ha been further pro ed by another set of experiment which delivers the same system 
performance. The temperature rise of the coolant through the cooling plate increases 
along with the decrease of inlet flow velocity. The heat output goes up slightly along 
with the increase of the inlet now velocity, as shown in Figure 6-19. 
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Figure 6- 19 Heat output (HO) and corre ponding temperature rise of coolant that 
now" through the cooling plate at different inlet coolant velocity 
6.3. Experimental , tudy of Two-stage TCS 
6.3.1 y tern introduction 
The system. consisting of hot side heat exchanger, two heat pipe blocks, a heat pipe, 
a cold side heat e changer and two thermoelectric modules, produces electrical 
power at two ... tage" . The first stage is established by the hot side heat exchanger, a 
therm electric module and a heat pipe block. The thermoelectric module is 
andwiched bet\! een the hot side heat exchanger and the heat pipe block. The second 
stage con"i.,l\ of a hcat pipe block, a thermoelectric module and the cooling plate. 
Figure 6-20 and Figurc 6-21 show the photo and schematic diagram of two-stage 
T , re.,pccti\cl). 
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Figure 6-20 Test rig of two tage thermoelectric cogeneration system (the image at 
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Figure 6-21 chematic diagram of two stage thermoelectric cogeneration system 
In the first stage, the hot ' ide heat exchanger provides the high temperature by 
ab orbing heat from available ource. The heat is conducted from the hot side heat 
exchanger to the heat pipe block through the module. The heat on the heat pipe block 
on the evaporation end is taken away by the heat pipe and passed to the condensation 
end of the heat pipe. 
In the second stage, the generation unit consists of the condensation heat pipe block, 
a thermoelectric module and the cooling plate. The heat passes from the heat pipe 
block, through the module and to the cooling plate where the water takes the heat 
away. 
6.3.2 Performance 
In order to undeNand the performance of two stage system, experimental studies 
have be n conducted and compared with one stage performance under the same heat 
input. Due to the us of heat transfer oil in the hot side heat exchanger, it takes time 
for the ... y ... tem to reach the stable operating condition. Each set of the test takes about 
1.5 hour .. to reach the . table Ie el. The results are shown in Table 6-2. 
R 2I 1 is defined a ... the power output ratio of two-stage TCS to one-stage TCS under 
the same heat input. It characterizes the performance of two-stage TCS in 
compari ... on with one-stage T . Table 6-2 hows R2I1 at two different heat inputs. 
Wh n the heat input i ... 47W, the power output ratio R211 is 0.584, whilst R2/ 1 rises up 
to . 49 when the heal input is increased to 60W. In another way of saying, when the 
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operating temperature rises, the power output of two stage TeS shows the rising 
trend. 
Table 6-2 Po\'"er generation performance of one stage and two stage thermoelectric 
cogeneration system 
Heat input One stage Two stage Result 
1860 Vl.!t (mv) 
47W 3475 
1898 V211d (mv) 
0.873 
0.510 Serial 
P max (W) R 2J 1 0.5 4 0.510 Parrallel 
2279 Vist (mv) 
60W 4040 
2943 V211d (mv) 
O. 49 1.179 1.001 Serial P max (W) R :!J I 0.985 Parrallel 
Due to the limitation of maximum operating temperature of heat pipe, the 
experimental test has h en carried out at three different heat inputs, 47W, 60W and 
93W. The test has heen succes, fully conducted under the first two heat inputs, 
namely 47W and 60W. However, the heat pipe doesn't work normally when the heat 
input is 93W hecau.,e the perating temperature exceeds the maximum operating 
temperature of heat pip . However, thi trend leads us to speculate the possibility of 
approaching I could he achieved when this two-stage TeS operates at higher 
temperature. This can be initially proved by the temperature difference rising trend 
shown in igure 6-22. 
By using two-.,tage T ,thermal energy can be converted at two stages. However, 
the temperature gradient is divided by the two stages as well. More heat loss occurs 
when the heat nux nov"s from the primary stage and secondary stage of the system. 
The main rca.,on lies in the degradation of temperature level which leads to a lower 
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Where, I TO and _TO .,land for the temperature difference at the stage I and stage 2, 
respcctlvel . 
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6.4. Energy management 
6.4.1 Thermal energy 
The concept of T i ~ u i t a b l e e for the areas where the waste heat is available and the 
thermal energy is needed. Taking the domestic environment as an example, heat 
output i ~ ~ one of the two energy products from thermoelectric cogeneration system. 
The heat output can be utili ed for under floor heating or preheated feed water for 
domestic boiler. In thi: integration, a few aspects need to be considered in order to 
en ure the normal operation of the boiler and an effective use of thermal energy 
harve ' ted from the cold side of TCS. 
Wa te heat i ~ ~ only available when the boiler is running. The availability of heat 
output and the operating condition of boiler needs to be discussed under a few 
circumstance . . The existence of heat output is determined by the availability of heat 
ource, which c o n s i ~ t ~ ~ of boiler wa te heat and solar power. There are three 
po i b i l i t i e ~ ~ of the e istence of the heat output as follow: 
1. Solar power: Boiler is not running, only solar power is available; 
2. Boiler wao.;te heat: Boiler is operating but the solar power is not available; 
3. Solar power plus boiler wa. te heat: The boiler is running with the presence of the 
olar power. 
In case 2 and c a ~ e e 3, the presence of heat output can be matched with the boiler 
operation, becauo.;e the heat output i produced when the boiler is running. Namely, 
the boiler needs feed water. Then the feed water can be pre-heated by the 
uncon erted heat dissipated from the heat sink side of TCS before it is fed to the 
boiler for further heating. Therefore, the thermal energy can be readily used by the 
boiler without considering additional configuration. 
In case I, the boiler is not running. Hence the feed water is not required by the boiler. 
There is no cooling at th heat sink of TCS. In order to keep the normal operation of 
TC , measures must be tak n to dissipate the heat from the heat sink so as to keep 
the required temperature gradient for energy conversion. 
igurc 6-2 atural air cooling for domestic TCS 
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Two measures can be taken to achieve this purpose, natural air cooling and water 
cooling. Figure 6-23 shows the concept of natural air cooling for the domestic TCS. 
In this concept, the heat sink is a heat exchanger with fins and water channel. It is 
capable of dissipating heat either through the water cooling or air cooling. When the 
feed water is required, the water cooling takes the major role of heat dissipation. 
When the feed water is not required, the heat can be dissipated through the fins via 
natural air convection or fan-assisted circulation. In this situation, the normal 
operation of the TCS and domestic boiler can be guaranteed by this heat sink design. 
However, one issue needs to be considered. The heat is dissipated into the room 
when the air cooling plays the major role of heat sink. In the case of SUinmer time, 
the heat can lead to the temperature rise in the room where the heat is dissipated to. If 
the house in which this device is integrated locates in the region/countries where air 
conditioning is required in summer time, the heat dissipated into the room would 
impose a negative impact on the energy consumption of the house due to the 
increased power for air cooling from the extra heat load produced by TCS. This 
domestic TCS is designed for the countries with temperate climate, where normally 
the air conditioning is not required. Introducing fresh air by opening window could 
offset this dissipated heat. However, the impact, negative or not, needs to be verified 
by onsite experimental test. The concept is more suitable for the counties/ regions 
where the air conditioning is not required in summer time. 
6.4.2 Electrical power 
When the renewable such as solar PV and wind power provide electrical power, the 
process of balancing power supply and demand is always a complex issue. Energy 
storage can be an alternative method for managing the electrical power. Energy 
storage is accomplished by devices or physical media that store the power to perform 
useful operations at a later time. 
Most renewable energy sources produce intermittent power which makes it difficult 
to match with the power demand. Energy storage becomes one option to ease this 
issue by storing the unused energy for later supply. There are three choices of 
charging battery using the generated electrical power: direct charging, charging by 
using a dc-dc converter and charging by using a dc-dc converted with MPPT 
(Maximum Power Point Tracking). The three methods deliver different charging 
performance due to varying condition of power output from thermoelectric 
generation. Eakburanawat [160] shows that the maximum chargeable power out of 
S.4W power output using the three charging methods is 6.35, 7.63 and 7.99W, 
respectively. 
In order to charge the battery efficiently, a DC-DC converter is needed to steady the 
voltage output due to the fluctuation caused by the varying external conditions. The 
selection depends on the range of power output. In many situations, the available 
voltage from the system is not suitable for direct battery charging. An efficient DC-
DC converter is required to increase adjust the voltage output from the system to the 
input requirement of the charged device due to a better charging performance (160). 
The input and output conditions of the electrical converter may vary with changes in 
thermoelectric power generation or the operating condition of charged device. In 
order to achieve an efficient chargi.ng over .a wide range of operating conditions, the 
converter needs to be correctly deSigned. Smgle-ended primary inductance converter 
is a common type of dc-dc converter. A typical circuit diagram is shown in Figure 
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6-24. It ha<; three dynamic energy storage elements, ~ , , L;. and C). The ratio of 
voltage output and the duty cycle are defined as: 




Where D = -..!!..-, substituting it into Eq.(6-22) and Eq.(6-23), the voltage output 
M + I 
can be expressed a:: 
(6-24) 
Figure 6-24 chematic of ingle-ended primary inductance converter (SEPIC) 
The typical method is shown in Figure 6-25, the charging unit consists of three parts: 
thermoelectric generator, converter and battery set. The power output from 
thermoelectric generator is converted to the voltage level which is nominal for 
charging the battery set. 
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igure 6-25 hematic of typical battery charging setting 
In the pa<;t f \\ ycar,>, much work has been reported on the TE power generator. In 
[130], a M 642 '>tcp-up ., .. itching regulator wa u ed to work in the range of 5mW 
to lOW. our module,> wcre used to operate at the temperature difference of 160°C 
with a 7W pov.cr ou tput. 6 14Ah valve regulated lead acid battery set was chosen 
for energ '>toragc. Thc noating voltage is about 6.75V with a charging current at 
.75A. Andcr'> [161 J dc\clopcd a stove-top generator using two modules, model HZ-
20. uring the op'rating time. the average output of the generator was about lOW 
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and supplied the battery with a net input from 1 to 5 W. A charging unit for laptop 
has been developed by Rahman [162] using thermoelectric generator powered by 
butane gas, which has a potential power output of 13.5W. A DC-DC step-up 
converter was used to stabilize the fluctuating voltage output for battery charging. 
The unit produces power output of 5 watts, which was said to double the life of the 
laptop's internal batteries. Roth et al. [163] developed and tested a 
photovoltaic/thermoelectric hybrid system as a power supply for a mobile telephone 
repeater. The developed system supplies enough for 50 W permanent loads. All of 
the above research uses the converter to boost-up the output voltage to charge the 
battery. The battery charging goal can be achieved but the power output is not 
maximally charged into the battery due to the fluctuation characteristics of power 
output. 
An efficient charging method needs to be explored to charge the electrical power 
output into the battery to its possible full extent. The maximum power output is 
obtained when the external resistance load matches with the internal load. The 
thermal operating condition of the system varies with the condition of external 
condition of heat source. The availability and the amount of the heat that is provided 
by the heat source vary with time and condition. Consequently, the internal 
resistance load changes with the thermal condition as well. The external load 
resistance needs to be dynamically matched with the varying internal load resistance 
to make sure the power output can be obtained from the ~ y s t e m . .
In real application, the maximum power point varies with the temperature. A 
maximum power point tracking control method is introduced for the system. The 
maximum power transfer to the battery normally occurs when the input impedance of 
the converter is equal to the output impedance of thermoelectric generator. The input 
impedance of the dc-dc converter can be controlled by changing the duty cycle of 
gate driving signal, then the maximum power point of the power chargeable to the 
battery can be found. The rate change of the input power with respect to the input 
voltage and input resistance can be described by: 
p P U i ~ p u t t
;"I'U/ = output = R 
ex 
(6-25) 
At the maximum power point, the rate change of the input power should be zero. 
Therefore, 
iJU. U. iJp = 0 ~ ~ Input = _In_pu_t 
lIIf'U/ iJR 2R 
ex ex 
(6-26) 
Where UjflPut and Rr • are voltage input and load resistance at the maximum power 
point respectively. 
Koutroulis [164] introduced a method which used a feed-forward MPPT( maximum 
power point tracking) to control the battery-charging current directly by applying the 
duty cycle of the PWM control signal to the dc-dc converter in the battery charging 
process. An output power increalie results in both a higher current output and a 
higher PWM control signal duty cycle, until the maximum power is charged to the 
load. 
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Figure 6-26 Schematic diagram of battery charging by TE power generator 
Marcel [160] used the circuit diagram shown in Figure 6-26. A SEPIC dc-dc 
converter was used to transfer the power from thermoelectric generator to the battery 
set and track the maximum power point. The used battery was charged at the nominal 
voltage at 6V with 12Ah output. The thermoelectric generator consisted of 6 modules 
which were connected in series, giving a 27.8V open-circuit voltage at 120°C 
temperature difference and 600C cold side temperature. 
The stored electrical power can be used to power LED lamps or charge devices such 
as mobile devices. The storage of electrical power produced by the TCS has been 
only discussed based on the efforts made by previous research. It is intended to shed 
light to the future work on the electrical management for the specific system. 
6.5. Mechanical assembly 
6.5.1 Assembly introduction 
Generally, a temperature gradient is obtained by supplying heat on one side and 
dissipating the heat from the other side. The electricity is generated when the heat 
flux flows through the thermoelectric element. The performance of thermoelectric 
generator is affected by the quality of thermoelectric assembly, which connects the 
modules and the heat exchangers at the hot and cold side. The assembly quality is 
determined by the surface quality of heat exchangers, the quality of thermal interface 
material, the surface quality and thickness variance of the module, the pressure load 
and washer configuration. 
Each individual component can be easily checked for the quality with individual test. 
However, it is difficult to inspect the thermoelectric assembly quality due to the 
invisibility. The thermal junctions are buried in the assembly making it difficult to do 
accurate visual inspection. It is also very difficult to justify whether the correct 
compression force is applied even though the torque applied to each assembly screw 
is correct. 
In order to decide which assembly methods are beneficial for thermoelectric 
performance. the system performance under each assembly configuration is 
measured. The results are compared to assess the quality of each assembly 
configuration. 
Generally speaking. the thermal management is favourably directed to the 
achievement of the maximum temperature difference across the thermoelectric power 
generator. This leads to two important thermal treatments in thermoelectric 
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application. -thermal insulation and thermal interface enhancement. In some 
application as.'emblie. where the heat ource is not directly assembled to the heat 
di ipation d e v i c e ~ . . thermal in. ulation is unnecessary. However, in other assemblies 
where the heat ~ o u r c e e and the heat di sipation have to be connected by screws due to 
the limitations of heat e changer category and system structure, the thermal 
insulation mu t be considered to avoid thermal bridge which directs the heat flux 
from heat. ource to heat sink directly without going through the module. Meanwhile, 
the thermal enhancement at the module interfaces must be considered in all types of 
thermoelectric application. The importance of thermal enhancement at the module 
i n t e r f a c e ~ ~ lie: in minimizing the thermal resistance of the system and establishing a 
higher temperature difference acro s the module under the thermal condition of .the 
given heat source. 
The recommended ompression for a thermoelectric assembly is 10 to 21 kilograms 
per. quare centimetre (ISO-300psi) of module surface area. Using the following 
equation, the torque per . crew can be olved by Eq.(6-27) [165]: 
T = (C x D .fert'II' X P J X A /1/ ) / N JereII' (6-27) 
T =torque per ~ c r e w w ( m); 
C =torque c efficient (0.20 as received, 0.15 lubricated); 
D =nominal ~ c r c w w sil (M3=0.003, M4=O.004, M5=O.005); 
\eft' " 
, . 
P j =Forcc ( Im- or p ~ I ) ; ;
A =m dule ~ u r f a c e e area (Iengthxwidth); 
11/ 
N =. crew quantit ; \ ( r r · ~ ~
Using ~ t a i n l e ~ ~ ... steel screws, fibre insulating shoulder washers, and steel spring 
(Belle il1e or split lock t pc) washers, the uitable torque per screw can be calculated 
by using =0.20. =0.0016m1, D"rt'II'=0.004, Pf =150-300psi, 4 screws are used 
in the a ... semhl y. The torque range lies in T =0.33Nm-0.66Nm. To ensure good 
thermal grease p'rformanc . there hould be no bowing of either surface in the 
torquing pr cc ...... . To prevent bowing, Ie s torque should be applied when the 
thicknes ... of one or hoth surface. are less than 3.18mm for the copper or 6.35 mm for 
the aluminium. 
igurc 6-_7 Torque wrench for thermoelectric assembly 
or th a ... scmhl of thermo'icctric module, the assembling method that has been 
mostl lIsed is sho\\n in igurc 6-27. The screw driver in this figure is a torque 
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wrench which an load cu tomized pressure on the thermoelectric module by 
adju:ting the torque to the stainle steel screw. The specification details are listed in 
Table 6-3. 
The mO. t ommon th rmoelectric as embly method (left to right: crinkle 
v asher, flat metal wa her and fibre washer) 
The crinkle \.\a her (sometimes Belleville washer or spring washer) is used to 
accommodate the thermal e pansion caused by temperature change. The flat metal 
wa her i., u.,ed to bridge the crinkle wa her and the fibre washer. The fibre washer is 
u ed to thermall} in.,ulate the th rmal path between the hot side heat exchanger and 
the cold side heat exchanger to prevent the heat flux to go through the screws. 
Table 6-3 




0.3 to 1.2Nm 
ick Release 
[n the comm rcial pm'tic , the cost for building a thermoelectric product is one of 
the important fa 'tor., that need to be considered. With the precondition of delivering 
exp cted ., .,tcm p'rforman e, the simplicity is more favoured for the system 
structure h 'au It can maintain the 'ystem building co t at the possibly lowest level 
due to Ie.,., mat'rial u.,c and less manual related work. Meanwhile, the simplicity of 
the sy.,tcm can al..,o eliminate or reduce the maintenance working load because of the 
acce.,.,ible and u.,cr friendl} structure. 
A., di.,cu.,.,ed III the prc\'ious section, four screws are used to sandwich the 
thermo Icctric module h'tween the hot side and cold ide heat exchangers. In this 
circum.,tancc. ccrtJ.\I1 amount of heat will go from the hot side heat exchanger to the 
cold heat c changer \. ia th four screws. Theoretically, the thermal bypass through 
the.,e four., ' rc\.\., I., unb'n ficial for the system performance in terms of energy 
conv r.,ion hecJu,,' of the heat goes through the unintended path rather than the 
module. Thcrefore. <Iccording to this analysis, a fibre washer is needed to reduce the 
negatlvc Impaci that the .., rev., ha e on the amount of energy that is used for 
con r.,lOn . [n J t plcal thermo Ie tric application, the crinkle washer and fibre 
wa..,her arc commonl) u.,cd to accommodate the thermal expansion and reduce 
th rmal h pa.,.., through Ih' ..,crews with a flat metal washer to mechanically bridge 
thc..,c two \\ J. her., H w '\ 'r, this study al 'o introduces the experimental tests to the 
"'y..,t m \\Ithnllt flhre \\,\.,h r and flat washer in an attempt to identify a simpler 
a.,..,emhl . Wllhout comproll1l.,ing to th performance. 
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6.5.2 The optimum pre ure load 
In order to ime-.tigate the impact that the washers have on the system performance 
and evaluate the necessity of using those washers, tests have been carried out to 
inve!o.tigate the sy"tem performance under two different assembling configurations: I. 
A crinkle washer, a Oat metal wa her and a fibre washer; 2. A crinkle washer. This 
experimental !o.tud) i" designed to develop a simple system assembling configuration 
without significantl affecting the ystem performance. The benefit lies in keeping 
the cost for building up the system at the lowest level. 
Before the test for differ nt mechanical configurations, a test for exploring the 
impact that the pressure load ha on the ystem performance has been conducted to 
identify the optimum pres:ure load on the module for the sake of the best energy 
conver<.,ion . In the test, a 47W power was supplied to the hot side heat exchanger by 
two cartridge heater<., which were evenly installed in internal space of the oil tank. On 
the cooling <"ide. a cooling plate L used to take the heat away from the cold side 
surface of the module. 0.3Nm torque was used to tighten the four screws in the 
pressure load. and then the torque wa loaded at an increment of 0.05Nm until 
0.5Nm, the corre<.,ponding pres:ure load of each torque value is shown in Table 6-4. 
a e -T hi 64Th e pressure I d oa s use d f h or t e test 
Torque (Nm) 0.3 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
Pressure(psi) 136 159 181 204 227 
The system wa" fir"tl) heated up until the output stabilized. Then the pressure load 
was adju<.,ted according to Table 6-4 using a torque wrench, the details are shown in 
Table 6-3. The \oltage output at different pres, ure load has been measured and the 
result i<., <.,ho-wn in igure 6-29. The voltage increases when the load pressure 
increa<.,es from 136p" to I I psi. and decreases when the load increases further from 
181 psi to 227p..,i . Hence. the optimum pressure load can be located at 181 psi whose 
corre"ponding torque \alue i!\ 0.40Nm. A pos, ible explanation for this phenomenon 
i!o. that the thermal contact hetween the module and heat exchangers improves as the 
prc<.,<.,ure load tncrea<.,c.., in the range of 136psi to 181 psi. When the pressure load 
further increa..,c" in the range of I I psi to 227p i, the thermal resistance of the 
wa<.,her.., dccrca..,c-. to the \cvel where the thermal bypass effect is enhanced to an 
innuential Ie\ cl. 
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' igurc (i 29 \l\nlll1l1ll1 voltage output under different pressure load 
igllrc 6 ",0 and Figure 6 I "how the power output and heat output under different 
prc-...,urc load . ame J' the ll1inimum voltage output, the maximum power output is 
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gi en when the load pressure is at 181 psi or the torque value is 0.40Nm. However, 
the ariation of p r e ~ . . , u r e e I ad in this range does not influence the heat output 
. ignificantlj . 
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Figure 6-31 Heat output under different pressure load 
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6.5.3 Wa, h r onfiguration 
As .,hown in igure 6-_ -, th tw washer configurations, which include three 
wa..,h r.., (cnnkle \\<I"hcr, nat m tal washer and fibre washer) and one washer (crinkle 
wa.,hcr). he Jrl: lI..,cd to a..,s mbl the system and the corresponding test has been 
condll ted 10 111\ e"ttg.lte th ..,}"tem performance with each a sembly. 
a..,hcr 'onfigur<llions in the assembling procedure (from left to right, 
cnllide \\,I"her, nal metal washer and fibre washer) 
noting the two \\a"her configurati ns as "one crinkle washer" and "three 
wa..,hcr,,", lhe) repre.., 'Ill lh' ,1"-' 'mblies with only crinkle washer and three washers, 
r ..,pccIl\cl 1 he IInp.I'1 of Ih . .,e two configurations has been experimentally 
in "Itgal '0 \\ ilh th' pIC 'olldlli )t1 of bing reproducible. The re ults are hown in 
igurc 6-.. and Figm' (1 ,-+. 
Figure 6-33 "how" the removal of fibre washer and flat metal washer decreases the 
c o n v e r ~ i o n n efficiency slightly, whil t the thermal efficiency has been increased, 
which i" "ho\\n in Figure 6-34. The removal of fibre washer and flat metal washer 
has decrca ... ed thc thermal resistance of the as embling part. This diverts more heat to 
the assembling pan. 
o 
One crinkle washer o 
Three w a s l i i~ , r ~ ~ ; n ~ : ' ! ~ ~ i " : l l••• 





Figure 6-33 Comer ... ion efficiency change caused by the removal of fibre washer and 
nat metal washer 
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Figure 6-34 Thermal efTicienc when the unit is assembled with one crinkle washer 
and three washers 
For thi ... th rmoe\ectnc cogeneration system, the use of fibre washer and flat washer 
is a double edged \\ord . ompared to the removal of them, the use of them can 
enlarge the temperature difference across the thermoelectric generator. Meanwhile, 
the th rmal cfflClellC) of the ... ystem without the fibre wa her and flat metal washer is 
bigger thall that \\ hen they are used. This can be attributed to the characteristics of 
thi ... "y"tem \\hich produce" dual products during operation: electrical power and 
thermal cnerg . The output of clectrical power can be enhanced by the use of fibre 
wa ... her and nat metal \\ .hher. \! hi 1st the output of thermal energy can be enhanced 
by the remo\ al of thcm at the invcstigated temperature (170°C). In the real 
applicatIOn. thc ne 'c""ity of u"ing thcm in the assembling configuration can be 
detcn11lllcd h) the prtOrlty of electrical power or thermal energy. 
ne"en pre""un: loat! ha" been deliberately introduced in the assembly. Four screws 
havc becn ti ghtened to thc heat exchangers with the three washers. Three of them 
havc hcell loadet! with prc""urc givcn by the torque value of OANm and the fourth 
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one w a ~ ~ loaded at the torque value at 0.3Nm. A test has been carried out to 
i n v e ~ t i g a t c c the impact that an uneven a embling has on the system performance in 
comparison v.ith the ~ } ' i t e m m with even a sembly. 
The c o n \ e r ~ i o n n efficiency and thermal efficiency are used to characterize the 
performance and anal Ie the change cau ed by this uneven pressure load. The results 
are ~ h o w n n in Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-36. 
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igure 6-36 The impact on thermal efficiency from uneven pressure load 
P to 20C"f, drop In cOl1\er"ion efficiency was caused by an uneven assembling. The 
possihle rea"on I" the i n c r ' a ~ c d d thermal resistance which deteriorates the thermal 
contact at th' Illtt:rface hetwecll the module surfaces and the heat exchanger surfaces. 
It con ... equcntl) dIrect" mort: of the heat flux to the assembling route and decreases 
the temperature dIfference across the module. Consequently, the conversion 
efficicnc} I'" lowered . Hov.C\er, the thermal efficiency is not significantly affected by 
the uncven J ...... emhllllg de"ptte of a slight increase (the minus value represents the 
efficienc) IOcreJ"e ). "lllmll in Figure 6-37 . This is because most of diverted heat flux 
flows to the cooltng plate through the assembling set when the thermal resistance 
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Figure 6-37 Efficiency drop caused by uneven assembling 
6.5.5 onclu. ion 
6000 
AnalY/ing the innucncc to the system performance from different reproducible 
assembling configuration .... the following conclusions can be drawn: 
I. The prc ...... urc load on the thermoelectric module in the assembly has a 
... ignificant impact on the performance of TCS. The optimum pressure load is 
I 1 p"i givcn hy the torque value 0.40Nm; 
2. The "Y ICm performance is innuenced by the washer configuration. The 
coo\ entional wa ... hcr configuration, which uses a fibre washer, a crinkle 
wa ... her (Belle\ille washer or spring washer) and a flat metal washer, can 
\\ cak.cn the thermal b pass effect by reducing thermal conductance of the 
a ...... embl) ... ct comparcd to the case of the removal of fibre washer and flat 
metal \\tl ... her. n thc other hand, the simplification of the assembly by 
rcmo\ II1g thc fi hrc washer and Oat metal washer is able to enhance the 
thermal efficlcncy although the conversion efficiency has been decreased. 
3. The unevcn a ...... cmbl affects the performance by worsening the thermal 
contact at the Interface between the module surfaces and the heat exchanger 
"urface and thu ... thermal resistance from the surface of hot side heat 
e changa to thc ... urfaec of the cold side heat exchanger is increased. It is 
e ... ..,enttal to load c\en pressure on each thermoelectric module to achieve the 
opttmalthcrl1l.d contact and harmless thermal assembly. 
4. ... ... embltng the thermoelectric application. by torque wrench is feasible 
mcthod hecau ... e it can load the pressure with a reasonable accuracy and 
mak.e ... the a ...... clllhly reproducible. 
6.6. Summary 
In thi ... chapter. the theoretical models for the domestic TCS of one-stage and two-
"tage ha\ e heen introduc'd . orresponding experimental studie have been 
introduced In compan ... on \\ Ith each other. The experimental study of one-stage TCS 
ha.., heen introduced \\ tlh more details in various performances. The factors that 
affect the ...... tem ~ r f o r m a n c e e from the construction's point of view including the 
pre" ... ure load. dl ... tnhulton <\l1d washing configuration have al 0 been introduced. 
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It shows the one-stage TCS produces more power than the two-stage TCS does when 
the heat input is supplied at 47W and 60W. As the heat input increases, the power 
output of two-stage TCS gets closer to that of one-stage TCS. 
In the system construction and assembly, uneven assembly can lead to conversion 
efficiency drop even module damage/failure when the load is excessive. The pressure 
load at 181 psi gives the highest power output out of five load values: 136psi, 159psi, 
181 psi, 204psi and 227psi. In comparison with individual assembly, module 
thickness difference in whole assembly degrades the system conversion efficiency. 
The output of electrical power can be enhanced by the use of fibre washer and flat 
metal washer, whilst the output of thermal energy can be enhanced by the removal of 
them at the investigated temperature (170°C). 
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Chapter 7 Discussion, conclusion and future work 
This chapter discusses a potential candidate concept that, on the basis of the result of 
current work, has been modified and introduced. The economic impact of deploying 
the domestic TCS in residential house in the UK has been evaluated in a case study. 
The environmental impact has also been discussed. Final insight has been shed onto 
the conclusion of this current work and suggestions for future work. 
7.1. Discussion 
This system basically has two products, which are electrical power and thermal 
energy in the form of preheated water. The amount of power generation is 
determined by the temperature difference across the thermoelectric generators. The 
temperature level of the preheated water is determined by the heating period in the 
cooling plate. It can be adjusted according to the need by varying the flow rate in the 
economic range. When the temperature level of the preheated water needs to be 
higher, the feed water into the cooling system can be supplied at a smaller flow rate, 
vice versa. As shown in the results of previous experimental study, the power output 
hardly had any change when the flow rate of feed water reduces. This is because the 
temperature difference across the module does not have obvious fluctuation when the 
cold side temperature changes. However, the heat output is increased when the water 
feed velocity is decreased. 
Due to the characteristic of this domestic TCS, it largely relies on the amount and 
temperature level of the heat. Its operation can be fulfilled by using the available heat 
in the domestic environment. The available heat includes the waste heat from 
domestic facilities, solar power or purposely designed heat source. It can either be 
used as a parasitic application which recovers the waste heat given out by other 
facilities, or as a main power generator by using the purposely designed heat source. 
The former concept is suitable for the areas or regions where the electricity supply is 
not scarce. It can be used as a supplemental power generation method to partially 
supply the electrical power. The parasitic application concept helps improve the 
energy efficiency of the host facilities. The latter concept is suitable for the regions 
where lacks of electricity or has no electricity supply. A facility, relying on the local 
sufficient sources, can be built to provide heat for power generation, e.g. remote 
mountain areas where the wood is of great abundance. 
The purpose of this system is to recover the waste heat existing in domestic 
environment and use solar energy at the same time. More boiler waste or solar 
energy means more electrical power and thermal energy can be produced. This does 
not necessarily mean a more inefficient boiler or domestic heating device is 
rewarding. The goal is to improve the energy utilisation efficiency by recovering the 
waste heat in residential house and meanwhile utilise the solar energy to reinforce the 
system viability in domestic environment. 
7.1.1. Candidate design 
Based on the system introduced in this research, a modified concept is proposed as 
the candidate design for possible domestic applications in the purpose of pointing the 
direction of future research work. The system concept is shown in Figure 7-1. It 
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distinguishe" it"elf h} adopting a different system structure, is discussed in this 
section \\ i th more detai Is due to it tructural advance over other concepts. The 
aforementioned }"tem e. tahli. he the temperature difference by exchanging the heat 
with the heat "ourcc and coo lant indirectly through the heat exchangers at the two 
s ides of the module . Thi" new concept is designed to enable the module to exchange 
heat with the coolant directly. Thi direct heat exchange aims to reduce the thermal 
resistance of heat flow from the heat source to the coolant. 
Solar glazino 
. 7 
'\. Cold side heat exchanger 
igure 7- 1 Improvcd system concept for domestic TCS 
The hot "idc heat c'\chang'r is designed to accommodate the existence of boiler 
wastc hcat and "olar encrgy hy heing cxposed to the solar radiation and flue gas. The 
flue ga" c'\hau"tcd from the hoiler enter the flow channel to exchange heat with the 
heat "ink. which con"cqucntly heats TE module hot side surface, part of which is 
heated hy the ha"c hoard which is partially attached to the TE hot side surface. The 
T hot "idc "urfacc t'"' hcated b the flue gas and bottom wall . Heat sinks absorb heat 
from fluc ga" and ,",olar radiation and tran. fer the absorbed heat to the module hot 
side .. urfacc . 
The heat c'\changcr i,", cnclosed b a 5mm glazing top which allows solar radiation to 
get through and hcal up thc inner surface which consists of channel walls and heat 
sin"". The miltcn .. 1 of gla/ing top is transparent glass ceramic which stands the 
temperaturc up to 700 . allowing high temperature operation. It is coated with 
reflectt\ e coattng on the intcrior surface which prevents the heat in the form of long 
wavelength to e,",cap' to oUL'lidc . A glazing insulation , which prevents significant 
hcat 10,",,", through the ,",olar gl.lling and also allows the solar radiation to get through, 
nced .. to he ttl"tallcd on top of the solar g lazing. such as acrylic sheet which is 
in"talled on top of the ,",ol.Ir glating leaving an air gap. 
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Inlet . . ~ ~
Flow chalmel Heat 
-----' 
igure 7-2 chematic diagram of hot side heat exchanger 
Figure 7-3 ~ h o \ \ ~ ~ the cooling unit of the TE building block. It consists of four cold 
s ide heat c chang r ~ . . Each cold ide heat exchanger accommodates four 
thermoelectric l 1 1 o d l l l e ~ . . which are connected in series, shown in Figure 7-4. The 
system a ~ ~ ... cmhl) i ~ ~ a comhination of whole assembly and individual assembly to 
obtain even p r c ~ . , u r e e load on the modules and enhance system simplicity. 
Figure 7-3 ooling unit o f thermoelectric cogeneration system 
The cold .,ide he.ll e \ changcr is made by 3D printer which is able to print it out with 
the dc.,igncd fcatur''-t In 3D mode lling software. The material that is used to print the 
model '" AB (cr lonitrile butadiene styrene, chemical formula 
( KH k( J H /l)\ ( , I ~ h h ),). which is a common thermoplastic. Its glass transition 
temperature ( B 1'. amorphous and there fore has no true melting point) is 
approxlmatd 105 . \\ hlch i'-t much higher than the temperature level (I0-40°C) 
rcqlllr d h. the C )oltng Ille of th system. 
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Coolant inlet 
tgure 7-4 3D model of cold side heat exchanger 
A ~ a m p l c c cold ... ide heat e changer wa designed and printed to see physical quality. 
he king through the ~ u r f a a e natne s and rigidity, the quality is good enough for 
being u ... d in thi ...... y ~ t e m . . Hence, it is technically possible to produce cold side heat 
exchanger h).3 printing technology, which is able to make the features that are 
difficult to achte\c 0 the conventional method easy to do. The sample is shown in 
Figure 7-5. The fea ... thilit of fabricating cold ide heat exchanger using 3D printing 
gi e ... tht ...... y ... tcmthc following ad anlages. 
igur print d sample of cold side heat exchanger 
I. h opht ... ltcJ(ed ... tnt ' lur i. possible to be made, which can reduce the 
th'rmal re't tancc h'tween the module and coolant by establishing direct 
contact h 'twc '11 the module c Id side surface and the coolant; 
2. The ') tem wetght can he !>ignificanlly reduced by using ABS instead of the 
com entton,11 .1Iumllllllm: 
3. The good faon 'at Ion accuracy enables the syslem to be assembled with the 
optimal pn;"L1rc 10,10, \\hich can achieve a good system performance; 
4. It ... dC'lgn I' 'l)motn'd \i ilh lh merits of individual assembly and whole 
a" mhl) : hIgh Illodul' densil and even pressure load. 
5. lIC to the 1I ' of 'I\tcone rubber gasket, the modules are allowed to adjust 
thcms'l\ " tl) flllo the h ' ~ t t position to attach to the surface of hot side heat 
c chang 'r. In 11m \\ a . a g d thermal contact can be achieved. 
he integration \\,Ith the oomc,tlc hoiler i!> shown in Figure 7-6. 
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fO buildin2 block 
B 
igure 7-6 chcmatic diagram of the integration with domestic boiler, A: distant 
view; B: near view; 
Distant \ ic \'" and neJr view of the system integrated in a domestic space are shown. 
In igur 7-6 B. the colour of heat sinks is set as gold to highlight their presence out 
of th blac\.. cndo.,urc. In r al application, it should be black due to a better 
absorption of .,un light. The d tail s of real prototype can be referred in Figure 7-7, 
which .,ho\\- the photO'> f cooling side and heat source side of TEG building block. 
The d tailed n.: ult., of ~ x p p rimental and numerical studies are not introduced here. 
\ B 
igur' 7 7 Photo" of TE huilding block, A: Cooling ide; B: Heat source side 
7.1.2. Economic anul)sis 
There arc a large am )Unt )1' ' >.i.,t ing boilers that are operating highly inefficiently in 
th K. leading to IlW,.,I \ ' n rgy wast . When we discuss about the potential 
method., of .,oh ing th", I.,.,ue. th b il I' retrofit always seems to be on top of the list. 
Howe cr. II r 'qulr '., a 1.lrg' J I11 )unt of upfront capital and puts the home owners off 
from a hoikr Icpla' III 'Ilt. It do's not meet the ROI (return of investment) thresholds 
r r cncrg\ d fl ' 1 '11 ' \ r '(('()ltt. ,\I (hough it . a s a considerable amount of money over 
the c pc ' (e I It kll III ' ()f (h' h )i l 'r. he economic viability of domestic TCS is 
dl., ·u., .... 'd in (hi.... , ·twn (0 d' l11onstrate its economic viability in the purpose of 
prop .... tng all alt rn,lll\ (lptl(ln to 111 'aslircs of improving home energy efficiency. 
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When considering the energy saving benefit of using thermoelectric generators, it is 
important that the amount of energy produced by the thermoelectric generators 
during their life time should be larger than the amount of energy for fabricating them. 
Figure 7-8 shows energy recovery period for various methods of electrical power 
generation [52]. In the ca e of thermoelectric power generation by a B i-Te-based 
module of 200°C type, the energy recovery period is 0.85 year which shows 
ufficient competitiveness among other methods. 
The energy recovery period is calculated against the application which generates 
electricity only. The aforementioned 0.85 year energy recovery period for the 200°C 
module type can be reduced further when the thermoelectric generator is used in the 
cogeneration concept introduced in this research. 
To more accurately evaluate the economic benefit that the use of this system concept 
can bring to the re idential house which uses conventional domestic or old inefficient 
boiler, the amount and availability profile of the heat sources along the timeline of 
whole year and the temperature of boiler flue should be understood . 
Thermoelectric power 
Photo voltaic power 
Solar power (plate type) 
Solar power (tower type) 





Small and medium acle hydroelectric . 
Nuclear power 
Thermal power (LNG) 
Thermal power (oil) 
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Figure 7-8 Comparison of energy recovery period 
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For the UK, a comprehen ive tudy conducted on the solar energy arriving at the 
surface of the Earth ha been carried out by the Institute for Environment and 
Su tainability of European Commission [166]. It is cited here to show the solar 
availability in different regions and countries. The amount of available solar energy 
depend on the geographical variability, weather conditions and time dynamics. The 
analy i to the availability helps us understand the contribution that TCS could make 
to the improvement of dome tic power conditions. 
Taking a two-bed bungalow in Northampton as an example, the average daily solar 
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igurc 7-9 \crage daily ~ o l a r r irradiance of each month in Northampton 
The profi le of boiler wa .. tc heat is determined by the outdoor temperature and the 
u ~ ~ r r demand. The heati ng demand of the two-bed bungalow in the whole year is 
shown in igurc.: 7- 10 ba .. ed on the operating time in each hour of the day. The data is 
ba .. cd on the air .. oun:e heat pump, whose operating pattern should be able to 
reprc.,cnt that of .I dome .. tic boi ler if it was used in the same bungalow under same 
ci rcUlmtancc. .. ... UI1111lg thc l l ~ c d d domestic boiler is a new conventional boiler with 
7 <k cfficlenc) (2·H. v capacity) and the flue gas is exhausted at ISOaC, the 
operating temperature .It the hot . ide of the system can be estimated in each hour of 
the day. 5C'f of the cnerg) i .. l o o t t from radi ation and conduction, then 17% of the 
cncrg c ... capc to the cm ironment via boiler flue gas, which is about 4.0SkW. 
Taking the effect 1\ cnc ... ., of thc flue heat exchanger as 60%, then approximately 
2.45kW thermal el1erg) can be absorbed by the flue heat exchanger. A thermoelectric 
cogeneratIOn ... y ... tem \\ ith 16 modules is used to convert the absorbed thermal energy 
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Figure 7-10 HourI) heating demand of a UK two-bed bungalow in a year 
Taking one ... ct of C\ p'1II11cnt a ... an cxample, the heat input i given at 93W by 
cartndge IH:atel \\ hll.:h ... 1I11ulatC'" thc heat source. The power output and open voltage 
of a "'Ingle cell therllll) 'k 'tnc cogeneration system under different operating 
temp ',ature difIClenc' I'" ... 110\\1\ in igure 7- 11. When the temperature difference 
aero .... the thCrIlH -k 'tiIC gener .. ltor i ... 130·C, the power output and heat output of the 
single 1110 iuk ... , ... tem I'" 2 \\ .. lIld 59.4W. The conversion efficiency and thermal 
efficiency,'" 4ff .Illd 67'" r l ' ' ' ~ ~ ,tl"c1 . 
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igurc 7-11 pen voltage and power output of a single cell thermoelectric 
cogeneration system 
The heat outpUI Jnd open \ oltage of a single cell thermoelectric cogeneration system 
under different operatIng temperature difference is shown in Figure 7-12. The few 
abrupt nUCluatton ... 111 the cune of heat output could be caused by equipment error 
and can he omilted. 
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Figure 7 12 pen \ oltage and power output of a single cell thermoelectric 
cogeneration system 
For a dOllle ... tlc T , U ... Illg 16 thermoelectric modules, the cost recovery and energy 
recover} period I'" e ... lI!nated 011 the assumption that the same conversion efficiency 
and thern"ll efflClenC) I ... a 'hlc\cd b) adopting the reproducible assembly technique 
and conflgurat\()f1 u ... eLlII1 the Inglc thermoelectric cogeneration system. 
Tahle 7 I o"t c tll11<\1I0n of a TC with 16 thermoelectric modules 
--
.-- Heat Hot 
1 od uk" tran ... fcr ~ i d e e
old TLM Installation Total ol11pol1enl side x and operation cost ot! x 
QuantilY 16 O.4lurc I 16 I I 
CO"I COO £1.20 £82 £22 £12 £150 £467 
Type FIN (Flcctricity668kWhl Gas 148kWh) Rest 
ElectriCity n.765p 9.88p 
Ga ... 6.621p 3.0Sp 
or c1CClIIClt, and 'a". thl: rate" Jre 22.76Sp and 6.621 p per unit for the first 668 
kWh and 14 k \\h. the r '"t I" 9 79p and 3.05p per unit, r e ~ e c t i v e l y . .
The economic impa 'I I" <lnah"ed .1" foIlO\\: The users arc normally concerned about 
th IIl1ll' 01 rC((Hcling the ",,,(elll co"t when they justify the economic benefit of 
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turning to utilising this system. Here the cost recovery period will be evaluated to 
provide the information for assessments. The cost for establishing this system is 
estimated and shown in Table 7-1 as below: 
Considering the low temperature drop of heat pipe heat exchanger, let's 
conservatively assume there is a 20°C temperature drop from the flue gas to the 
module hot side surface and the average temperature of cold side is 30°C, then the 
operating temperature difference is 130°C. With the conversion efficiency and 
thermal efficiency is 4% and 67% at l30°C temperature difference, the 24kW house 
can produce 98W electricity and 1640W useable heat when the boiler is running. To 
include the contribution from the solar energy, the availability of solar energy based 
on a I m2 solar collector is overlapped with that of boiler waste heat, shown in Table 
7-2. 
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Table 7-2 Hourly availability of solar energy and boiler waste heat in the two-bedroom bungalow of each month i n a whole year in Northampton (kW) 
Tim 01:0 02:0 03:0 04:0 05:0 06:0 07:0 08:0 09:0 10:0 11:0 12:0 13:0 14:0 15:0 16:0 17:0 18:0 19:0 20:0 21 :0 22:0 23:0 00:0 
e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
W 0.36 038 038 039 0.61 0.57 0.58 0.60 0.58 0.37 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.54 0.47 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.90 0.78 0.59 0.33 
Jan 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Feb 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.6 1 2.6 1 2.6 1 2.6 1 2.61 2.61 2.6 1 2.61 2.6 1 2.61 2.61 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Mar 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
S/A 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.39 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.23 0.60 0.53 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.68 0.97 0.85 0.64 0.37 
Apr 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
May 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Jun 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Oct 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Nov 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Dec 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
S 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.06 
Jul 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Aug 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
Sep 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 
*w, SIA and S represent winter, spring/autumn and summer, respectively. T he nu mber in the same row represents the period of operati o n in each hour. 
The hourly availability of solar energy and boiler waste heat is shown in Table 7-2. The gold part represents the period when both the solar energy and 
boiler waste heat are available. 
With the aforementioned operational condition, the power output of this system can be predicted according to the availability of heat source in Table 
7-2. 
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Table 7-3 Hourly output of electrical power of each month in a whole year in Northampton (kWh) 
W 01:0 02:0 03:0 04:0 05:0 06:0 
07:0 08:0 09Z 10:0 11:0 12:0 13:0 14:0 15:0 16:0 17:0 18:0 19:0 20:0 21:0 22:0 23:0 00:0 Subl 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 alai 
Jan 149 )70 177 180 594 557 56.6 62.0 59.6 ~ 7 7 .s 118 15 .7 17.2 17 .9 55.:! 477 63.8 64 .0 62.5 60.8 88.7 76.8 58.1 32.6 35 .8 
Feh 149 no 177 ~ 8 . 0 0 59 .4 55 .7 604 6.12 60.7 .18.2 14.0 16.0 175 18.2 562 48.6 68 .0 64.0 62.5 60.8 88.7 76.8 58.1 ~ 2 . 6 6 36.2 
~ l a r r 149 170 
ch 
177 18.0 <;9 .4 602 61 2 64.0 61.5 .18.7 142 16.2 17.7 I ItS 57.0 491 68.9 692 62.5 60.8 88.7 76.8 58.1 12.6 36.7 
'.,; 1, 
.14 X HI \8.2 196 61 9 fw .2 654 68.7 66..\ 41 9 15..1 196 D .7 24 .9 643 56.7 759 76.6 7'1 I 71.5 94.9 83.0 62.4 16.2 40.1 Apr 3 I 2 
\lay \4 .8 .\·U! 1411 14.8 382 31\ 2 31\.2 31C! 18.2 38.2 38.2 38.2 38 .2 38.2 382 18.2 311.2 38.2 382 38.2 ~ 8 . 2 2 14.8 14.8 34.8 27 .7 
Jun 14.X HI III 2 19.6 67.1I 638 65.0 611 1 M .9 4\.7 15.1 19.5 21.6 24.8 619 56.4 75.4 76.1 74.7 711 104 83.0 62.4 36.2 40.6 
(kt 14 II ~ 7 7 I 311.2 19.6 61.9 58.1 61.6 66.8 64 .5 40.8 149 19.1 13.1 24.2 625 552 73.8 74.5 68.3 66.8 94.9 83.0 62.4 36.2 39.2 
:-':0\ 14.8 HI Ill. I 195 61.9 58.2 62.0 65.2 62 .9 .19 .8 14.5 18.5 22.5 23.7 61.0 51.8 68.9 69.6 68.3 66.7 94.9 830 62.4 36.2 38.6 6 9 3 9 6 2 3 I 6 9 
[Xc 148 37 I 38.2 39.6 61.9 58..\ 59.4 64 .6 62.J 39.4 14.4 18.4 22.3 2'3.4 60.4 53.3 68.9 69.6 68.3 66.8 94.9 83.0 62.4 36.2 38.4 
S 
lui) 4.15 3.80 4.06 4.45 12.0 11.3 12.9 15.9 13.7 9.03 6.57 5.72 4.95 4.10 15.5 12.4 10.3 10.3 12.0 12.5 15.7 13.0 12.5 5.53 7.2 
Aug 4.15 3.80 4.06 4.45 11.0 11.3 12.8 15.8 13.7 8.98 6.54 5.69 4.93 4.07 15.4 12.3 10.2 10.2 11.9 12.4 14.3 13.0 12.5 5.53 7.1 
Sep 4.15 3.80 4 .06 4.45 11.0 11.2 12.7 15.7 13.6 8.93 6.50 5.65 4.90 4.05 15.3 12.2 10.1 10.2 11.8 11.4 14.3 13.0 12.5 5.53 7.0 
Tala 355 I 
--- -
*w, S/A and S represent winter, spring/autumn and summer, respectively. 
Hence, the annual output of electrical power of this system is 355kWh. The annual heat output can be calculated as 5941 kWh. 
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One of the tariffs of the electricity and gas from British Gas is shown in Table 7-1. 
Then the cost recovery period of this system can be calculated according to this tariff 
scheme. The annual saving by the electrical power and gas is £80.8 and £186.5, 
respectively. The labour hours are comprised of the time spent on fabricating the hot 
side and cold side heat exchanger, which are 10 hours and 16 hours, respectively. 
The labour cost is calculated as £650 in total using the pay rate of technicians in the 
Faculty of Engineering of the University of Nottingham at £25Ihour. The total cost of 
building the system can be calculated as £1117. Therefore, the cost recovery period 
can be calculated as £ 1117/(£267 /year)=4.l8 years. Here a clarification needs to be 
made that the costs are estimated in research laboratory environment, where the 
material cost and labour cost is higher than that could be realized in industrial 
environment. The reasons mainly lie in the higher material cost due to small 
purchase and likely ineffective material sourcing as well as lower efficiency in 
material use due to weak integration in laboratory environment. Namely, in the 
commercial c a ~ e . . the total cost can be reduced further which also means the cost 
recovery period could be less than 4.18 years. 
The carbon emission from natural gas and grid electricity is 0.I8523kg per kWh and 
O.53909kg per kWh. The saving of carbon emission in the use of electricity and gas 
can be calculated as 65.8kg and 3202.7kg, respectively. Hence, the total annual 
saving of carbon emission is 3268.5kg. 
7.1.3. Environmental impact 
Bismuth telluride is a compound of bismuth and tellurium, a gray powder. It is a 
semiconductor which is an efficient thermoelectric material for refrigeration or 
power generator. Bismuth telluride comprises some of the best performing room 
temperature thermoelectrics. The single crystalline bismuth telluride compounds can 
be grown by using the Czochralski method and obtained with directional 
solidification from melt or powder metallurgy processes. 
It is prepared by sealing a sample of bismuth and telluride metal in a quartz tube 
under vacuum and heating it to 800°C in a muffle furnace. Exposure (at 15mglm3 for 
6 hr/day. 5 days/week) to the dust of undoped bismuth telluride (O.4micron) does not 
impose adverse influence on animals like dogs, rabbits and rats [167]. For human 
being. exposure to undoped bismuth telluride can occur through inhalation, eye/skin 
contact and ingestion. Acute exposure to undoped bismuth telluride can cause local 
irritation of eyes and skin [168]. No signs or symptoms of chronic exposure to the 
undoped bismuth telluride have been reported. However, suggestions have been 
given on avoidance and rescue in case of exposure to it [169]. 
When it is used in residential house. the long lifespan of continuous operation of 
thermoelectric generator (up to II years) makes sure the system operate for a 
considerably long time. The ability of recovering the waste heat from the boiler flue 
gas improves the fuel utilisation efficiency of domestic boiler and at the same time 
utilise the free solar energy. The thermoelectric cogeneration system partially offsets 
the need of electrical power and thermal energy. 
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7.2. Conclusion 
Thermoelectric generators have found wide applications in different areas due to 
reliable operation, no-moving parts and compact structure. The thermoelectric 
cogeneration of electrical power and hot water designed for residential houses in 
country/regions with temperate climate is proposed and tests have been carried out 
on a bench scale prototype to investigate its performance. Its viability has been 
discussed based on the availability of domestic boiler waste heat and solar radiation. 
The benefit of employing thermoelectric generators in domestic environment has 
been evaluated on the basis of experimental studies. The results prove that .. the 
thermoelectric cogeneration concept is able to deliver much higher energy utilisation 
efficiency by generating electrical power and producing thermal energy. The 
essential issues in this cogeneration concept, including heat sourcing, heat 
dissipation, mechanical assembly, economic operating zone and system performance, 
have been investigated along with the design, test and modification of heat 
exchanger. 
The heat sourcing design has been investigated using the numerical simulation 
method which simplifies the heat pipe into pipe flow based on four comparisons. 
With the simplifications, the suitable model of flue heat exchanger has been 
identified and further modified on basis of four variables: heat pipe layout, cross 
section of flue heat exchanger, heat pipe pitch and joint style. It was found that: 
1. In the square-cross sectioned flue heat exchanger installed amid the boiler 
flue pipe, the flue heat exchanger with inline layout shows better performance 
than that with staggered layout due to improvements in both thermal and 
hydraulic performance; 
2. Bigger cross section (1.19 A) achieved an obvious decrease in pressure drop 
compared to the model with cross section at 0.91A. Without compromising to 
the thermal performance, a better overall performance has been achieved by 
adopting the model with bigger cross section; 
3. Smaller pitch (2d) improves the overall performance by enhancing the heat 
transfer between flue gas and heat pipes but without causing significant 
change in pressure drop; 
4. The flue heat exchanger with gradual junction shows worse performance 
when the flue gas velocity is 1 mls due to smaller value of effectiveness 
caused by the "inducing effect" along the near-wall region from the gradual 
constriction, a slight improvement in overall performance can be found in the 
model with gradual junction due to decreased pressure drop when the velocity 
is 2m1s, 3m1s, 4m1s and 5 mls; whereas the effectiveness does not show any 
improvement. It implies a better overall performance could be achieved by 
adopting sudden junction and gradual junction at inlet and outlet junction 
respectively. 
The model with sudden expansion and gradual constriction has been identified gives 
the most suitable structure of flue gas heat exchanger. Based on this, modified 
models have been established. Among them, M4 and M5 show better overall 
performance than other models do. However, M4 shows better performance than in 
the velocity range of 3.6m1s-5m1s, whilst M5 shows better performance between 0-
3.6m1s. 
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M4 and M5 are selected to be studied with the use of heat transfer enhancement 
design-fins; the thermal performance is improved at 1 mis, 2m1s and 3m1s (the 
enhancement in heat transfer rate is 3.9%, 3.S% and 2.7%). For the velocity at 4m/s 
and 5m/s, no enhancement has been shown. Meanwhile, the pressure drop has been 
increased by using the heat enhancement method at 1 mIs, 2m/s, 3m/s, 4m/s and 5m/s, 
the corresponding pressure drop increase is 145%, 102%, 69.7%, 54.3% and 42%, 
respectively. 
In the numerical simulations, the working mechanism of heat pipes has been 
simplified into the pipe flow. The results of heat transfer result can't be used to 
represent the thermal performance of heat pipe heat exchanger in real applications. 
Therefore, it is improper to make the final decision whether the installation of fins on 
the heat pipes is beneficial to the overall system performance. Future effort needs to 
be made to investigate the real impact of fin designs to the flue heat exchanger based 
on experimental studies and numerical simulations that accommodates the real 
mechanisms of heat pipe. 
The system performance has also been investigated experimentally with the use of 
cooling plates with different branch channel dimension which are purposefully 
designed for the cogeneration system. The comparison result of numerical and 
experimental studies has shown a satisfactory consistency in hydraulic and thermal 
performance of the three cooling plates. 
It shows the larger the pumping power, the smaller the thermal resistance is. This 
also reflects the correlation between the flow velocity and thermal resistance that the 
larger the flow velocity, the smaller the thermal resistance is. The cooling plates are 
located in two groups. The ones with 3mm, 4mm and 5mm branch channels are in 
the high thermal resistance region, whilst the rest locate in the low thermal resistance 
region. In the higher thermal resistance region, for the same pumping power, the 
cooling plate with 4mm branch channel has the lowest thermal resistance with the 
3mm one taking the second place and the 5mm one showing the largest thermal 
resistance. In the lower thermal resistance region, for the same pumping power, the 
cooling plate with 6 branch channels shows the lowest thermal resistance, followed 
by the one with 45° angle, 60° angle and 90° angle. However, the one with 45° angle 
has the lowest pumping power in the whole velocity range. The net energy gain of 
cooling plates under different Reynolds number (Re is calculated according to the 
main channel). The cooling plates that deliver the net energy gain in ascending order 
are single channel cooling plate (SC), the plate with 5mm branch channel or 8 branch 
channels, the plate with 45° channel angle, the plate with 60° channel angle, the plate 
with 4mm branch channel, the plate with 6 branch channels, the plate with 3mm 
branch channel and the plate with 4 branch channels, respectively. 
Experimental studies have also been conducted to investigate the one-stage system 
and two-stage system separately to evaluate the pros/cons of the multi-stage 
thermoelectric cogeneration system in comparison with the one-stage system. 
Together with the mathematical models, it has been found that the one-stage TCS 
produces more power than the two-stage TCS does when the heat input is supplied at 
47W and 60W. As the heat input increases, the power output of two-stage TCS gets 
closer to that of one-stage TCS. However, it doesn't exceed the power output of one-
stage TCS in the experimental range. 
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Analyzing the influence to the system performance from different reproducible 
assembling configurations, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
I. The pressure load on the thermoelectric module in the assembly has a 
significant impact on the performance of TCS. In the even assembly, the 
pressure load at 181 psi gives the highest power output out of five load values: 
136psi, 159psi, 181 psi, 204psi and 227psi. 
2. The system performance is influenced by the washer configuration. The 
conventional washer configuration, which uses a fibre washer, a crinkle 
washer (Belleville washer or spring washer) and a flat metal washer, can 
weaken the thermal bypass effect by reducing thermal conductance of the 
assembly set compared to the case of the removal of fibre w ~ s h e r r and flat 
metal washer. On the other hand, the simplification of the assembly by 
removing the fibre washer and flat metal washer is able to enhance the 
thermal efficiency although the conversion efficiency has been decreased. 
3. The uneven assembly affects the performance by worsening the thermal 
contact at the interface between the module surfaces and the heat exchanger 
surface and thus thermal resistance from the surface of hot side heat 
exchanger to the surface of the cold side heat exchanger is increased. It is 
essential to load even pressure on each thermoelectric module to achieve the 
optimal thermal contact and harmless thermal assembly. 
4. In the system construction and assembly, uneven assembly can lead to about 
20% drop in conversion efficiency. It shows the importance of even assembly 
to the electrical performance of the system. 
5. In comparison with individual assembly, module thickness difference in 
whole assembly degrades the system conversion efficiency up to 54% when 
care is not taken in the module selection and installation. 
6. Assembling the thermoelectric applications by torque wrench is feasible 
method because it can load the pressure with a reasonable accuracy and 
makes the assembly reproducible. 
The cost recovery period of deploying this system in a residential house installed 
with a 24kW boiler and 1 m2 solar collector has been evaluated. Based on the 
conversion efficiency and thermal efficiency is 4% and 67% at 130°C temperature 
difference, the house can produce 98W electricity and 1 640W useable heat when the 
boiler is running and the contribution from the solar energy is included. It takes less 
than 4.2 years to recover the system cost. 
7.3. Future work 
This research has been looking into the issues associated with adopting the 
thermoelectric technology in an economically viable way by studying the single cell 
thermoelectric cogeneration system. This allows a better accuracy of understanding 
the fundamental characteristics of cogeneration system, and the factors that influence 
the system performance. The intention is to provide the important information for 
constructing the real scale system and pave the way to further work of tackling the 
issues in the development and integration of real scale system to onsite applications. 
In section 7.1.1, the prototype that consists of 16 TEG modules, 3D printed cold side 
heat exchanger and boiler flue heat exchanger have been introduced. Further work 
needs to be conducted to investigate the performance of this real scale domestic TCS 
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prototype in both laboratory and onsite environment. Due to the use of 3D printed 
cold side heat exchanger, the system is endowed with advantages such as: light 
weight due to the use of ABS and lower thermal resistance due to direct contact 
between the coolant and cold side surface of TEG module. In order to maximize 
these advantages for lower cost and better performance, extra work needs to be done 
to push the material use of 3D printing to a lower level and modify the channel 
structure for a better temperature distribution on the module cold side surface. Insight 
also needs to be shed into the application of solar concentrator which is designed to 
increase the temperature level on the module hot side. 
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